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Steelaire Home. The entire structural frame of this house is made from tough, cold-formed steel, so it is unaffected by rot, 

fungus, and termites. Even more important is the fact that the steel frame resists warping and sagging. It’s one of a line of 

Steelaire homes and is made by the U. S. Steel Homes Division of United States Steel. 
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World’s Biggest Crowd. On power shovels, a “crowd” is the arm which moves 
- the dipper and dipper-stick forward and back. It coordinates closely with the lift 

, - a motion of the dipper, and is a key part in the operation of the shovel which must 
. e y 4 withstand extremes of stress at any temperature. This is a picture of the biggest 

PT yo ff crowd ever built, now installed on the biggest power shovel in the world. It’s made 

Ly ee f from USS “T-1” Steel, the remarkable new constructional alloy steel developed 
fo - - AN 4 by United States Steel. An exceptionally strong and tough steel, it is noted for its 

[ . . 7 rd welding characteristics. “USS” and ‘‘T-1” are registered trademarks. 

~ = Cl 
a Lo » | Slap That Bermudavarius! The Talbot Brothers of Bermuda, famous for their 

= . colorful calypso music, recently retired their homemade packing-case “bass viol,” 

> ~~. | and proudly premiered in its place the world’s first Stainless Steel bass viol (or 
eke . } dog house or Bermudavarius, as it’s customarily referred to). An exact replica in 

_ , | USS Stainless Steel of their original homemade design, it was built for them under 

«. | - U. S. Steel’s supervision by a well-known manufacturer of Stainless Steel sinks 
i. - CC who commented that the fabricating job wasn’t difficult—but certainly was different. 

-.C«CLC 

’ >.) 88 UNITED STATES STEEL 
4 | AMERICAN BRIDGE . . . AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE and CYCLONE FENCE . . . COLUMBIA-GENEVA STEEL 

o re CONSOLIDATED WESTERN STEEL... GERRARD STEEL STRAPPING... NATIONAL TUBE... OIL WELL SUPPLY 

: _ TENNESSEE COAL & IRON ,.. UNITED STATES STEEL HOMES... UNITED STATES STEEL PRODUCTS 

—Crr—“O™OC—C—SCs—S—s—sS<—T' UNITED STATES STEEL SUPPLY . . . Divisions of UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION, PITTSBURGH 
- | | iil UNION SUPPLY COMPANY » UNITED STATES STEEL EXPORT COMPANY » UNIVERSAL ATLAS CEMENT COMPANY 

Lo <4 Watch the United States Steel Hour on TV every other Wednesday (10 p.m. Eastern time). 

P ee i 7-2467
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From War Baby to Peacetime Giant 

Here’s why the synthetic rubber field 

i r r ineer: ‘ ; . 
is a natural f OF NOUNS CVE Meer How do young engineers fit into the picture? 

With all the resources of intellect and skill 
they can summon. 

T was back in the 1920’s that Goodyear ‘ 
5 ri For wherever men work with this wondrous 

PV’ piained TE A a aia material, new opportunities, new avenues of 
aiaate ee Pp achievement are constantly opening up —in 

y- research, in development, in production and 
In the early days progress was unspectacular. in sales. 
But in 1941, the loss of our natural rubber : i 5 

. We’re looking for engineers—chemical, elec- 
supply touched off @ period of phenomenal trical, mechanical—all types and all special- 
growth which made the synthetic rubber ties. We’re looking for men with talent and 
industry the war's biggest baby. training, of course. We’re looking for men 
Today, this industry is bigger and better dedicated to making a permanent place for 
than ever, and Goodyear is leading the way. themselves in one of the most fabulous fields 
For instance, Goodyear’s huge Houston plant in all American industry. 

has just been expanded by 50% to make it We think > a ; 2 . 4 you’re that kind of man—or you 
the largest of its kind in the world. wouldn’t have read this far. How about drop- 
In Akron,. too, Goodyear’s latex plant will ping us a line? Write: Technical Personnel, 
soon be turning out a 50 per cent bigger Dept. 806-W, The Goodyear Tire & Rubber 
volume. Company, Akron 16, Ohio. 

There’s a World of Opportunity at 

GOODFZYEAR 
THE GREATEST.NAME IN RUBBER 
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7 Seconds From Nothing Flat! eee k 
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It takes only seven seconds for the new 00 Brown & ate. rene Dick Stewart, m’58 
Sharpe Automatic Screw Machine to produce the brass i ee ow ee 

part shown above. That’s a 42% increase in rate of pro- ee * 

duction over the previous B&S model. in a a Circulation 
One of many new features that contribute to the re- oT on) ORE > 

markable performance of the 00 machine is a chain HS, 6 | a w Minuunzi, met’58 
driven ball bearing spindle (diagram). Fafnir engineers = * 
worked with Brown & Sharpe in selecting bearings for wo eS CL BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

this application, involving some 208 spindle speed com- . 
binations ranging from 34 to 7200 RPM. To assure W. K. Netz, Chairman 

absolute spindle rigidity and running accuracy, Fafnir The New Brown & Sharpe No. 00 G. R. Sexx, Faculty Advisor 
ee a in th A Automatic Screw Machine with 2 y super: precision ball bearings are mounted in the posi- Fafnir-equipped spindle. Cuartes C. Watson, 

Thousands of similar bearing success stories help ex- fe A F PY i ke Chemical Engineering 

plain why design engineers turn to Fafnir for help with Bruce Davinson, 
bearing problems. The Fafnir Bearing Company, New ac < . 

Britain, Connecticut seem SS BALL BEARINGS fell Dingiseening 
Joun C. Weserr, 

MOST COMPLETE LINE IN AMERICA ‘ z Z 
SO YOU WANT A CAREER IN A GROWTH INDUSTRY Electrical Engineering 

Since the advent of the sutematlve: ade, Fafair's little effected by momentety ups ond downs of jae Howarp B. Doxe, 
d of th has been i bly Ti ith dividual companies or industries, Find out what So oie 

the over-ell mechanization and phenomenal growth  Fafnir offers you In the way of professional chal- Mechanical Drawing 
of industry itself — right down to present-day ad- lenge, diversity, and stability in a ‘growth indus- Davip J: Mack. 
vances in automation and instrumentation. Fafnir’s try” with a future as promising as the future of ma 7 
field of operations is, moreover, industry-wide... | America, Write today for an interview. e Mining & Metallurg : 8 gy 
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On the day preceding its christening, the mobile off-shore drilling barge “Vinegarroon,” undergoes final out- 
fitting of its heliport and 140 ft. derrick. Only the second tripod self-elevating drilling barge to be placed into 
tideland drilling service, the rig was christened at New Orleans, La., on March 29, and immediately began initial 
operations approximately 15 miles off Cameron, Louisiana. 
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an engineer 
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lose his job? oe 
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Hanareas do it every day, without ever leaving the _This leadership has only been won through the creative 

company. Confined by an unimaginative management, powers and initiative of LINDE engineers and scientists. 

they sink to the level of pencil pushers ... or slip-stick And, these men have received individual recognition 

artists, losing the value of their intensive academic of their achievements. 
training. But the youthful engineer does not have to You can find out more about career opportunities at 

suffer this fate. Selecting the right company ... with LInDE, in research, development, production, sales, and 

thought to its reputation for leadership, initiative, and staff positions, from your Placement Officer. A booklet, 

atmosphere... makes the difference. “Look to LINDE for your future,” is available by address- 

Linde Company is world renowned for its progressive ing Mr. P. I. Emch, Central Recruiting Office, Linde 

development in many fields . . . in atmospheric gases Company, Division of Union Carbide Corporation, 

and acetylene, welding and flame processes and equip- 30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y. 

ment, synthetic crystals and adsorbents to name a few. 

: ire) 
A LEADER FOR S50 YEARS TT 

‘The terms “Linde” and “Union Carbide” are registered trade-marks of UCC. CAR BI D = 
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THE LOCKHEED MISSILE SYSTEMS oo. : | 

Advanced Study Program for eS a ee | 

M.S. and Ph.D. DEGREES n> Mom, aa 
in science and engineering - a — 

University of California at Los Angeles + University of Southern California a : a — 
University of California at Berkeley + Stanford University a M / y 

The Graduate Study Council offers an Advanced Study Program to enable eee 7 Mo = ne é i 

qualified individuals to obtain M.S. or Ph.D. degrees. Under this program the ; LS Me” wccniccmituaiai i 
is nea a fl 

participants are employed in their chosen fields of research and development — —a4l sk OO : 

at Lockheed Missile Systems while concurrently pursuing graduate study. 4 iy a oo Co _ 

Eligible students must be U.S. citizens holding M.S. or B.S. degrees _ coll! be OL —— : a | 

in fields of Engineering, Mathematics and Science applicable to missile 6 “a : | 

systems research and development. ‘ a io cg | 

Students are invited to contact their Placement Officer for additional information _ : ro 7 / fe o i ye 4 — | 

or write: a. | am iit ; 

COLLEGE RELATIONS DIRECTOR ot Ge 

CMM MISSILE SYSTEMS ; Ss) : 
A DIVISION OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION ara 

o,lUD Se 
PALO ALTO «¢ SUNNYVALE ¢ VAN. NUYS ¢ CALIFORNIA we 4 ] 
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Le _ ques ’ EVE sean  . _. 
- ahhh \ is z 
a =—=sr— se a a This new booklet describes in detail 

. ae 0 the unusually fine career opportuni- 

_aae _ «= ties at Phillips Petroleum Company— 

— ~=—rre—e  =—=—m integrated oil companies. New proj- 

P BD oan —<k- | ects and expansion programs at 

LS : . cAF - _ > | \ openings for young men in practically 

L _ i. i @6=6hlhlA petrochemicals, sparked by a constant 
L a. — (_ . stream of new developments in syn- 

\ ——_:lUlUmUmr™t~Ct~<“—Oiéi~O~CSCS=SSCSO~*~*~*~S thetic rubber, plastics, carbon black, 

|... = SOO = duction programs in the atomic energy 
| vy C= ee and rocket fuels field . . . as well as 
\ woo ee uranium mining and processing. Phil- 
\ ee lips is also the number one producer- 
— «= 6 8 i marketer of natural gas and liquefied 
\ 5 New brochure describes career petroleum gas in the nation. 

opportunities at Phillips eb 
Phillips policy of promotion and 

transfer from within is creating oppor- 
. tunities for young engineers and scien- 

. . tists who will be the key men of to- 
D. R. McKeithan, Director morrow. 

ailing » Technical Manpower Division Write today to our Technical Man- 
wer Division for this new brochure 

( PHILLIPS PETROLEUM COMPANY Seen the Phillips representa- 
J Bartlesville, Oklahoma tive visits your campus, be sure to 

VA arrange for an interview. 
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At Los Alamos ... the challenge of controlled thermonuclear energy 

The controlled release of fusion energy in a practical thermonuclear reactor will be an important 
milestone in the nuclear age. This scientific achievement is the object of PROJECT SHERWOOD... 
one of the interesting scientific investigations now under way at Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory. 

| Pictured above is “‘Columbus 1,’ an early experimental device developed by Los Alamos 
scientists to further this study. The bright line along the axis of the tube was produced by a dis- 

) charge in heated and highly conducting argon gas. This discharge was “‘pinched’”’ down to a 
small fraction of the tube diameter by the mutual attraction of its own currents.. The temperature 

( was roughly equal to that of the sun’s photosphere. When deuterium was substituted for argon, 
) intense bursts of neutrons appeared at time A on the voltage time signatures of the pinch (above, 

left), providing an interesting puzzle as to their origin. The similar signatures of successive 
( discharges indicate the degree of reproducibility that has been achieved. Detailed studies of such 

reproducible behavior have led to considerable advances in understanding both the dynamics and 
) the means for stable containment of heated plasmas, 

( At Los Alamos, in the cool mountain environment of northern New Mexico, you will find research 
challenges worthy of your abilities. College graduates in the Physical Sciences or Engineering are 

) invited to write for information about the Laboratory, the attractive employee benefits, and the 
( family living and recreational facilities of the Los Alamos area. Write to: 

: i: : DIRECTOR OF PERSONNEL 
Air. \A LOS ALAMOS SCIENTIFIC LABORATORY 
VV IO a LOS ALAMOS, NEW MEXICO 

“re scientific laboratory 
OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory is a non civil service operation of 

\ LOS ALAMOS, NEW MEXICO. the University of California for the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.
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Or young engineers tell us that one of the best —_ tures literally dozens of products, ranging from 

things about working with General Motors modern aircraft engines to fractional horsepower 

is this— motors—from cars and trucks to locomotives and 

Here at GM you live in a big world of vast resources, off-the-highway equipment. 

great facilities, important happenings—yet you also Think you have what it takes to engineer a reward- 

live in a small world of close friendships and har- _ing career with GM—as so many thousands of engi- 

monious relationships. neers have done? Then ask your College Placement 

For GM—the world’s most successful industrial cor- Office about arranging an interview with the GM 

poration—is also completely decentralized into 34 College Representative. Or write to us directly. 

manufacturing divisions, 126 plants in 70 U.S. cities. 

Within these divisions and plants, you find hundreds — : 

of small, hard-hitting technical task forces consist- GM positions now available < 

ing of engineers with widely varying degrees of — ° in these fields: : 

experience. : : 

It foll h . h h 1 : MECHANICAL ENGINEERING : 

t i - . . 
; ollows that our young engineers have t ee en: : ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING " 

did chance to learn from some of America’s best — : : 
; E % oye i INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING. . 

technological minds. The chance to win recognition : : 
. ¢ : METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING. : 

for achievements. The chance to grow personally _ - : 

andl -pratenelonally, AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING : 

. : CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 7 

Beyond that, they have the opportunity to follow — ; ‘ 

their natural bent in an organization that manufac- lle. eee ce eee eee e eee en eee cee eeeeeeoees 

Personnel Staff, Detroit 2, Michigan . 

8 THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER
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We'd like to sen yout ls recora: 

No matter what branch of engineering evaluate in terms of cold facts and figures. 
you're following—no matter which phase of _A company’s basic philosophy, for example 
engineering interests you most—we want ...its attitude and approach to its customers 
you to know Square D and what wehaveto and to its working team. 

offer. Of special interest to you, we believe, The ““Human Touch” record we want to 

is the “human touch” side of our Company. send you deals with some of those intangi- y: 
There are some things you simply’can’t bles—musically. We think you’ll enjoy it. 

(aa ee i 
| | 

Square D Company, Dept. EM 
6060 Rivard Street, Detroit 11, Michigan 

mail this coupon for your Jd like a “Human Touch” record and a copy of Square D’s brochure, 
YOUR ENGINEERING CAREER “Human Touch’ record BGhce ys i : 

I I am primarily interested in [] Research, Design & Development 
| Engineering ([] Manufacturing Engineering [)Sales Application and } eh g 

( eo ey Field Engineering 
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d you put Synthane laminated plastics to work 
E | aD » = | Think of the many conveniences avail- cations chiefly for its high dielectric 
be ip a - | able simply by plugging into an electrical strength, low moisture absorption and 
I we ~~ ~»ooutliet. low dissipation factor plus its additional 

. 7. ‘Sd Me | On both sides of the outlet Synthane properties of dimensional stability, ma- 
hy wx 4 ~~. laminated plastics are at work in power chinability and mechanical strength. 
Ome | t—“‘;t;*és~CSCSC#@enerrattion and distribution, home appli- Synthane is available in over 30 standard 

: Le Pe See Rum . 2nces and other electrical equipment. grades in sheet, rods, tubes or you can 
: , Ine | You find Synthane laminated plastics avail yourself of our complete fabricating 

_ |. # _ in circuit breakers, buss bar coverings, services. 

_ “SiG transformers. Synthane laminated plas- For more information about the many 
— | tics are important insulators in toasters, properties of Synthane and how you can 
-— @ _-———_~s ranges, food mixers. Synthane is at work benefit by using Synthane materials and 
-_ | | ~— in thermostats, voltage regulators, fabricating services, write for our product 
— = -- ~—|~Ss¢poweer tools. catalog. Synthane Corporation,13 River 
- | | Synthane is valued in electrical appli- Road, Oaks, Pennsylvania. 

a | — 
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Automatic Circuit Recloser Parts made from Syn- 
thane sheet and tube provide insulation for high DIELECTRIC STRENGTH IMPACT STRENGTH HEAT RESISTANCE UGHT WEIGHT 
voltages. 

SYNIHANE ... industry’s unseen essential 

SYNTHANE CORPORATION, 13 RIVER ROAD, OAKS, PA. 
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nescent panels on the ceiling and 
three walls. These panels were one- 
foot-square flat glass plates about 
as thick as a window pane and coated 
with a plastic containing the phos- 
phor. ‘They were topped off by an 

4 aluminum conducting coating. 
yo Hooked up to a source of power, 

. 4 these plates had a brightness of 100 
. CC foot lamberts in their present stage 

- Se Ye fF of development. 
= - > Since some phosphors have more 

- «a > , : -_ than one emission band, the color 
a | | . - and brightness of electroluminescent 

| y F AF {ite frequency. It is possible to con- 

. | _ =, ye _ - cinating possibilities. Just one is 
|... __isiseé.s.tf “picture framing’’ television. An 
_. electroluminescent cell might replace 

the conventional cathode-ray tube 

— ap eneD eee 

——r—~— supervision of E. G. F. Arnott 
- | (Princeton ’28), developed electro- 

“Glowing wafer” of light (electroluminescence) sheds illumination on the faces of | cae ineseene | = SS 
three Westinghouse scientists who helped to develop it. Left to right: Dr, Willi | Molieotored poral | tt (| 
Lehmann (University of Brunswick, Germany); Dr. Henry F. Ivey (University of Georgia, bis ae pele . BE Al E a 

| Massachusetts Institute of Technology); and R. W. Wollentin (Rutgers University). [pode by stacking | Be [ | 

| red (R), yellow (Y), | ey te i 
grees (C) ‘ang | Ea ° Huctlocacs | (EEL 

es p EEtr 
e e e ° — Lf ano |_| | —— tert With no Third Dimension ~= 

‘ 5 : : luminescent lighting under the name 
A new source of light is nearing and become a practical light source “ 2 eee a 
practicality. Called electrolumines- of the future. ea Se eee 
cence, it comes from a flat surface. In an incandescent lamp, light as a commercial venture, but ‘as a 
By the twist of a knob, you can comes from a single point. In a ware research project. Much He 
change the brightness, or even the fluorescent lamp (form of gas- ee t ae a thi field Thi color, of a room. : discharge), light comes from a penne a a acai é ia relacas : Ri ea typical of the pioneering develop- Since electric lighting first became _ straight line. In electroluminescence, mente undertaken by Westineho 
practical, only three basically dif- light comes from an area or flat sur- Challenging o: Br tiae aa 
ferent light sources have achieved face. Electroluminescence is light graduate Gueeciediee aman fields 
widespread use—incandescent, fluo- | emission from phosphor powders em- including: 2 

| rescent, and gas-discharge lamps. bedded in an insulator, excited by GORE é 
Now a fourth basic type—electro- _an a-c field. AUTOMATON aE Sapeeneis | luminescence—is nearing practical- Westinghouse engineers gave the JET-AGE METALS ELECTRONICS 

| ity. With fewer theoretical limita- _ first practical demonstration of this LARGE POWER CHEMISTRY 
tions than any of its predecessors, new light source. They lighted an EQUIPMENT 
it promises to revolutionize lighting entire room with flat electrolumi- . .. and dozens of others. 

f--------------—-----------—- 

i Please send me more information on 

i D1 Rayescent lighting 
We e h I LD Job opportunities at Westinghouse 

estingnouse | 
| ‘Rede ss Nee tt SE NIE aN yee ena 

FIRST WITH THE FUTURE | I Course 2 8 i oltegesst ee 

Mail to Mr. J, H. Savage, Westinghouse Electric Corp., P.O. Box 
2278, Pittsburgh 30, Pa, 
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For the new Delaware Refinery of Tidewater Oil Company, : —— ei Chess 

careful selection of valves was unusually important. Tens 4 Tp yy Ny ee large valves 
* ene ke ee 

of thousands of valves were required to control the maze ee 7 eae => a Ls z 
48 ‘ # 2 el wee cen | 1c of Ni-Resis 

of piping at this largest refinery ever built at one time. ee en ue eer Ip: : ee | ie, i metal are among 
To the valve specifiers for this gigantic piping project, the fe A s o the thousands 

long record of Jenkins Valves for an extra-measure of laa ee 
* + * * — se srmrmti‘ seOOUOUOC™~™~*;~OC.UCU® FU(Uinthis 

efficient, economical service was good reason for using Be ag , great refinery, 

many thousands of Jenkins Valves in the total valve equip- 4 — Sizes range 

ment of the refinery. 2 : ee) from 4” to 24”; 
. — made of 

't will pay you to have the same important assurance when . ; I p yy uu c e the same import mnt s: u e ‘ varlous: metals 

you specify or install valves . . . especially since Jenkins to suit 

Valves cost no more. Jenkins Bros., 100 Park Avenue, : | different 

New York 17. services. 
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just thinking 

Chemical progress is autoclaves, test tubes, distillation towers things have to be proved. It takes more thinking. The think- 
. . . hydrocarbons, heterocyclic compounds . . . processes, ing never stops. And so chemical progress never stops. It’s 
polymerizations, products. that way at Koppers. 

But mostly, chemical progress is thinking . . . men think- 

ing. Little men, big men, medium size men . . . in lab coats, You can be one of these men, think- CU 
business suits, overalls . . . all of them, always, thinking. ing. Youcancreate someofthechem- {§ LO _ 

| Thinking up new products . . . new ways to make chem- ical progress that’s made at Koppers. a ak _ 
icals and new ways to use them. Thinking up more comfort, The products are many . . . the oppor- x 4 4 
more convenience, better health, for everyone. tunities myriad. Consider a career - 

| Always, the old things have to be improved, and the new with Koppers; send the coupon today. — i 

yy (77> + ------------—------- 
LL N { Koppers Company, Ine. 
LZ a. \ I Industrial Relations Manager | i K OPP ER Ss ] Dept. C-107, Koppers Building 
| KOPPERS LI | Pittsburgh 19, Pennsylvania 

f 1 | CHEMICALS Please send the 24-page brochure entitled “Your Career at Koppers.”” LE 
PP 
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Congratulations to last year’s staff ended the series of issues for the 56-57 school year, and they're also 
in order for the beginning of this series. At the annual Engineering College Magazines Associated Conven- 
tion held at Northwestern University, several awards were given out for the eight issues published last school 
year. A first was received for the best technical article, “Horizons Unlimited” by John Hilgers, which con- 
cerned, strangely enough, an accounting of the yet-to-be-launched earth satellite. Evidently the ECMA judges a 
weren't the only ones who liked Mr. Hilger’s story, since he also won the Wisconsin Engineer $50 prize for the 
best article, awarded last spring at our annual banquet. A second prize was won for the best editorial, writ- 
ten by Ron Schroeder, last year’s editor, in the March ’57 issue of the Engineer. A third prize was received for 
the best layout of any single issue, and finally, honorable mention was given to the Engineer in the best 
single issue category. Last year’s staff, many of whom are still working on the magazine this year, have a right 
to be proud of themselves. Congratulations for a job well done. 

Next year’s ECMA conference to be held at Colorado University, Boulder, Colorado, in the heart of the 
Rocky Mountain range, will reveal the success of this year’s staff as compared to that of last. We, of course, 
hope to turn out a good series of issues and welcome comments on improvements that you would like to see. 
As a start, a new monthly feature will begin with November concerning the now humorous statements and 
articles that appeared in the Engineer of yesteryear. Dick Soref, EE senior, has been poring over back issues 
for the past month and will be telling us of the trials and tribulations of the Wisconsin engineering student of 
fifty and sixty years ago. Be sure and look for it. 

Getting back to the ECMA convention at Northwestern University, one of the more general complaints 
about college engineering magazines was the lack of humor so evident on all of the joke pages. One delegate 
announced that many of the jokes now circulated among humor editors were also present in pre-World 
War I issues of his magazine. Although the Engineer has never heard this particular complaint about its joke 
page, mainly because the Engineer of pre-World War I days had no jokes, we do realize that our offerings 
do not always cause students to cavort madly in the halls. What this is all leading up to is the lack of a hu- 
mor editor for this year. We need someone who is good at wielding the paste pot and scissors and maybe even 
has a few jokes of his own that can brighten up the Static page. Anyone interested is welcome to call me or 
else to drop a note in the Engineer mailbox in the ME lobby. If anyone has some good personal anecdotes 
about life and trials at the UW, this would be a good opportunity to put them to use. 

Looking over the above and having convinced myself that I’ve lived up to the “rambling” caption on 
my page, I'll say goodbye for now. Don’t forget to let the Engineer know about any ideas or complaints that 

| you may have, and we'll see that they get aired in the magazine. See you next month. 

J.E.S. 

Electricity from atomic energy—A huge, lead-shielded chamber for 
Gena loading uranium fuel into an atomic energy reactor, near Los Angeles, 

hovers over the “core” or heart of the reactor sunk deep beneath ground. 
—Photo Courtesy Atomic International 
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TRANSISTORS— 

by William J. Cattoi 

This article gives an insight to the numerous applications of transistors to elec- 

tronic equipment that are being found by engineers every day. Mr. Cattoi 

graduated from the college of electrical engineering in June of this year. 

NE of the latest devices to In a typical transistor triode, for PNP types is a unique feature of 
O give great impetus to new example, a thin slab of germanium transistors. 

; development in the elec- alloy having a deficiency of elec- Along with the junction type 
tronics field is the transistor. This trons (hence, a net positive — there exists a second class of tran- 
relatively new and fascinating de- charge) called “P” type germaniym —gitorg called “point-contact” tran- 
vice was developed in the Bell is sandwiched between two small istors. Thi Fe Pp iducaiata rar 
Telephone Laboratories by two blocks of another type of germa- a b oe vt n Oe ae 
prominent solid-state physicists, nium alloy having an excess of fesentibles e cat ae crystal 
John Bardeen and Walter H. Brat- electrons which is called “N” type used in early radio receivers. Point- 

tain. They announced their discov- germanium. Such an assemblage is cOntaet transistor triodes consist of 
ery of the first practical transistor called an NPN_ junction triode Gee tiny (0.005 dia.) phosphor- 
in June of 1948, transistor. A PNP junction triode bronze Wass welded tO a-rec neu: 

Just what is the transistor and resembles the NPN type in that it lar block of germanium. Barriers 

what electronic magic can it per- has a thin slab of “N” type germa- °° etme: between "thease 
forms? The term “transistor”, as it | nium sandwiched between two eee fe fo the junction. tye; 
applies today, refers to a semi- blocks of “P” type germanium. Both Shee amplification - and 
conductor device capable of power types form electron barriers be- power parm: . 
gain. A semiconductor is a mate- tween materials which allow for The various types of transistor 
rial, such as germanium, through — amplification or power gain within _triodes_and_ their electron tube 
which electrons do not readily _ the transistor. counterparts are shown in the dia- 
flow. Semiconductors lie in the Reversed current directions and grams on page 17, 
class of materials located elec- voltages form the basic difference As seen in the diagrams, the 
trically between conductors and between the two types. The NPN names given to the transistor elec- 
insulators. The electro-physical the- might be thought of as an electron _ trodes are not the same as those 
ory of transistors is complex, but tube with ordinary electrons as used for electron tube elements. 
basically the operation of transist- . charge carriers, whereas the PNP The emitter of the transistor cor- 
ors depends upon the formation of | type would then correspond to a responds to the cathode of the 
electron “barriers” between differ- tube with positive charge carriers. electron tube. The base of the 
ent types of germanium alloys. The availability of both NPN and transistor corresponds to the grid 
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reduced the noise problem consid- 
EMITTER COLLECTOR erably. Noise figures for the point- 

¢ \ contact triodes have been reduced 

from 60db to about 48 db, while 
commercially available junction tri- 

| om BASE odes oe been reduced to an 
average of 20 db. Experimental 

NEN TY PE PNP TYPE jn triodes with ae figures 
as low as 3 db have been built and 

Junction transistors. junction triodes with noise figures 
of 5 db will soon be available com- 

| mercially. The above noise figures 
are given for a frequency of 1 kilo- 

| cycle; at higher frequencies they 
EMITTER COLLECTOR PLATE may be substantially lower. 

The third serious limitation of 

early transistors was their rela- 
tively poor high frequency re- 

SRID sponse. Since electrons move at 

comparatively low velocities in 
| Wy “Wi crystals, the transit time, or time 
| ‘BASE for the electrons to travel from one 

electrode to the other, becomes an 

CATHOVE important criterion for high fre- 
quency operation. When the transit 

Point-contact transistor. Vacuum tube counter part. time of the electrons becomes 

greater than the period of oscilla- 
tion, the output of the oscillator 

| drops drastically. One method used 
| to minimize transit time effects is 

of the tube and the collector to the a potential application wherever to use extremely thin slices of 
plate. The emitter, base, and col- —_ vacuum tubes are used. There are, crystal material. Slices of 0.005 

lector perform essentially the same —_ however, several limitations. One inches and smaller are used in 

function as their electron tube of the important limitations of Se tors) bogs OR . E ZA PS ment has been made in obtaining a 
counterparts. transistors is their sensitivity to reliable high frequency response 

| Both the junction type and the temperature. from transistor circuits. Although a 
point-contact type of transistor can Transistor parameters change reduction in power gain is evident 

| be used interchangeably in some ith temperature variations and, at 455 KC (‘broadcast intermediate 
electronic operations, but basically although the transistors may not frequency ) for most of the present 

the junction type transistors are — become inoperative, the instability Junction transistors (the present 
used where power requirements are due to these temperature changes nee es are much bet- 

high and the point-contact types may be highly undesirable. This is aes ee ley (EM sade high 

ae wy Sed ice bie te eduency) especially true “in aircraft equip- VHF ieee, fe dneneies y tae 
requirements must be met. ment, for example, where tempera- heen obtained in the laboratory 

| Point-contact transistors have ture variations are appreciable. for both the junction and _point- 
| been used at frequencies as high as Uniform operation over a tempera- contact types. 

| 300 megacycles, but the output ture range of -0° 0 100° C. has One obstacle preventing a wide- 
power and stability at such fre- already been realized in some spread use of transistors is their 

| quencies are limited. Point-contact _ transistor equipment. Special sili- yelatively high cost. This fact is 
transistors are used extensively in con transistors, now in the develop- _ probably evident when comparing 
high-speed switching circuits in ment stage, appear to satisfy the the cost of transistor portable ra- 
electronic computers. Junction type need for transistors to operate at dios to equivalent tube-type sets: 
transistors, on the other hand, have even greater temperature extremes. transistor ‘Sets cost about twice as 

been developed to handle several Along with temperature varia- mu oe els 
watts of power at low frequencies tion problems, another serious — gecrease and wll undoubiedly loan 
and at voltages from 12 to 28 volts. drawback to early transistors was tinue to decrease as better methods 

Since transistors perform essen- __ the generation of a large amount of of mass producing transistors be- 
tially the same function as vacuum undesirable noise. -Transistors on come available. 
tubes, it is apparent that they have _ the market at the present time have (Continued next page) 
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Transistors are “grown” in electric induction furnaces under watchful eye of physicist. Process is 
charted on recording instrument at left. 
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Two of the small really “portable” radios that the transistor has made possible. 
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Despite he tara ones a aye ee 

Hi Ce : 
development of new and improved Co oe ‘ 

electronic equipment. Probably the IN rr”~—”—“‘“‘SNSNCWC 
most obvious advantage of the (7 — 

transistor is its small size. Tran- a |. oo. 

so small that ten of them could fit ; Sf : 
on one dime. Some special sub- ed ae, | 

miniature PNP type transistors p —— = - q 

have been developed which are so Lae Se ye i Ps oo 

minute that 20 of them can be _ oe wt ois 

placed on one dime. An experi- a hmmlrrC—FG oy 

cil eraser, has been developed _— - YY r Bie 

which used this type of transistor so : 8 A C4 a 

and could realize a 70 db gain. a. oe a _— ae 

The minute size of the transistor — _ ea ce a te 
makes it a highly desired com- -— 4 7 oe 
ponent in the design of aircraft ee vv - 

equipment where size and weight | “rr 
are of utmost importance. Minia- — 2... 
turization of much of the existing 7 _ 4 
electronic equipment is now under- eo . oO 
way and will proceed at an increas- - . ok | 
ing rate as newer type transistors oe og ao 

are developed. LL 8 

A second important advantage | 8 

of the transistor is its relatively’ | § oo 

small ee econo e Tap Sen ie ek ‘te ne can be readily seen, as compared to tile é 
sistors ne ae oe ee bulk of glass envelope vacuum tubes. 
equipment, for ; - 
tween 6 and 9 volts, and ‘can oper- 

ate at power levels of a fraction of at random (1954) showed no As stated previously, both NPN 

a milliwatt. This is but _ small failures after 18,000 working and PNP junction type transistors 

fraction of the DOWEL required for hours at full power. This is are available in which the currents 

electron tube equivalents. equivalent to maximum load, and voltages are reversed. This 
Transistors are also available eight hours a day for six years. double action in transistors allows 

which can work at voltages as low Only one-fourth of one per- |, ay Poy d 
as one volt. Since the transistor re- cent could not be operated at ee es aD tere SolOme Oe: 
quires no filament power, a second peak ratings after 1000 hours at ae. example, a NEN and a 

| substantial power saving is ob- full power.” ens aT parallel ORs 
tained. This tremendous saving in Sia erate as a push-pull amplifier with: 
power makes the transistor a valu- : Because of their solid construc- Out an input or output transformer. 
able element in the design of light- tion in a single compact unit with One of the greatest commercial 
weight, long life portable electronic 20, Moving or floating parts, tran- outlets for present day transistors 
eiipmmene eee i eo re ie oe 2 in oe ee wee ens 

aed 3 ransistors are hermetically sealed, ince transistors are well adapte' 

cir aud ong is oft ony to iene ter He bitte slo hequeny age an 
| ellist of advantazes. On Hie tell also to help stabilize their operation. because of their low voltage and 

| ability of transistors, Mr. C. H. Other less obvious advantages Power requirements, long life, and 
| Zierdt, an engineering consultant give the transistor great potential, | ™inute size, the use of transistors 

in General Electric’s Semiconduc- Since the filament is eliminated, in portable radio receivers was a 

tor, Products Department, recently negligible heating effects result. ae sone nce. In a portable 
stated; This allows for smaller packaging radio about two-thirds of the 

without danger of overheating. The Power is consumed in the output 
“Replacement of transistors in “warm-up” period required for Power stage and therefore the first 

portable radios and other elec- most vacuum tubes is also elim- attempts to use transistors in port- 

tronic equipment may never be inated. Filament transformers, able radios centered around tran- 
necessary if they are used within heater hum, and the undesirable __ Sistorization of this stage. 
limits set by the manufacturer. feedback through the filament cir- Most transistorized output stages 

Life tests on transistors picked cuit are nonexistant. (Continued on page 63) 
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THE STORY OF THE SONOBUOY 
by James E. Kirchstein 

The Sonobully—A heart warming sea story about a buoy and his sea-dog who, in- 

spired by the tales of his Great-Grandfather (who was a sea Pirate) as told to him 

} by his father (who sells peanuts and popcorn at the Brooklyn Navy Yard), devel- 

oped a great interest in the destruction of submarines. The story begins in 1771 

when the buoy was just a boy, that is, when the boy was just a bully, er—the blubby 

ws jst a blp, wod frm unkx qw sdfg, and ends 10 years later in 1953 when the 

buoys were mass producing people for submarine destruction of aerials. 

S FAR back as 1771 when wracking to those submarine crews — and the speed, depth, and type of 

A Bushnell, an American in- that survived its attack that it im- submarine being hunted. 

ventor, produced the first paired their morale. Upon indication of a submarine’s 

successful submarine men shave As submarine warfare improved, Presence, such as the picking up of 

been thinking | of the possibilities anti-submarine warfare was always the periscope on radar, a Sonobuoy 

of the submarine. But not even in hort step behind until the begin. 8 dropped in the near vicinity of 

their wildest dreams could they a5 Pp 8 the periscopes’ last known position. 
: . . : ning of 1946 when the develop- ‘ 
imagine the destruction accom- A pattern is then set up and 

. ; ment of the Sonobuoy placed the 
plished by the German submarines dd inst the subraari charted by the Navigator. There are 

in the early part of World War II. ads! against ne su ae two types of patterns used in Sono- 

Very effective submarine warfare The first Sonobuoy, designated ‘buoy operation, the diamond pat- 

developed, in a Jules Verne fashion, by Navy code SSQ-1, was a long tern, and the seven buoy pattern. 

at the beginning of the twentieth thin cylinder inclosing a hydro- Both patterns were used with the 

century, and the great need for phone, and a transmitter. It was 0.1, but the seven buoy pattern 

anti-submarine warfare became  “ropped from an aircraft, usually a was preferred with the modified 
very evident, patrol aircraft, descended on a — Sonobuoy, SSQ-2B. 

The first successful submarine parachute, and upon, Hapa with As the pattern is being layed, 

detection device was the hydro- a ee ee its hydrophone the radio operator tunes in each 

phone, an underwater microphone which sank to a depth of approxi- buoy. Color coding on the receiv- 

lowered from a surface vessel with mately twenty feet. er’s dial corresponding to the 

the purpose of listening for sub- The main part of the buoy  jndividual Sonobuoys allows the 

marines. So sensitive were these floated, thereby keeping the an- operator to report the “nearer” 

hydrophones that under favorable _ tenna clear of the water. The hydro- —_ buoys, that is, the buoys closest to 

conditions the sounds made by a phone picked up underwater the submarine. The pattern is eas- 

submarine’s gyroscopic compass sounds and _ transmission of this ily seen from the air due to dye 

could be heard. The hydrophone’s information was accomplished by released from each buoy when it 
main disadvantage was that it an FM transmitter. Airborne re- hits the water. 
could not tune out interfering  ceivers picked up the transmitted Usually one pattern is sufficient 

noises from the vessel on which it signal and gave the radio operator _ tg obtain the necessary information 

was mounted. information of the U-boat's speed to make a bombing run, but if the 

On July 16, 1916, the motor and course. submarine should happen to escape 
boat “Salmond” used hydrophones The big advantage of this type the pattern, three more buoys are 
to hunt down the Submarine mine- of submarine detection over the dropped in the area adjacent to the 
layer UC-7 and then dropped a surface vessel method of detection part of the first pattern where the 

depth-charge that detonated the _ is the absence of interfering noises submarine escaped. Knowing the 
mines in the submarine. Besides from the vessel on which the de- _ location of the submarine, a bomb- 
its results in actual destruction, the tection equipment is mounted. The —_—ing run is made and a magnetic 
hydrophone and depth charge pick up range of the hydrophone mine is dropped. 
combination proved so nerve — depends upon the state of the sea, The mines used in anti-submar- 
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first and then its modified version, 
the SSQ-2B. The circuitry of the 

ES two buoys is very similar although 
\\ : 1 «(\ } f they work in different frequency 

muoy wilt os Vike \ C a The a works a a 
withar; 'o CO Se 0 mcs to mes, while the 
for drop from Plane, qaceequeters © ere eten SSQ-2B works in a band of 162 

Dene a mcs to 173 mcs. 

| ee lee avs piebes ee 
GG 4 feet long with a 4 inch diame- 

we SO SS A ter. Its weight: 13/4 pounds. Upon 
IN SS being manually dropped from the 

shea) Sb sae aircraft, it descends at a rate 
\) Ted iting eae of 30 knots as controlled by a 
\ eta) water, toy pinks oe 24 inch muslin parachute. Upon 

‘ | oe momentum Dye ee ie Buoy in striking the water an impact switch 
oeyhe Phove aeererge te Pee) reaont releases the lower plate of the buoy 

Nae a \" a TR ek, and the hydrophone descends to a 
\ A ks SS depth of 20 feet. Capsules contain- : \\ N\ « wy Cf =e T=, epth o} eet. Capsules contain 

\\ BY et Vii = =~, ing water-soluble powered dye are 
\\ Wh ii qi (Ss Se broken upon striking the water re- 
Wy) ) it LY i ue the dye as previously men- 

fe oe re a LT ‘Buoy eetarting { i eae é me 
& Ulkre to surface. et The hydrophone consists of 

Y : [ £ Reseaiae, oo waterproof wire windings on a 
| : magnetized nickel cylinder. Sound 

} waves are transformed by magne-- 
\ tostriction into electrical impulses 

| of approximately 3 microvolts 
se which are fed through a high ratio 

i step up transformer to a two stage 
\ amplifier. The amplifiers, a pair of 
0 1L4’s, are flat 200-10,000 cps, and 

down about 12 db at 50 eps. The 
Sketches showing dropping of the SSQ-1 sonobuoy. input transformer and two stage 

Resistance-Capacitor coupled am- 
plifiers provide high voltage gain. 

(Continued on page 36) 
ine warfare look something like a ; 
torpedo. They hover in a circular 

path, increasing the radius of the : 

path with each complete turn. rows 
Upon coming sufficiently close to a cs ey %,. ROPPED 
metallic object, the mine closes in pape ree t a e 
due to magnetic attraction and 4 s t NN 
explodes. ve BBR, 7 

i sia ‘DROPPED Submarines that try to outrun t 
the patterns are almost always a ‘ \ 
sure thing for Davy’s locker since 4 a 
the noise they make in their flight ! RF 20: i f 
affords an easy target for sonobuoys DROPPED BE 
to follow. Most submarines found ons. & + 
that their best chance to survive EROrPED 
the attack was to shut down all t a 
motors possible, maintain complete V 
silence, and wait. It is little wonder SS f FRE 
that many of the submariners were BUOY 4 Ea BUOY 5 
ready for the “psycho ward,” DEQEERD EY =H on svar 
We shall now study the Sono- Te ee: 

buoys in greater detail, the SSQ-1 The seven buoy pattern. 
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by Paul Marshall 

The Polaroid land camera—pictures in a minute. Here is 

a report:on the Polaroid Land process of film development. 

VER since the Polaroid Cor- film developing process to be ex- However, because of the devel- 

E poration released its new cam- _ plained later in the report. oping process, compensation for a 

era early in 1947, there has The lensboard carries the lens, poor negative cannot be made 

been considerable curiosity about shutter mechanism, flash and through the choice of a suitable 

its unique features, the ability to speedlight outlets, and cable re- positive print paper as in conven- 

produce a dry, finished print one __ lease socket. tional processes. Because the ex- 
minute after the picture is taken. The shutter speed is keyed to posure is somewhat critical, it is 

In order that the process be car- __ the Jens opening to eliminate time- _ difficult to guess the correct ex- 

ried out with uniform results, the consuming mental calculations of posure for given light conditions. 

camera frame must be strong, rigid combinations of f-numbers and This deficiency can be overcome 
and light. The main structural fractional seconds which is com- by the use of a Polaroid light meter 

members such as the frame, front mon practice when using the more _ which reads in exposure numbers. 

panel and lens board are accord- expensive conventional cameras. It remains only to obtain a reading 

ingly made from aluminum alloy This mechanism provides the flexi- from the object to be photographed 

die castings. bility of adjustable exposure con- and to set the exposure number on 

In the camera body are mounted trols and shutter speeds, yet is the camera to the corresponding 
two precision ground steel rollers, simple to operate. The settings | number on the meter. 
each approximately 3-5/16 inch in are indicated by numbers 1-8 The amount of light entering the 
length and 7/16 inch diameter. appearing in a small window in the —_ camera is controlled by rotating a 
These rollers are a vital part of the —_ lensboard. metal disc with holes of various 
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SS eee @ «lens will pass in a given instant 8 a  rr—~——— eile A i 
ea and is indicated by an “f-number”. 
Ce UU ___—__ The fnumber is the ratio of the 
— te size of the widest lens opening to 
i @=—=—srsresesesm—emu@BeeEP_s—_—_Cthe focal length. “Fast” lenses 0 -—  rt—“‘“i‘—™O—SC— Ssh | — _ — - -. f/2 or £/2.8 pass a greater amount 
-...rhr”rr,trt:*”O—C“ —E:”t—“‘“‘“‘i‘<“‘“‘CO;é™OCOCS*S*#*:*”*C*S”*;C;C*C*;*C 2 «, » 1 -s a _ oe of light per second than a “slow 
a —rti‘‘OsS—S fo CO lc a Cer. C—C—~—~—~—~C—C«Cens of £/22 or £/32, 
> fo. Cul rie The 95A lens has a relative aper- 
2 FF 6 Baa wl i ture of £/8.8, which is modest -— , fe ell Lo  rr—— 1 ft , Se Pk fo or speed. However, the lens was de- 
—-|> §~ £4 Wes 2 |... [tt signed for use with Polaroid Land 

ft. ~~ S re .. ____ films which are of very high speed i. ms I Le ¥ Ct ih 
fF = i  o—wstT 12) (extremely sensitive to light) so 

| | _<_iow a \ j% iY) that pictures may be taken success- 
7 ea cs a fully even under poor lighting con- £ rr Zo Yee . ee | 7 ey 
—— eens ee a ditions. — Ee % - a i 

Ss at oa 4 i The 95A is focused manually by 
- *’ | * ea ue | i estimating the subject distance in 
. ul \ —° fe a feet and setting a lever on the 

ry al ‘A Nl nd | lf camera to the correct position. The 
| || AN a i 7 focusing lever moves ue lensboard 

OE ee ee pe fe ae _ —Cr Sa ese C=" eS sharp focus. The focusing range is Co - | fe | Pay LA We a from 3.5 feet to infinity. 
Po. an | Ly ct ) Be _  - If the camera is focused at 10 
= Saeed » | Ne WW [_ feet, and the exposure set at num- 

: _ . ay eg siti. ber eight, objects between the dis 
a - oe | > YY —rtrsraCiai i tances of 6.9 and 19 feet will be in : 

a @=«=ar—r_msm6s6hs (Ss  @=—OUOLL_Le creased (exposure numbers low- 

a = |  #§==S=SsrseseEOeN ered) the zone of sharp focus 
_ 8 lr narrows until objects between 9 —rr—~w~wO——“i—OOCOCOCOzsOrOS Se §e§weertrtrtrtswr—S=< rsrstss—~—< Arts J _ oe ___and 11.3 feet are in sharp focus at 
_ — exposure numbers one through a = —rt—“—_rs—<s<—sSCSsS—sS—sSs—s—S~<S~S2CSC<C; Z=3CsSessFs fou. 

—AIl photos courtesy of Polaroid Corporation High speed lenses with very 

: wide aperature, such as f/2, have 
sizes spaced around its rim into the to seven, the exposure is doubled, a very shallow zone of sharp focus 

path of the light from the lens. and conversely, as the wheel is while the Land camera with maxi- 

The shutter speeds are coupled Bens ae a smaller to a lareer mum aperture of f/8.8 has a rela- 
to these lens openings by the cam ae er, te eos ran cate ‘ .- tively deep zone. ; 

surface on the disc. When the shut- 5 er , See aa. a oe The land process system consists 
ter lever is depressed, the shutter a - f a hich oe of a composite film containing all 
is kicked away from its closed posi- 8 _ © b 3 Ue eseeene the materials necessary to make a 
tion and rotates about its central eu os ff ee ee positive print. These materials con- 
pivot under the torsion of a hair- Shed in 8 oes £ os o Ge sist of a light-sensitive negative, 
spring until it comes into contact — $°™0° Hi ae a ee ber of ele. Print paper, and the necessary 

| with a spring that has been dropped aoe) Pts rh a d veluuve chemical reagents. : men , : 
into the are by the cam on the = hes o The design of the camera and 
exposure control disc. Tae of elements means the film makes possible the production 

The shutter rebounds against the actual number of simple lenses in of a picture by means of an essen- 
spring and comes to rest. in its the optical system, The model 95A tially dry process. A separate ow 
original position. For longer €X- system contains three elements Of reagent-for each picture insures 
posures, the exposure disc is made of rare earth optical glass the proper amount of fresh reagent 
rotated to a lower number raising capable of producing very sharp for each shot. Because each charge 
the near spring and allowing the images. of reagent is used only once, there 
shutter to travel a longer path be- The focal length or distance #8 no problem of exhaustion and 
fore rebounding against the next from a central point in the lens replenishment of reagent as in 

spmng. system to the film is 130mm, or Conventional Drocesses: 
As the exposure control wheel is about 514 inches. Processing the print begins auto- 

P ¥ . : 
turned from a higher number to a The relative aperature is a matically when the film is ad- 

- lower number, such as from eight measure of the amount of light the (Continued next page) 
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vanced for the next shot and (3344555555 ———————™ 

camera. Uniform processing isthus 7 
assured by eliminating variations $9900 | 4 | 8 || | 9) 9 | 6 as 
occurring in hand-controlled separ- Me 
ate operations. _ #, x 

A roll of light-sensitive negative {9 yf \\ 
material on a spool and a roll of =| ett fe 

not on a spool are attached toa pee mf 060 i 

Attached lengthwise to the posi- Hl kal SO CN : * ij jj Pa eel im hlUlUC<i~CCNM™C~C~™” 
tive paper are small metal-foil pods I | Lay a | ~.|6h6ULUNN 
of jelly-like reagent. a (| 

The negative material consists of =< al a  #}ii~ 
a coating of silver halide crystals = 
in a gelatin suspension on a paper- -_—.—rti<“‘—™OCO”O™C~—~—~—~—COC—C—C—~—C—C—C~O~O~O~OOCOCOCOCOCONiCUCSCiCisitsésSC. 

By pulling the paper leader out yg 8s gp 8 | 0 a 
until it stops automatically, the frst [7 ee 
negative is positioned within the A photograph of the same camera mechanism shown in drawing below. 
camera. 

After the picture has been — tween the rollers. So the rollers metallic silver on the surface of the 
snapped, automatic development squeeze the pod open and spread positive sheet. 

takes place as the film is advanced a very thin (0.0003 inch) layer of After a minute has elapsed, the 
for “ next shot. The film is ad- viscous reagent between the posi- _ positive sheet is removed, leaving 
ved py Pie he . small buon tive and negative sheets, forming a _ the reagent clinging to its negative 

and pulling the lace on unt sort of “sandwich” which is held counterpart, producing a nearly 
clicks to a stop. As the film is ad- : dry. finished print. 

‘ vanced, the leader carrying the together by the gelatin through the Y> ; | print. ; 

negative and section of positive development process. The highlights: arexepiony wheré 
paper is pulled between the steel As the reagent diffuses into the "° silver has precipitated and shad- 
rollers. negative layer, it develops the ex- ows are repens where varied 

At the beginning of each secti sed halide grains and simultane- Svansrol Silva have Diels: gs ig or each section pose: alide g Ss. in 

of positive paper is its own metal- ously dissolves the unexposed One of the requirements of the 
foil reagent pod which is consider- grains which diffuse across the — Process 1s that the print require no 
ably thicker than the space be- reagent layer and precipitate as washing. Since incompleted reac- 

tions are likely to go to completion 

Cy vmain on the negative shect which | posirive EER SD} vevetorine | fentinon the negative shoct whic 
ee a eae | REAGENT | —_ discarded. The reagent that does oo ee) Loe remain on the positive sheet must 

A eee ‘ ao 

a ‘iE —|__ROtters | the image-forming materials. 
io o Ce — ex ba| 2 i. tive sheet to decrease the reduction 

‘LENS | Ib = wtential of the reagent layer, by 
SAN AO ile ll tion) after the image is formed. 

(7 YS {1 Te The reagent must act as a reduc- 
S =. ; ae _— : = —_—— ie) SrhmUmUmUmrCS ing agent which will develop the 
el "ROLL OF | be SS exposed grains rapidly while simul- 

8 2c: 7 ; tC precipitate silver ions in solution as 

VN oN silver in the negative, in spite of 
Cut-a-way view of a typical Polaroid Land camera. . the rapidly growing concentration 
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This photo shows the lens and shutter adjustments on a typical Polaroid Land camera. 

of silver grains in the gelatin de- dent of ‘the Polaroid Corporation, similar fashion. The whole series of 
rived from the more exposed silver was the first to overcome these operations are very time-consum- 
halide crystals. It must ultimately technical obstacles. ing. If the picture does not come 
reduce these ions to silver on the He notionly develoncd a process. out as desired) alll this vtimer 4s 
surface of the positive sheet. y P ee ‘ : fai seat that could be performed with fast | wasted. Frequently the operation 

A combination of five substances negative-type emulsions, but or object to be photographed must 
| satisfy the chemical requirements: worked out the physics and chem- __be set up once more and the whole 

1. & 2. Hydroquinone in presence istry of the silver precipitation to process repeated, 
of sodium hydroxide acts as control the color and produce full- With the Polaroid camera, how- 

the reducing agent. tone graduations yet Sive high ever, a picture can be taken and 
3. Sodium thiosulfate is the si].  ™aximum and low minimum den- viewed in.one minute. If the shot 

verisGlvent sities, did not turn out it is a simple mat- 
A; Sodimsulateiisiaddedtacthe The Land “Diffusion Transfer ter to readjust the camera and 

Hithoncdant. Reversal” process just described retake the picture with little waste 

5. These chemicals dissolved in *Chieves a high degree of contro] oreo 
a solution of high molecular 0V the chemistry and physics of There need be no great outlay 
weight such as carboxymethyl te S au pine gcueo |e won and oh money to employ a trained tech- 
or hydroxyethyl provides the  P™ec!pitation processes. A ee ss the film, or to 
high viscosity. In conventional processes, the build: and maintain an elaborately 

negative must be exposed, devel- equipped darkroom. In industry, 
In addition to creating the me- _ oped, fixed, washed and then dried, | where the dollar counts, there can 

chanical system, Dr. Land, presi- The positive print is obtained in a (Continued on page 88) 
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me unk - US AIRFORCE ES Eo 

DIMENSION IN FLIGHT 
by Dayle D. Winnie 

NTIL recently, flights at su- The Area Rule has been con- into production soon at Dallas, 
personic speeds had been firmed in supersonic flight testing Texas. 
accomplished by a few re- of the following new jet aircraft: 4. Convair B-58, delta winged 

search aircraft for ‘brief periods 1. Convair F-102A, delta winged bomber. The worlds first super- 
only. On December 21, 1954, the all-weather intercepto ¢ now in pro- sonic long range bomber now un- 
first production aircraft to break duction for the United States Air dex tests. ; 
the sound barrier in level flight ‘ At relatively slow speeds (200 ee re Force at San Diego. : i 3 
was also the first aircraft which a miles per hour) an airplane in 
conformed to the National Advi- 2. Grumman FUF “1, carrier- flight has little effect on the air 
sory Committee for Aeronautics’ based interceptor now in produc- particles in its path. They are 

AREA RULE. As a result of this Hon for the Navy at Bethpage and smoothly displaced as the aircraft 
success, numerous other aircraft Peconic River, Long Island. passes. Flights at these speeds do 
have ‘been built around the Area 3. Chance Vought F8U-1, carrier- not involve any unusually large 
Rule. based interceptor scheduled to go amounts of drag (air resistance). 
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Fig. 3.—-Shockwave and airflow patterns n 

with area rule. wn 

6 
As an aircraft approaches the , 

speed of sound (760 miles per LENGTH 

hour at sea level), however, the Fig. 5.—Graph of ideal cross-sectional area versus length. 

airplane is moving so fast that the 

ao napucles sane ah ae first place where there is an in- pends almost entirely on the dis- 
ce oe a crease in cross-sectional area. tribution of ats supe ae 

ve . ss-sectional area along the direc- 
the airplane and form a wall of The second appears at the wing [7088 S0C pase Rod cinareael at inowe ac ¢ ahs being as to is another on fee leer da 
tavee Incthercase ofthe Convair. absupe increase in cross-sectional fuselage, tail and’ other airplane 

| B-58, there are three of these ma- —-&7€a_ at this point. At the end of components. 

jor shock waves, each occurring the wings, where this a a den The speed of any airplane which 
ee the air is suddenly forced we ae Aten,” must ony pte tee ee ae 

aside. g waves will be greatly reduced. 
The first occurs where the mass The interference drag of these The Area Rule Wis nicknamed 

of the aircraft first encounters the shockwaves (the major drag com- the “Coke-bottle effect” because it 
air, or at the “nose”. This is the ponent at transonic speeds) de- was to leave some airplanes with 

fuselages that looked strangely like 
Coca-Cola bottles. Simply, the ef- 
fect of the cinched Coke-bottle 
design was to give “breathing” 
space to the shock waves of highly 
compressed air encountered at the 
speed of sound. 

As the body of the plane noses 
into the heavy shock wave, its 

a = cinched waist gives the wall of 
a compressed air a momentary space 

in which to lose some of its com- 
ps pression or density. Then, like a 
te thin hipped boy scuttling through 
& a hole in a fence, the plane slips 
E4 through this barrier. 
© Another important result of the 
a” Area Rule is the elimination of 

buffeting in the transonic region. 
a The first few aircraft to fly into the 
oO transonic region experienced a vio- 
gs lent shaking or buffeting. This buf- 

feting could result in serious dam- 
age to the aircraft, and even be the 

LENGTH cause of a crash. 
Fig. 4.—Graph of typical aircraft cross-sectional. area versus length. (Continued on page 72) 
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Engineer aligns equatorial mount on a fixed star reference so axis of the mount is parallel to the axis of the earth. Sidereal 
drive rotates the mount at the same relative speed but in the opposite direction as the earth’s rotation. 
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by Jim Naze 

| The author discusses the automatic steering devices that take over the routine 

of flying for the human pilot and its basis, the gyroscope. He predicts a future 

for this type of control that will eventually extend even to space craft. 

HE history of the automatic flying was quite satisfactory in the _ longitudinal, and directional move- 
| pilot dates back to the discov- _ days of relatively slow and stable ments of the aircraft is all a part 

ery of the gyroscope by the aircrafts, but for use with unstable — of the instrument board. The hu- 
French physicist J. B. Foucault in high speed modern aircraft, the — man pilot on the other hand has a 
1852 when he demonstrated the human reaction time proved too — visual indication of the angular 
earth’s rotation by means of a rap- _ slow for the mechanics of modern movements of the aircraft for use 
idly spinning wheel. The distin- flight. The pilot was unable to in either automatic or manual 
guishing characteristic of the gyro- properly control the aircraft’s flight control. 
scope is that it provides a stable even with the information avail- Two gyroscopes are used in the 
reference direction and it possesses able. Also the more modern air- automatic pilot system, the direc- 
“inertial stability.” By its nature craft had longer flights. Thus the _ tional, and the bank and climb 
the gyroscope tends to maintain its need for relieving the pilot’s fa- | gyroscopes. Although the gyro- 
spin axis in a fixed direction similar  tigue became greater than in the scopes can either be air driven or 
to the way in which the earth is ° past. Some form of automatic flight | electrically driven, today the 
stabilized with its spin axis pointed control was needed. greater majority of the gyroscopes 
toward the North Star. Such a control system did come __ used in automatic pilot systems are 

Developments advanced the use in the form of an automatic pilot air driven; this is the type to be 
of the gyroscope and soon it was which employs gyroscopes as the considered in this discussion. 
introduced to the aircraft industry sensing elements. “The object of It is important to realize that the 
when the aircraft gyroscope was _ the automatic pilot is to take over automatic pilot does not stabilize 
developed. It is surprising to learn for the human pilot the monoto- the aircraft by means of any gyro: 
that an aircraft was flown by an nous routine of flying the aircraft scopic torque because this would 
automatic pilot before the First straight and level and with ex- require a gyroscope too large for 
World War when aircraft them- tremely greater accuracy. practical use on aircraft. The gyro- 
selves were in a primitive state of The human pilot can control an _ scopes are used to supply flight in- 
development. It was 1909 when aircraft with an accuracy which formation by two or more reference 
the first gyroscopic stabilizer was depends on his experience and _ lines or axes to detect any angular 
built and successfully installed in skill as a pilot and his ability to | movement of the aircraft. This can 
an airplane by the Sperry Gyro- interpret correctly the various in- | be compared to the human pilot 
scope Company of New York. This struments during an aircraft’s dis- | who uses his brain (through his 
was the beginning of an outstand- turbance. Today’s automatic pilot | eyes) to detect the angular move- 
ing application of the gyroscope. systems maintain straight and level —_ ment. 

Other gyroscopic devices were flight at all times and are also The human pilot through his ner- 
soon invented such as the direc- capable of controlling aircraft on vous system and muscles applies 
tional gyro, the vertical gyro, and takeoffs and landings with in- corrective power to the aircraft’s 
the rote gyro. They gave the pilot creased safety, comfort, and econ- controls while the automatic pilot 
visual information for proper flight. omy. system, in duplicating the functions 
This visual information method of This automatic control of lateral, (Continued next page) 
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gyroscope indicator is the rudder layed action or lag in the instru- and other controls of the system 
knob which is used for setting the ment. This instrument is called the _ are also attached. 
gyro pilot to steer at any selected _ flight indicator. The servo unit moves the control 
heading. At any desired time dur- Using this instrument is so simi- _ surfaces of the aircraft as the ‘auto- 
ing the flight the knob can be reset _lar to using the natural horizon that matic pilot supplies it with signal 
to another heading or the auto- it is a very simple task to learn __ instructions. The servos for rudder, 
matic control system can be taken _ how to use it for instrument flight. _ aileron, and elevator control con- 
over ‘by human control. To maintain level flight the minia- sist of three hydraulic cylinders 

The bank and climb control unit ture aircraft is lined up with the with pistons under oil pressure. 
contains the bank and climb gyro- _ horizon bar in the prescribed man- |The servo piston rods are con- 
scope, also known as the vertical ner. When the aircraft is banked _ nected directly to the main control 
gyro. This gyroscope is used for the pointer at the top of the dial cables and to the control units so 
lateral and longitudinal indications indicates the amount of bank, proper control can be applied to 
and control. It also is free to rotate _ thirty degrees, sixty degrees, and the aircraft.’ 
about two axes. The major differ- ninety degrees on each side. An “on and off” lever on the con- 
ence between the directional and A complete automatic pilot sys- trol panel operates a by-pass valve 
vertical gyroscopes is that the ver- tem consists of several separate | which when turned on closes the 
tical gyro’s spin axis is vertical units each with a specific purpose. — valve. This causes oil under pres- 
instead of horizontal. While main- _ Aside from the directional and ver- sure to pass to the piston which 
taining this vertical position it tical gyroscope control units the can then operate a control surface 
indicates whether the aircraft is system consists of the mounting when signals are received. When 
diving, climbing, banking, or main- unit, the servo unit, the oil pump the lever is in the “off” position the 

| taining level flight. and sump, and the vacuum control by-pass valve is opened and the 
| The horizontal bar is attached to unit. pressure on each side of the piston 
| the gyroscope and remains in a The two gyroscope control units is neutralized. 
| horizontal position at all times. The . are attached to the mounting unit The oil pump provides the nec- 
| gyro horizon shows bank, either and supported on shock absorbers __ essary oil pressure for the flow of 

side, climb, glide, and level flight, | behind the instrument panel, to oil for operating the servo systems. 
just as it occurs without any de- which the necessary relays, valves, (Continued next page) 
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VERTICAL affected when turning and there is 

i sa no limit to the amount of turn that 
AXIS 

can be made. 

The requirements of the auto- 

Us matic flight control system have 
greatly increased over the past ten 

Y years in both commercial and mili- 
tary uses. This increase of require- 

yy ments has been one of increased 

_= function to match aircraft develop- 

y ment as well as increasingly severe 
environment accompanying greater 

SPIN speed and higher altitude of flight, 

wT AXIS and a growing need for a “fail-safe” 

Lnell Hel fee er automatic flight control system. 

At the present time no automatic 

flight system is completely failure 

\ free, however tremendous strides 

== have been made over the past years 

= with the result that the actuality of 

a failure free automatic flight con- 

fy trol system is now much closer. 

- \ y/ , In today’s modern fighter aircraft 

#% the autmatic pilot, in addition to 

HORIZONTAL = stabilizing, must allow the human 

AXIS Sy pilot to manewver the aircraft while 

under automatic control. Because 
of the maneuverability required, 

; work on jet fighter automatic pilots 
has resulted in the development of 
an automatic pilot with full free- 

Gyroscope. dom attitude control. Instead of an 
earth axis reference system, an air- 
craft axis reference is used, giving 

. j ‘ prime control which is correct for 
The sump is the reservoir for the monly referred to as Horizon Turn all aircraft attitudes. This climin- 
oil and contains the oil pressure Error. This error has been reduced ates the requirement for highly 

regulator which maintains the de- to a minimum in modern systems, precise data transformation. This 

sired pressure and by-passes oil, but is by no means negligible. fighter automatic pilot is also de- 
which is not being used to operate A turn may cause the bank and signed for operation with fighter 

the servo unit, back into fhe sump: climb gyroscope unit to process fire control systems. 

wt am contol, wit fu sigh pricing ght Slower nthe sane development paid 
gyroscope rotors in the wo | TO ing” of the ‘hosizontl Hon Tike * = i: eee athe ae ee 

oie wo nin . 8Y automatic pilot corrects for this  ™™ ™any types of aircraft was intro- units, This air flows through the | lush) resultine 3 1 duced. Its development was based 
instrument case and is directed at apparent enn. resulang oe upon the philosophy that tightness 
buckets attached to the rotors of Of altitude. When the horizontal oF aircraft control was extremel 
the gyroscopes by means of a _ bar tilts slightly, because of this important, not only from the Seat 
small jet. A suction valve regulates turning movement, the automatic point of furnishing a stable bomb- 
the proper flow of ‘air through the pilot applies a small amount of jing platform, but for all aircraft 
main system to maintain a constant correction for this apparent bank. control. The A-12 automatic pilot 
speed of the gyroscope rotor. Al- These errors are small, lasting for design has been extremely valuable 
though vacuum systems on different only a short duration, and in a in the military use and has been 
aircraft vary slightly, they all have normal flight are not usually con- installed in all of the latest jet 
the same basic principles. sidered. However, when flying at bombers. 

As do other systems of control, low altitudes (less than one thou- Controlling aircraft on takeoffs 
the automatic pilot has operational sand feet) with the automatic pilot and landings has given more effec- 
limitations which must ‘be consid- in use for flight reference, the small tive and safe operation than could 
ered when using the system. The corrections endanger the safety of be performed by the human pilot. 
vertical gyroscope is affected by the aircraft. It has solved the problem of Jand- 
turns of the aircraft which cause The directional gyroscope has no ing under “zero-zero” weather 
a temporary mis-indication com- such limitations because it is not conditions which is one of the 
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L to R, rear, are stablizing gyro, and tranceiver units; front, radar screen and synchronizer unit, and 

master control panel for many different uses. 

requirements of the Air Force’s all- _ essential to the success of these The wider application of the 

weather interceptors. systems. automatic pilot in the more ac- 

The automatic pilot landing sys- In the guided missile application, soe and ac Pe as 
tem supplies the pilot with readily the automatic pilot’s guidance sys- re Se ean By Sue, ee 
observable, accurate, and com- tem must determine the missile’s gee ae Ce 

pletely reliable information con- position geographically and deliver a ee u Oa : me aul ia ic 

cerning the location of the aircraft it to the preselected target. The te 0 pO oe : 1s ee oa 

with respect to the ground and its problems of control are severe for ee a i ie Re ae ee 
direction of motion. Reliability of missiles because of the imprac- ‘SHCS @n@ ulumately space cra 

such a system in presenting this  ticability of manual preflight check  PrO8™A™S: 
information is essential in order to _ outs. If a missile is to be controlled The greater portion of the pro- 
justify pilot confidence when he in flight it must be able to change grams presently being carried out 
must make the critical decision to course and speed on command are to develop weapons to show 
land or go around. from the guidance system. Obvi- strength which it is claimed will 

The control of pilotless aircraft ously the heart of the guidance help in the preservation of peace. 
and guided missiles has been the system is a navigation system capa- If nations can ever exist peaceably 

next step beyond the control of ble of performing the commands without this show of military pre- 
piloted aircraft. Aircraft, including of the guidance system satisfac- paredness, the automatic control 
high speed modern jets, have been torily. Such are the requirements systems developed for the guided 
converted to drones which are for the automatic pilot system used missiles and space craft programs 
flown and landed completely by in the missile field where perfect can have applications usefulness in 
automatic flight control systems. control also makes possible their fields far beyond that of defense. 

Reliability and automation are — recovery after flight. THE END 
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This photograph depicts the view from 10,800 feet above sea level at the crest of the Sandia Mountains, 
looking westward across the Rio Grande Valley and the northern limits of the city of Albuquerque. 
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ASPHALT ENGINEERING BULLETIN #3 

_ PENETRATION indicates consistency | VISCOSITY indicates fluidity 

| ee | ae 100 G | | ae | 

. ‘ 
| aie ee er EE, | 

C | - Seconds —> : 

| soce || 

. Start After 5 Seconds a set eng 4 
a a 3 ‘i Fluidity is determined at specified temperatures with a Saybolt-Furol 4 

Consistency is determined by measuring the penetration made in 5 sec- S Viscosimeter. Results are expressed as Saybolt-Furol Viscosity . . . the i 
| onds by a standard needle loaded with 100 grams. The test is normally time in seconds for 60 cc of the product to flow into measuring flask i 
. run at 77°F and penetration is measured in units of 0.1 mm. through a precisely dimensioned orifice. The slower the flow, the higher i 
7 FIG. 1 | the viscosity. FIG. 2 LU 

| | FLASH POINT indicates safe heating temperature | DISTILLATION indicates volatile content...residue | 
| }<— Thermometer 680°F | 

_ Thermometer ——>} : | 
. i<— Flash Point °F Condenser 

L Small Flame : 7 | 

77°F Vy Residue | 

VAL, | ( | 

| | | | - 80°F | 
: L 500°F | 
: Start End co Distillate E }437°F 
| | Start End 374° F 

| Volatite constituents evolve when the temperature of an Asphaltic product | | Volatile Content is determined by gradually heating to 680°F, a measured | 
ce rises sufficiently. The temperature at which they ‘flash’ or temporarily volume of material in a distillation flask connected to a condenser. 

. ignite when a small flame is passed through them, during heating of the iS Relative amounts of volatile materials evaporating at different tempera- , 

product, is its flash point. This temperature is usually well below the ; tures and of residual Asphalt are thus determined. Further tests are © 

- fire point or the temperature which will support burning. : usually run on Asphalt residue to determine its characteristics. 

FIG. 3 : FIG. 4 

2 
Tests on Asphaltic Materials 

The suitability of an Asphaltic material for WISCOSITY TEST (Fig. 2) 

highway or other use depends upon charae- indicates the fluidity of liquid Asphalts. Vis- Baveare ioicaeoarand 

teristics which can be determined by a series cosity measures the consistency of these file this: data sheet 

of tests. Four of the principal tests are: products just as the penetration test measures . 
: eens as well as future sheets 

the consistency of semi-solid products. Those and those: prevtowel 
PENETRATION TEST (Fig. 1) liquids flowing too slowly for accurate meas- a aor ee 

Re eae: tat t 77°F inserted in this publica- 

indicates the consistency or hardness of Mea . i h eS) asCosmaicler al 11 ere) tion. Make them your 

Asphalt cements (which are semi-solids) ee a aee ie Sac eee cee? y at professional reference 
used in hot-mix Asphalt pavements. The > y Oe 2 material. 
softer the product, the greater its number of FLASH POINT (Fig. 3) 
penetration units. On the basis of consistency indicates the temperature at which vapor 
. . . denoted by penetration ranges . .. ignition may occur when heating and manip- 

Asphalt cements are classified into grades. ulating Asphaltic materials. a LL ean 

a ee oe nov recommended by DISTILLATION TEST (Fig. 4) oe, "eg L 

See ea ane indicates the amount of Asphaltic residue to |... € f a 
PENETRATION GRADES cane in POE after vee ae y, yy 

60-70 85-100 120-150 200-300 Constituents volatilize under manipulation ea a 
and use. It indicates, too, the relative rapidity CS 

(a 40-50 penetration grade is recommended at which these lighter constituents “cure” out — ——— 

for special and industrial uses.) of the Asphalt. Mage en i 4 
oO 

> a, 
SUR wa - - Eg 
Ka ee 
Gea Ne) | Gibbon chvelvelsmcctinns. QQQ2E7) THE ASPHALT INSTITUTE, Asphalt Institute Building, College Park, Maryland a uneuarswi 
Cee ee 
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Block Diagram of the SSQ-1 sonobuoy. 

doubled. Thus the transmitter isin their action in 1943 when the 
Sonobuoy the 70 mc range and has a 75 kc — German submarines were taking a 

(Continued from page 21) maximum deviation. tremendous toll of our shipping. 
Between the two amplifiers is a The antenna system consists of a _It was during this period when the 

potentiometer called the “Random- __ vertical quarter-wave whip, cut to buoy was described as the “Ex- 
Sea-Noise Adjust”. This control is 39 inches. Insulators hold the an-  pendable Radio Sono Buoy.” 
carefully adjusted in the laboratory tenna base just above the surface In 1951 modifications of the 
to eliminate interferences from sea __ of the water. The radiated power is | Sonobuoy rapidly took place until 
noise. It is important that each approximately 1/10 watt which is the development of the SSQ-2B 
Sonobuoy be adjusted to the same _ sufficient for line of sight transmis- _ produced highly effective results in 
degree of sensitivity so that accu- sion. A surface vessel can receive submarine detection. In studying 
rate comparison of the audio sig- the Sonobuoy transmissions from a the SSQ-2B Sonobuoy, we shall 
nals can be made by the radio distance of up to 6 nautical miles, only consider the additional fea- 
operator. while an aircraft at 5,000 feet can tures. 

The output of the second audio receive Sonobuoy signals up to 50 The audio amplifier stages and 
amplifier is R-C coupled to the nautical miles. transmitter section were only 
grid of the reactance modulator Research and development engi- slightly modified by using sub- 
tube, a 1.4. The reactance modu- neering on the SSQ-1 was carried _—_ miniature tubes in lieu of some of 
lator frequency modulates the tank —_ out at the Underwater Sound Lab- the miniature tubes to obtain bet- 
of an electron coupled Hartley oratory of Columbia University at ter stability in the transmitter, and 
oscillator in the grid circuit of the | New London, Conn. under a better frequency characteristics in 
3Q4 oscillator tube. By using reac- National Defense Reserve Com- the audio amplifiers. 
tance tube frequency modulation, mission contract. Production Engi- Whereby the SSQ-1 required the 
neglible power is needed for modu- _ neering and manufacturing was by _ pulling out of the antenna by ‘hand 
lation. Emerson Radio and Phonograph to put it into position, (this action 

The oscillator works in the vicin- Company and Freed Radio Cor- also connected the batteries into 

ity of 17 mcs with its plate circuit poration. the circuit), the SSQ-2B requires 
tuned to the second harmonic. In Many hundreds of the SSQ-1 no handling prior to its release 
the following stage, a power ampli- _ were used in both the Atlantic and from the aircraft. Sonobuoy racks 
fier doubler, the frequency is again Pacific waters. They saw most of were installed in the midsection of 
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the Patrol and Anti-Submarine air- 
craft. Release from the racks and 

| projection of the buoys out of the 
aircraft was put at the disposal of Gearon Aatewra Fieemallins 
the pilot or navigator. tHE tu Iu Patera nj 

The SSQ-2B utilizes a rotor 
assembly to control its rate of ek atte ua pike RE Power 

| descent. As with the SSQ-1, the Binachy. One. Amp. 
| rate of descent is 30 knots. Upon te 
| striking the water, the bottom plate 

just below the hydrophone is re- 
leased by an impact switch and the A) 
rotor assembly is released via a Isr A ot “Reactance Acilfator- NAAN 
coupling rod running the entire Alvore Ame oe st Modul stor- eS 
length of the buoy. The momen- 
tum of the blades is sufficient to Nv 
carry the rotor assembly upwards [7] Hvonornowe 
and completely clear of the an- 
tenna deck. Ff 

The antenna is electrically the 
same as that of the 'SSQ-1 but is 
physically different in that it is Block diagram of the SSQ-2B sonobuoy. 

just a long springy strip of metal 

coiled up and held in place by a miniature tubes. The main addi- chance of the enemy retrieving the 

loop of paper which has the prop- tion on the newer Sonobuoy was Sonobuoy. 
erty of being strong when dry and _ the Beacon stage. In some cases it The receiver used with the 
very weak when wet. Therefore would be desirable to observe the  SSQ-1 is designated as the ARR-31 
upon hitting the water, the paper —_ huoy pattern on radar (such as in _ Airborne Receiver. It is a standard 
tears apart and the antenna springs —_ heavy overcast or at night), and as ~~ FM receiver. It utilizes a Foster- 
into place. the buoy is too small to return a Seeley discriminator with a well 

The B batteries of the SSQ-2B good radar signal to. the airship, a designed Automatic. Frequency 
are connected at all times but draw — Beacon stage was added which Control circuit. Any unbalance in 
no current until the filament volt- transmitted back pulsés upon being _ the discriminator’s output due to 

age is applied. Application of the triggered by the aircraft’s radar. random drift of the Sonobuoy 
filament A supply is accomplished Beneath a plastic dome on the would be corrected by the AFC 
by water-activated batteries. The — antenna deck of the buoy is located - circuit in controlling the frequency 
A supply consists of four such bat- the Beacon antenna. As the radar of the local oscillator. 
teries connected in series. Upon eam sweeps by the buoy, radar Corresponding to each of the 16 
being saturated with sea water pulses are picked up by the beacon — Sonobuoy channels, is a color sec- 
sufficient filament voltage is pro- antenna, fed through a stage of RF tion on the dial of the continuous 
duced to start the entire buoy into amplification, detected, and then tuning receiver. Thus the radio 

operation. Within 15 seconds, oper- fed through four stages of amplifi- operator could be listening to sev- 
ating voltage is built up. cation. A blocking oscillator, trig- _ eral buoys at the same time, report- 

Upon release of the bottom gered by the pulses coming from ing the “nearer” buoys to the navi- 
plate, the hydrophone sinks to a the fourth video amplifier, applies __gator by their colors. 
depth of 40 feet (Note the change _ high plate voltage to the plate of The sensitivity of the receiver is 
in the length of the cable). Be- the final RF amplifier in the trans- very important as the direction of 
cause the hydrophone is twisting — mitter. The buoy’s output carrier is the submarine’s motion is deter- 
and turning as it descends, there is thus both frequency modulated mined by a change in the hydro- 
danger of the cable snarling. This and pulse modulated. An Auto- phone signal. It has been reported 

snarling is prevented by winding matic Gain Control circuit biases that under favorable conditions, 
the hydrophone cable around the the fourth video amplifier to such men could be heard talking in the 
hydrophone and having each layer a level that only the strongest submarine. 
of winding separated by a sheet of pulses cause tube conduction. As With the development of the 
waxed paper. the strongest pulses would be re-  SSQ-2B Sonobuoy came the need 

The hydrophone is a pre- ceived only when the center of the for a new receiver, the ARR-26. 
polarized ceramic cylinder which radar beam is on the buoy, the Its main feature is that of the 
works on a piezoelectric principle. buoy’s target on the radar screen is video section used in conjunction 
It is much more rugged than the seen to be a sharp, distinct image. with the Beacon feature of the 
hydrophone of the SSQ-1 and As a security measure, both the buoy. The Beacon pulses are de- 
much easier to manufacturer. SSQ-1 and SSQ-2B Sonobuoys con- tected, amplified, and fed to the 

As previously mentioned, the tain a water soluble carbowax plug _ radar. Also the ARR-26 uses two 
transmitter of the SSQ-2B is almost | which completely dissolves after receivers thus permitting the in- 
identical to that of the SSQ-1 with two hours, thus sinking the buoy. _ stantaneous comparison between 

| the exception of use of some sub- There is, therefore, very little (Continued on page 52) 
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IN ENGINEERING THE BEST OPPORTUNITIES ARE IN AVIATION IN AVIATION THE BEST OPPORTUNITIES ARE AT TEMCO 
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Growth — in engineering skills, for example, tells and other designs into jet aircraft, missiles and 

the Temco success story. weapons systems. : 

In 1946, Temco was equipped to handle only four This continuous growth of engineering capabilities is 

basic aeronautical engineering functions. Today, creating new opportunities month by month. If you 

more than 150 different specialized skills are repre- are looking for a challenging opportunity in aviation, 

sented in the many groups that make up Temco’s you'll find it at Temco. 

engineering departments. Included in this list are 0 ee <n 

specialists in such advanced activities as nuclear { | 

engineering, operations research, electronics guidance i Mr. Joe Russell, Engineering Personnel i 

and thermodynamics. { Room 10-F, Temco Aircraft Corp., Dallas, Texas ' 
; 

Similar growth in management and production skills { © Please send me complete details of the Temco story : 
has equipped Temco successfully to translate its own : of unusual opportunities for creative engineers. I am i 

: 
t especially interested in __ | 

ee, i ' 
:  _ S—s—Ods ' ge ‘ 

oo t 
og — +). Be I i i 

a ee. fo Gry Saez 
® ' t 

AIRCRAFT CORPORATION, DALLAS beseecpasee seco eseseweeteeeeeesc coe sesee eee uncc deed 

ENGINEERING THE BEST OPPORTUNITIES ARE IN AVIATION IN AVIATION THE BEST OPPORTUNITIES ARE AT TEMCO 
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Perhaps 

Norton Company — 
Ceramic Fuel Elements for atomic reactors are among Norton Company’s new products. 

a well-recognized firm —§ ——AAR-Y}N}?>NN 
\ . is in a community with deep cultural There are careers in Production, Research, 

manufactur Ing a var iety roots, fine educational opportunities, Sales and Administration at Norton Com- 
° an invigorating year-round climate pany for men trained in: 

of products essential and varied recreational facilities. ENGINEERING 
fee : ; 

to the world's industries. If Norton Company sounds like Ceramic» Chemical + Civil » Electrical 
your kind of com- ee General ¢ Industrial « Mechanical 

pany, write for the | 772mm, Metallurgical 
You may find your careeratNorton booklet “Your [ | / SCIENCE 

Company. Its products are diversified. Future at Norton.” | © > iil Chern poe eral 

It is the leader in its field. Yet oppor- Address the per- | Wo | oe Pee apna 
tunities are personal, because its size | SONNEL DIRECTOR, | gs | GENERAL 
permits management to know you. Norton Company, [= Liberal Arts ¢ Business Administration 

Career opportunities are in many Worcester 6, Mass. | Finance ¢ Accounting 

fields for men with engineering train- —— 

ing or other academic backgrounds. ps | 

velopment, production engineering,  . O Le 2 i ‘ ste | r—“‘*#EC - 
design, sales engineering or adminis- [_ |. 

tration. | ee ee rr —rt—“‘OiéiOCSC:sS—~——~O~—~”””CC~SCstés 

Positions in the Norton organiza- Me er prodicts beter 

personal participation and growth in ee oe ng Machines + High-Temperature Refractories | 
a well-recognized company manufac- C—O i eer 
turing products essential to all indus- LU. 
tries and pioneering with new prod- ee 
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Arne Steivang and Charles Baumann of Federal Bakery Co., Winona, Minnesota, receive engineering service and 
product data from Stan Nelson (left), of Standard Oil, to help keep maintenance costs low on Federal’s truck fleet. 

How t ite a success story 

SranLEy NELSON, automotive engineer, istyp- intelligent analysis of a problem in his field 

ical of many young men we like to tell about may either improve our service to a valued 

in the Standard Oil organization. He keeps customer or help us to secure a new one. 

proving to be the right man in the right job as . He likes to keep moving, too, and he’s done 
he advances with us. that. He held several sales positions in 

Stan likes engineering, of course. He grad- Minnesota and attended Standard’s intensive 

uated from the University of Minnesota witha Sales Engineering School in Chicago before 
B.S. degree in Mechanical Engineering in 1950. —_ being promoted to his present position in which 

He likes people. He especially likes to get he works out of the Mason City, Iowa, divi- 
into business problems with them where he and __ sion office. 
his company can help. Truck maintenance, As men like Stanley Nelson earn their way 
lubrication, and fuel consumption are big items upward in our organization we have frequent 
to fleet operators, large and small, who have _ openings for ambitious college men to follow 
found that help from Stan pays off—for them. them. You might find a career in engineering, 

And he likes selling. He functions frequently __ research or sales with this stable and progres- 
as a key man for the sales department. His sive company rewarding, too. 

A 
© 

Oil C Standard Oil Company (stanparp 
910 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago 80, Illinois 
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How keen is your 
| NMI AG | N E E Fe | N G 2 Can your imagination identify the prob- 

a lems being solved by this young Sperry 

engineer? Whether your guess is right 

or wrong, there's no question that at 
: i / Sperry “imagineering” is the order of 

———e—eE#g#gs — the day. 

oe eS , 7 And working with men rated tops in 
or 7 3 their fields you'll earn while you learn 

ee ‘ e - 4 and start right in on specific assign- 
3 a ee : . ments in the field: of your choice. You 

— ay . a. “ “ st | will be given important work from the 
~* ae" i. : a beginning for there is no ceiling on ideas 
ws ae ae e. : / in fields like guided missiles, inertial 
sao 7 navigation, advanced radars, micro- 

Sse Cl wave technology and many more where 
ds. Sind 3 13 _ : / Sperry is blueprinting the future now. 

i a F te ay - a S / / Sperry is interested in your future, 
>’. / _- | : | too—giving you the chance to study for 

bait! a | eo 6 advanced degrees. And Sperry plants 
4 .lr”™t~C~Ca ‘ ~~~ — | are conveniently located near leading 

| Cet 4 J = __ engineering colleges — whether you'd 
| GC  -,:40 | ” |. tather work in California, Florida, New 
| | “i : : , im = York, Utah or Virginia. 
| i | { ‘~@ ; When Sperry representatives call at 
| NK NY 6 i. - -. your school, be sure to talk to them. 

aoe Yi 2 os iy {7 Check your Placement Office for the 
SY) @’ ; . | dates. Meanwhile, write for more facts 

| ’ wf hs a to J. W. Dwyer, Sperry Gyroscope 
: \ rs : Ee Company, Section 1B5. 

. 1a / Werk ANSWER: This Sperry engineer is 
. y mee simulating a ship roll problem on an 

ae ; ai ( _ — ——7 a electronic computer. Solution was in- 

f fr ¢ < | Ship Stabilizer which reduces ship roll 

LCC oe 
VA Vi Se ¢ GYROSCOPE COMPANY 

wt 74 : Great Neck, New York 

A i DIVISION OF SPERRY RAND CORPORATION 
i BROOKLYN CLEVELAND * NEW ORLEANS * LOS ANGELES 

/ SEATTLE * SAN FRANCISCO « IN CANADA: SPERRY GYRO- 
f SCOPE COMPANY OF CANADA LTD., MONTREAL, QUEBEC 

— y 
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hella eld SOUTHWEST CHAPTER Scientific Sleuthing-Lawyers and 

Officers elected for 1957-58 in. Engineers Join Hands”, in which 
PROFESSIONAL dude: he told of the technical and scien- 

; tific sleuthing for court cases. The 
President: Jack H. Maxrretp number of lawyers attending in- 

TTS) Se cluded the Federal District Judge 
fone ; and the President of the Bar 

Past-President: Tuomas Hiccins AsROCIB HOM: 
Directors: Tuomas K. Jorpan, 

SECRETARY'S OFFICE Rocer Krempen and Davm K. NORTHWEST: CHAPTER 
ae Toepfer Avenue Evans Details of the $1,500,000 “Nike” 
Madison 5, Wisconsin i ‘ i air defense rocket installation to 

Haroip N. Kincssury, Secretary- A dinner meeting of all commit- be built in the Hudson—-New 
TisagaRe tee members was held at the Cuba : : . 

Club on October 1 to formulate Richmond-River Falls area were 
PUBLICATION COMMITTEE organizational functions and activi- ee to oe oe a a 

i . a iver Fe e 
Har.ey L. Grsson, Chairman ties for the year. 1957 PEE: BANS OR DEPEEMIDEN" “02 

122 W. Washington Ave. LAKE SUPERIOR CHAPTER Col. J. H. Farren and Major 
Madison, Wisconsin Charl SH Pillsb f heka 

Cuartes M. Pertman, Vice Chairman Officers for 1957-58 are as fol- nes Et. EUISbury, rom heal 7 
Madison, Wisconsin lows: cgi of the Four Region Air 

H.. H. Buen, Madison President: Wut1am H. ForsyTu Gfense Commend.at Ransés, City, 
C. W. Giesier, Rothchild Vice Prosidene: Waawie Co Sac Mo., explained the project, which 

R. L. Huncerrorp, Kenosha cane . , is the first of four to be constructed 
E. C. Kesrine, Superior around the Twin Cities population E. J. Dotasex, Eau Claire Secretary-Treasurer: Kerra H. eter 

E. A. Rrrcmm, Milwaukee JENSEN W: 1 ‘ . , J ter D. kin, Es F 
Hersert Newson, Neenah Directors: E. W. Bere, L. L. Mc- Baile a nee cE : = 

Ricwarp Jaunke, Waukesha Gavuey and R. C. Buck P d : 5 p 
Kenwera Zuan, La Crosse : “ast ter, announce committee appoint- 

A. L. Genisot, state presi ent, ments for the coming year, and 
W.S.P.E. OFFICERS held a meeting of all chapter presi- said meetings will be held on alter- 

Antuur G, Beuwine, President dents and secretaries at Wisconsin nating first Wednesdays and Thurs- 
A. L. Genisor, First Vice President Rapids on Sept. 7, to formulate — days of the month. 

C. J. Netson, Second Vice President organizational functions and duties. Activities of W.S.P.E. during the 
A. Owen Ayres, Past President At the same time State Secretary — summer months were generally at 

H. N. Kinospury, Secretary-Treasurer Harold Kingsbury, outlined the — q standstill for most of the Chap- 
rae “ eneiage e rector mechanics of operations to the ters. Statewise, several board meet- 

qe gms Uae chapter secretaries. ings were held. A full year of ac- F. L. Carison, Director ivitied ds Gl d ; _ h 
W. E. Dick, Director MILWAUKEE CHAPTER tivities is planne starting with the 

i Director summer conference which was held Joun GAMMELL, 7 
E. C. Koerper, chapter president, at the Gateway Hotel and Inn, 

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE reports that Milwaukee seems to Land o’ Lakes. The Wisconsin Val- 
Harotp Tresror have been unusually successful in ley Committee in’ charge was 

———————————_ their Thursday noon luncheons. At- headed by Carl Dvorak and Jess 
ENGINEERS’ CREED tens a the rs oe Holderby. Registration began on 

As a professional engineer, I dedicate average : members. “De - ogan Friday, Sept. 20 and concluded on 
my professional knowledge and skill of the Milwaukee Professional — Saturday morning. 
to the advancement and betterment of Engineering Circles is “See You The Consulting, Industrial, Edu- 
human welfare. Thursday”. cation and Public Employment 

| PLEDGE The forthcoming meetings in- groups met Saturday. The business 
To give the iioH, OF Per ovinaiice, clude a professional news summary, meeting was conducted Saturday 

to participate in none but honest enter- a: - Hite a 3 : 

pile, to live and work according to.the discussion and talk by Mr. Martin at 3:00 P.M. An informal banquet 

laws of and the highest standards of | son, Chief Engineer of the Koeh- and dance concluded the day’s 
professional condiscl. To glace sorotee ring Company on “Construction activities. 

ee ‘eejore potsonal adeanvige, Machinery and Federal Highway On Sunday morning the program 
and the public welfare above all other Program”. Mr. Carl W. Muhlen-  was.completed with State Commit- 
considerations. In humility and with bruch, , President of Educational tee meetings. 
need for Divine Guidance, I make this and hnical 1 red 
pledge. and Technical Consultants, covere THE END 
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JOSEPH KURANZ 

Waukesha Chapter 

The president of the Waukesha Chapter, Joseph Kuranz, was born March 
15, 1920, in Waukesha, Wisconsin. He studied mechanical engineering at Tri- 

: State College, Angola, Indiana. He is now the Assistant Manager and Engineer 
of the Waukesha Water Utility Company. He was Junior Engineer with Federal 
Shipbuilding Co. of New Jersey from the date of his graduation in 1941 until 
entrance into the U. S. Navy in 1943. Mr. Kuranz served as Lieutenant Com- 
mander in the U. S. Navy in active duty during World War II. He was an 
Engineering Officer and later was promoted to Flotilla Engineer. He joined 
Remington Rand, Inc., as a Design Engineer in 1946. In 1947, Mr. Kuranz 

took his present position as Engineer and Assistant Manager of the Waukesha 
Water Utility. 

After joining the WSPE, he became affiliated with the S. E. Chapter. He 
held several co-chairmanship appointments before being appointed Chairman 
of Public Relations in 1954. 

He was married to Jennie Holub of New York City on January 9, 1943. 

They are parents of three children, Joseph, Janice and James. 
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= howard hughes [7 | 
fellowships we 

\ ~~ et 
—r—S . 2 ee 3 

— «= Ten awards are open to candidates inter- ae _ 
- a4 < ested in studies leading to a Doctor of pe oe 
| . S _ Philosophy or Doctor of Engineering oe 

8 ; degree or in conducting post-doctoral [77 ne 

_ = Each Fellowship provides a cash award poe 79 

of not less than $2000...a minimum [7 7 
| salary of $2500 for summer or part-time E | 

| work... up to $1500 for tuition, books, bee 4 

. 4 and research expenses...and moving | 
ea and transportation costs. Eligibility is | 9 

ae based on the completion of one year of | _ 
. graduate work in physics or engineering, bi 

Po and qualification for graduate standing at = | 
4 California Institute of Technology, Uni- | 4 

oo versity of California (Berkeley), or Stan- | = J 
: _ ford University. Application closing date: | mA Er 
: a January 15, 1958. Ly Se AKE ro 

: | LA he 2) 2 
4 master of science | Oe 
| Qysiooosd) > fellowships L 4 

| oe L ? 
: [S06 ~— 2. One hundred awards are open to partici- E FSO ) C 
In ope D, Ms pants who will complete courses leading |” CT 
We ee 0 to the Master of Science degree within 2 | / OK sO" KS 
| \ & Zs ms academic years. Tuition, admission fee, | en, ; fie 
: RA" £N, (SY) and books will be provided. During the L STITUTE 

: ett IOS 0 LY summer they will have the opportunity L he Kp 
3 ZA. . : : a. 4 

: ' Ao to work with experienced Hughes scien- | \\ ly 
: 7 tists and engineers, while receiving salaries L : : ee A KWBZZ IN 

based upon their ability and technical 4 Wide WY 

: a. experience. 4 EB AY 

1 L <a In Applicant must receive his B.S. degree | 1 MA i [XE 
| AEN AE ry IN during the coming year in Aeronautical | UN ES x 
& IIE SPNO\ Engineering, Electrical Engineering, M 4 Ow os 1 / Ways Wy ONC gineering, Electrica gineering, Me- J : OS 4S oS 

| IBIEA WIZ, vac chanical Engineering, or Physics. Partici- a >> S wo 

’ 4 Pie ea a ia pant may request his graduate school | ‘ RNC 
4 c nA cA ie ale Se Fae is 5) J from the following six institutions: Uni- | 4 

. a 2) WOK, Bn cas S/Sy versity of Southern California, UCLA, 5 Zo 
WE (TY, OF \ o> SG z Stanford University, University of Ari- Bo { ro oe, 

ZS SSC Ds we zona, Purdue University, or West Vir- | ~ -— . oe y 
£ i? ae we a ginia University. L ; a 4 , we 

~ a= = ° Write, specifying appropriate fellowship, to: | == = : ae 

vA eS : Office of Advanced Studies I : ee : > . 3 4 
>, = AT +, eS | 
SA ahr Ns c 7° | a 2 

NX fe N { 1 i. ~ 1868: t i be _ | a Le 5 

oo | HUGHES | @. =. 
{ | i=. -  ' 

_ ban 
boa _ . RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ee j 

, —— / : LABORATORIES ee 

=. : : * one 
: Tn ne ee em Hughes Aircraft Co., Culver City, Calif. | = a ae . . 

RCE TEN ici alls ohana initia es ee ae . nee a 

8 AES AUR a iit lash ee = «ee oe 
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SCIENCE aN 

wos’ HIGHLIGHTS ) Vw Co” 
gu “4 

( ‘s i ee en) OR | } gd je { 

: i Wik by Ed Allen m60 
|e 
OIE SIAL 

22 «SCi‘INSTANT RADAR MAPS MADE 
eg il =. Airplane pilots and navigators 

: : So eS, Seg ~~ can. now consult a map that is only 
-— : - = a sam eK / twenty seconds old made night or 

e / [fx a 6 Se ee La 7. _ day in flight by radar. With a de- 
UL > Soap se i 1° vice called a radar strip recorder 
— 6 |; oa Fg e ___ which presents a photograph of the 

L a a _ gation to pin point accuracy is now 

8 H—___ecualty ‘useful in pence or wa 
| eee Cl FF — ~~ _itave had to rely on memory or 
Se | i —— hasty notes and calculations taken 

| _ u 7 i. | from radar presentations in the air. 
_ ———-lté<“‘“‘i:O™OSCSCOCC~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*C*~C~C*C;C;*”™~:=~C~CéC~C;*#TThe new automatic device requires 

[ Lang 4 == no operator; it combines electronics 

ie — — eR + and photography to make it easy 

FF oe tittermine the airplanc’s exact 
—  rr—~—“‘i=O—~—.——U——UrCTCiC iasiai‘i(‘(ea)C”CC(CC (CCFOposition and true flight path at any 

De : _. ~~ == = + ~~ time desired in flight without rely- 

FF OS eS —“‘“‘“‘i‘—<(‘(‘(‘éi “RR 
Ama, Ee yee Initially designed for use with 

{ igs ge, 7 , Ay op a an airborne radar system, the strip 
AL ‘e i Se ak On 3 '_JF £§;§+%=j$-j< A ~~ recorder with its associated fast 

a) ea 4 mes 7, 4 WA ake) film processor is adaptable to prac- 
co a et | aa ee Wars ey y tically all types of airborne radar. 

a SR uy a a = 4 ait) In ‘dition’ the device is useful as 
.—l( ar. Bede mee f = —_—a ground recorder of radar or tele- 
| Che to, eae ae : , meter information relayed from 
aa . | Pen flying mon sets. » such uses, ve 

Ee | Seubp I ecotCer sakes” 1b a. ‘sitip/e 
ee es matter for ground controllers and 

- ..r—“‘“‘(‘#$UCOCOCOzsCSCzCE — Instrumental in making the rapid 

oe process for developing high sensi- 
(es ee tivity film in only ten seconds. The 

Radar strip recorder makes instant maps possible. (Continued on page 58) 
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Yes, we want engineers, 

... we don’t want just any engineer. Weewant engineers with ideas, engineers 
with drive, engineers who can stick with a job and work with other people to 
get it done. Scientists, business and liberal arts graduates, too. 

Union Carbide has a marvelous potential. It’s a top producer of many 
things, from petrochemicals to titanium, from molecular sieves to flashlight 
batteries. Its sales have soared from a half a billion in ’47 to one and a third 
billion in ’56. 

And we plan to keep on growing. That’s where you come in. 
We need creative people. We spend a good portion of sales profit on research, 

but it takes creative people to make research effective. 
We need people with initiative. They are the key to opening up new markets 

and to get production rolling. We introduce new products at the rate of two a 
month, and the rate is accelerating. 

Representatives of Divisions of Union Carbide Corporation, listed below, will 
be interviewing on many campuses. Check your placement director, or write to 
the Division representative. For general information, write to V. O. Davis, 
30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, New York. 

EST EE a STS Ee 

BAKELITE COMPANY Plastics, including SILICONES DIVISION _ Silicones for elec- GENERAL OFFICES—NEW YORK 
polyethylene, epoxy, fluorothene, vinyi, phenolic, trical insulation, release agents, water repellents, Accounting, Electronic Data Processing, Operations 
and polystyrene. J. C. Older, River Road, Bound etc.; silicone rubber. P. |. Emch, 30 East 42nd Research, Industrial Engineering, Purchasing. E. R. 
Brook, N. J. Street, New York 17, N. Y. Brown, 30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y. 

A) TTD a 

ELECTRO METALLURGICAL COMPANY UNION CARBIDE CHEMICALS COMPANY 
Over 100 ferro-alloys and alloying metals; titanium, Synthetic organic chemicals, resins, and fibers 
calcium carbide, acetylene. C. R. Keeney, 137— from natural gas, petroleum, and coal. W. C. f 
47th St., Niagara Falls, N. Y. Heidenreich, 295 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y. 

é ‘ 
REESE A TT TET TT \ i‘ 7 

HAYNES STELLITE COMPANY Special UNION CARBIDE INTERNATIONAL COM- \ \ Do Z 
alloys to resist heat, abrasion, and corrosion; cast PANY Markets UNION CaRBIDE products and j if Yi 1 
and wrought. L. E. Denny, 725 South Lindsay Street, operates plants overseas. C. C. Scharf, 30 East 42nd by f 
Kokomo, Ind. Street, New York 17, N. Y. OP ~y 

; ” LD 

Se EE ET 

LINDE COMPANY _ Industrial gases, metal- UNION CARBIDE NUCLEAR COMPANY UNION 
working and treating equipment, synthetic gems, Operates Atomic Energy Commission facilities at CARBIDE CD ' 
molecular sieve adsorbents. P. I. Emch, 30 East Oak Ridge, Tenn., and Paducah, Ky. W. V. Hamilton, 5 
42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y. P. 0. Box “‘P’”, Oak Ridge, Tenn. ey CO) 

Ea SAE TET TTL 

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY Indus- VISKING COMPANY Apioneer in packaging 
trial carbon and graphite products. PRESTONE —producer of synthetic food casings and poly- 
anti-freeze, EVEREADY flashlights and batteries. ethylene film. Dr. A. L. Strand, 6733 West 65th 
S. W. Orne, P. 0. Box 6087, Cleveland, Ohio. Street, Chicago, Ill. 
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: * One indication of accomplishment in the com- 
— bustion field: the J-57 engine, augmented by 

. afterburner, provided the thrust which made 

supersonic flight practical for the first time. 

Bio 

This special periscope gives Pratt & Whitney Aircraft engineer a close-up view of combustion process actually taking place within the after- 

burner of an advanced jet engine on test. What the engineer observes is simultaneously recorded by a high-speed motion picture camera. 
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at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft 

| t h f | (l f C b t 
si es 

Historically, the process of combus- bringing together of fuel and air in like the J-57, J-75 and others stands 

tion has excited man’s insatiable proper proportions, the ignition of as a tribute to the vision, imagina- 

hunger for knowledge. Since his the mixture, and the rapid mixing _tion and pioneering efforts of those 

most pamie attempts to make of burned and unburned gases in- at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft en: 

use of this pene enc Dy he a Noles a most complex series of gaged in combustion work. 

found peomendous fascination in its interrelated events 7 So ocur- While combustion assignments, 

potentials. aE ‘ ring simultaneously in time and themselves, involve a diversity of 
Perhaps alo time in history has space. : | engineering talent! the field 4s only 

that fascination been greater than Although the combustion engi- i iS < 
ts : one of a broadly diversified engi- 

it is today with respect to the use neer draws on many fields of science : Le et 

of combustion principles in the (including thermodynamics, aero- eee DiCerauyayieta : eed 

modern aircraft engine. dynamics, fluid mechanics, heat Aircraft. ee TOBE Witt other 
At Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, transfer, applied mechanics, metal- far-reaching activities in the fields 

theorems of many sciences are being lurgy and chemistry), the design of of instrumentation, materials prob- 

applied to the design and develop- combustion systems has not yet lems, mechanical design and aero- 

ment of high heat release rate de- been reduced to really scientific dynamics — spells out a gratifying 
vices. In spite of the apparent sim- principles. Therefore, the highly future for many of today’s engi- 

plicity of a combustion system, the successful performance of engines neering students. 

* xs iia tas e Oy Cf a eet e ear hay ‘om fo IL yo ~— : ee D | : 
._ . | 4 : A bo 7 ee - I 

Ds jo \e : Pee a Ss : eee a oes raed WN e eee: Ly Ce | i} ice 
eee cohnce a Wa on " - es x ! “ es / ' q | 

| \\\ e Eke al q Pe ” fa amie eeprom 1 a 
iy WEE Age eae We ee ¢ ike aa yi 
1k y aan ll a ri oo aD = el Ls fe eN, nal OR DD. — 

Lh eae cen ie i ea. <a ie: 

> 2 ae ‘a © oe 
-  - “a i carta : 

Mounting an afterburner in a special high-altitude test Microflash photo illustrates one continuing Pratt & Whitney Aircraft engineer manipulates probe in 

chamber in P&WA’s Willgoos Turbine Laboratory permits Problem: design and development of fuel exit of two-dimensional research diffuser. Diffuser 

study of a variety of combustion problems which injection systems which properly atomize design for advanced power plants is one of many 

may be encountered during later development stages. and distribute under all flight conditions. air flow problems that exist in ‘combustion work. 

ASD, World’s foremost designer and builder of aircraft engines 

S 
ae Wo 

em 9 PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT ee | : 
aN a | Uni Division of United Aircraft Corporation 

EAST HARTFORD 8, CONNECTICUT 
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fii ight, ights of : a se 

your future area 

with Honeywell i People, Places, 

- | > ( a 9 

Glenn Seidel, Vice President in Charge of ae “y 
Engineering, BME, Minnesota, ’36 

“The story of Honeywell, as I know it, is a story of “The future is even more challenging. Planned 
growth—from a thermostat to over 12,000 products; diversification puts Honeywell in such new fields as 
from a handful of employees to more than 30,000; office and factory automation, process control, plas- 

from a basement in Minneapolis to a world-wide tics, atomic energy, electronics, missiles and satel- 
organization. For Honeywell, world leader in auto- lites. Whole new areas of opportunity are waiting 

matic controls, has expanded as rapidly as this excit- for today’s engineering graduates in each of Honey- 
ing field. And employment, sales and income have well’s divisions. Here are some division representa- 

increased steadily year after year. tives to tell you about them.” 

CORPORATE RESEARCH AERONAUTICAL DIVISION ORDNANCE DIVISION 
HOPKINS, MINNESOTA MINNEAPOLIS; LOS ANGELES; MINNEAPOLIS; SEATTLE; 

ST. PETERSBURG MONROVIA, CALIF, 

le ee Oe nn 
| 7 F ee oC 

| & Lf | ‘ow | =f, 
as ah | ws i | > Vi > | 

i se | |e A W 

Dr. Finn Larsen, PhD, E. H. Olson, BA, Clyde A. Parton, BSEE, 

Towa State, 1948 U. of Minnesota, 1937 U. of Alabama, 1940 

Director of Corporate Research Director of Aero Engineering Director of Ordnance 

“Our Research Center isa focal point “In the past six years our engineer- “Here at Honeywell Ordnance we’re 

for Honeywell’s over-all research ing force has trebled through our putting all our experience and imag- 
program. Here, Honeywell scientists expansion into such advanced fields ination into maintaining America’s 

and engineers conduct basic research as inertial guidance, jet engine con- technological lead. We work in such 

into areas suchas Heat Transfer, Met- trol, computers, fire control and new fields as infrared sensors, mis- 

allurgy, Thermodynamics, Solar En- bombing systems, fuel management, siles, servo mechanisms, new types 

ergy, Radioactivity, Electronics, etc. and precision gyros. We have devel- of turret control systems. We've de- 

This research supplements other re- oped and produced more autopilots veloped proximity and mechanical 
search carried on by Honeywell’s sep- than any other manufacturer, and fuzes, antiaircraft fire control sys- 

arate divisions, plays an important built the reference system for the tems, underwater warfare equipment 
part in the company’s development Earth Satellite Rocket. The diver- and other products in widely diver- 
program. There’s certainly plenty of sity and wide acceptance of our prod- sified fields. Our more advanced 

opportunity for the imaginative ucts indicates the boundless oppor- products, naturally, are still classified, 

scientist or engineer here.” tunities we have. for engineers and but they offer outstanding challenges 
scientists.” and opportunities.” 
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BOSTON DIVISION MICRO SWITCH DIVISION RESIDENTIAL, RETAIL AND 

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS FREEPORT, ILLINOIS COMMERCIAL DIVISION 
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 

sa wi os 
Yq | we | ~. 

George J. Schwartz, MIT, ’42 R. W. Pashby, BSEE, H. T. Sparrow, BSEE, 

Vice President U. of Ulinois, 1932 U. of Minnesota, 1930 
and General Manager Director of Product Research Director of Product Research 

“Our Honeywell division is making “Products of our Micro Switch Di- “We specialize almost entirely in 
the brains of automation. We turn vision help giant aircraft land safely, comfort control. Typical of the ad- 

out such small, but complex and interlock machine tool operations, vances our division has made re- 
important components as gyros, feed instructions into electronic com- cently is the Supervisory Data Center* 

flight controls, servos, synchros, elec- puters. These are just a few of their which enables one man in one loca- 
tronic amplifiers and magnetic con- applications—applications which are tion to read and control the tempera- 
trols. Engineering projects now in growing year after year. The devel- ture of every room ina large building. 
progress point to many new prod- opment of these precision switches Our other new products include Air 
ucts and applications from our divi- requires high engineering skill, putsa Blenders, Zone Control Systems, 
sion, including development of new premium on your imagination, offers Electronic Air Cleanets and many 
transistor applications. Opportuni- you tremendous opportunities for more. Our business is a rewarding 
ties? They’re here by the score.” advancement and recognition.” one for engineers!” 

ee eel 

INDUSTRIAL INSTRUMENTS DIVISION : HEILAND DIVISION 
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA DENVER, COLORADO 

Ses This is Honeywell: more than 
_ ~, *} 12,000 highly engineered prod- 

_ | 3 _ ucts, 14 separate divisions, loca- 

| | hhh  \o .. the hundreds on the outposts of 
| A | ¢£ : evety major technological ad- 

a >. € vance. It’s a land of opportunity 
| i Zo for the engineering graduate. 

4 Want to: learn more about it? 
C. L. Peterson, BSEE, S. A. Keller, BS, Send for our free booklet, “Your 
U. of California, 1924 U. of Pennsylvania, 1941 Curve of Opportunity.’ Write to: 

Vice President and Gen. Mgr. General Manager i 
ae : eels “This division of Honeywell manu- eo pean eee. Te 
‘No company in the fast growing in- 3 v Personnel Administrator 

strumentation field is growing faster factures two different classes of p rod: Minneapolis-Honeywell Reg. Co. 
than Honeywell’s Industrial Instru- ucts: Instruments and Photographic Minneapolis 8, Minnesota 

ments Division. There’s practically Equipment. Out recording oscillo- 
no physical quantity under the sun graphs— typified byocae tecically 4 
that Honeywell instruments cannot new Visicorder ae used dee. wide 
measute, and, in most cases, control, eee a a 

from open hearth furnaces to com- ; E Hons au Hi yw li 
plex processes still on the designer’s Strobonar’ electronic flash_equip- one e€ 
boards. Finding new applications Ae nal ecceee 
and designing the instruments, com- I 2 es A ° 
puters a pelea devices) oF ¢o- ices. The variety of products and Fost WwW Coatiol,. 
morrow, offer you a fascinating markets of the Heiland Division 

pfesent and an unlimited future.” promises an ever-expanding field that 
challenges young engineers.” 

Trademark 
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Block diagram of the An/Arr-31 airborne receiver. 

S on ob voy allocated by the Navy to the Na- is employed as the basic modular 
(Continued 37) tional Bureau of Standards for unit on which components are 

ORDER OMY PRE. project Tinkertoy. Almost 85% of — machine-printed or mounted over 
any two buoy signals. A rotary the entire amount was expended in _ printed circuitry. 
switch is utilized for tuning, again procurement of equipment from Six of these wafers are auto- 
speeding up the operation over industry, largely through sub- matically selected, stacked, and 
that of the ARR-31. The circuitry contracts. then joined mechanically and elec- 
of the ARR-31 is still classified and The Sonobuoy was the first elec- trically by machine-soldered riser 
therefore cannot be included in tronic unit to go into pilot-plant wires to form a standard module. 

this report. production using the modular Generally a tube socket is mounted 
Up until 1953, the cost of the | wafer design and automatic silver- on the top wafer. Any number of 

Sonobuoy was relatively high. An painting, tinning, dip-soldering, these modules can be mounted 
unofficial estimate was $160 each. and testing machines developed by manually on plates having etched 
In 1953 a system for automatic the National Bureau of Standards. wiring, to provide the desired plate 

production of electronic equipment Begun in 1950, mechanizing the — assembly for any specific applica- 
was developed by the National construction of electronic equip- tion. 
Bureau of Standards. The develop- _ ment has resulted in the develop- Ceramic capacitors, NBS tape re- 
ment program, code-named Project | ment of a machine line capable of _ sistors, tube sockets, and terminals 
Tinkertoy, resulted in the simul- building practically any type of are compatible with this system of 
taneous development of two sys- electronic equipment with com- construction and can be produced 
tems: a production system utilizing plete versatility in converting from _ by automation from bulk materials. 
automatic fabrication and assembly —_ one equipment to another. Capacitor values are varied by 
equipment, and a compatible gen- The input to the mechanized changing the dielectric constant 
eral system of electronic equipment _line consists largely of raw or semi- _ and/or the electrode area. 
using a modular concept. The two _ processed materials, which allevi- Tube socket bodies are molded 
systems exploit printed circuit tech- ates the necessity of obtaining com- _— from the same stealite material as 
niques, the use of conducting plete components from many _ the wafers, and tube pin connec- 
paints for wires, thin ceramic ca- sources. tors for the socket body are formed 
pacitors, adhesive-tape resistors, To facilitate mechanical han- from beryllium copper strips. 
and automatic dip soldering. dling of all components with mini- Precision resistors are made by 

From June, 1950, through June, © mum machinery, a steatite wafer evaporating and trimming a 
1953, approximately $4,700,000 was 7/8 inch square by 1/16 inch thick _ nickel chrome alloy on a specially 
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Fig. 6.—Sketch showing the effect of underwater currents and the temperature gradient on the transmission of sound. The 
straight arrows represent the direction of the current at the depth of the Sonobuoy, while the wiggly arrows represent the 
direction of the current at the submarine’s depth. Although the buoy is fairly close to the submarine, it may fail to detect 
sounds from it due: to*the: reflection of the sound as shown by the angled arrows. 

prepared wafer surface. Spiral and _ screen surface, forcing silver paint motely controlled motors which 
toroidal inductors are mounted on _ onto the wafer surface. After dry- could vary the depth of the hydro- 
the wafers. A dielectric film and ing and heating, a second printing _ phone by reeling in or letting out 
associated strips of foil are folded _ follows. the hydrophone cable. Additional 
in a square configuration to form a Several wafers assembled to- circuitry could be added so that 
high value capacitor compatible gether form a Module. The Mod- the hydrophone could self-seek the 
with the modular construction ules are fastened to the Sonobuoy’s depth of maximum sound. 
system. decks forming a more compact In the present system of opera- 

A standard punched control card — buoy as well as one that is more tion, from 7 to 14 buoys are used 
is prepared ‘beforehand for each rugged, more stable, and of con- per run. By utilizing a rotating 
wafer. The cards contain produc- __ siderably lower cost. hydrophone, and having video cir- 
tion information such as initiating When considering the factors cuits synchronized with the rota- 
time, identification of parts, setup which affect the effectiveness of tion in the aircraft receiver, only 
information, etc. the Sonobuoy one can imagine two or three Sonobuoys would be 

The wafers upon entering the other types of Sonobuoys that required to plot the course of the 
production machine are cleverly might supersede present buoys. submarine. 
lined up by indexing segments. Due to underwater currents and With the development of atomic 
The first process is to paint the temperature gradients, reflection powered submarines, more effec- 
notches so that the wafers may be of sound waves occur. This phe- __ tive Sonobuoys will have to be 
connected together by a riser wire | nomena could prevent the hydro- developed. The development of 
as mentioned previously. The pat- phone from picking up sound — such Sonobuoys, by modern elec- ‘ 
tern of the printed circuit is silk- | waves from a swbmarine even tronic knowhow, will seriously 
screen printed first on one side of — though the buoy was close to the hamper the submarine as being an 
the wafer and then on the other submarine. Thus, a Sonobuoy of _ effective weapon of war. 
by a squeegee driven across the the future might contain small re- THE END 
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ge” @ Western Electric has major manufacturing plants located at Chicago and Decatur, Ill., Kearny, N. J., Baltimore, Md., Indianapolis, 

ind., entown, Fa., inston-Salem, N. C., Buffalo, N. Y¥., Nor! ndover, Mass. istribution Centers in cities. Installation ind., Allentown, Pa., Winston-Salem, N. C., Buffalo, N. Y., North And M Distribution Centers in 30 cities. Installati 
headquarters in 16 cities. General headquarters: 195 Broadway, New York, N. Y. Also Teletype Corporation, Chicago 14, Illinois. 
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Orld at West Electri 
a 

A tHE world’s largest manufacturer of com- @ Besides this company-wide program, a 

munications equipment our continued number of our divisions offer individual engi- 

/ progress depends greatly on our engineers. neering courses in their own specialties. We 

They have a key role in the production of some also sponsor a Tuition Refund Plan for out-of- 

50,000 types of apparatus and component parts hours study at nearby colleges. Open to all 

that Western Electric makes in a given year. employees, this plan helps our engineers study 

@ To our engineers falls the monumental task for advanced drcice ss Ce 

of developing manufacturing operations and of @ Truly there’s an engineer’s world here at 

planning the installation of telephone central Western Electric . . ; one in which engineers in 
office equipment across the nation. They devise every field of specialization’ can expect to grow. 
the new machines, tools and methods needed 
to do our job. They also shoulder the major 
responsibilities in carrying out the defense con- 
tracts the BolernedeBe asked us to take over OPPORTUNITIES FOR 
—major projects like the Nike guided missile ENGINEERING GRADUATES 

seh and SAGE, the continental defense (Supervisory and administrative 

pe y : opportunities exist in each field) 
Ne @ In the course of their technical work, engi- eee f s aside 

“NZ | neers participate in such broad managerial na ne a Tae, aCe ee ae ; 

functions as production, merchandising, instal- ee aie ee te a oer est Facility 

lation, and many others. What’s more, we have requirements—E.E.; Personnel requirements— 

a record of promotions from within. It’s not LE.; Electric power, light a heat require- 

surprising, therefore, that fifty-five percent of ments—E.E.; Raw material requirements— 
the college graduates in our upper levels of ee ae soe os ee eres a8 

i management have engineering degrees. Studies—LE.; Investigation of manufacturing 

> ‘ © Naturally we do everything possible to en- difficulties—M.E.; Quality control—M.E., E.E. 

os courage and speed the professional develop- Planning telephone central offices: 

2 ment of our engineers. Just recently, for Equipment: requirements — E.E.; Power and 

7 example, we inaugurated a full-time off-the-job cable Tecuuee nate 
PL Graduate Engineering Training Program at Development and design: 

} special training centers, a program with few New machines and tools—M.E., E.E.; Material 

parallels in American industry. handling methods—M.E,, L.E.; New equip- 
ment and processes—M.E., E.E.; Repair shop 

ie @ The new engineer moves into the first phase methods—M.E,; Testing facilities—E.E.; Test- 

: of this program, Introduction to Western Elec- ing methods—E.E.; Job evaluation studies— 

tric Engineering, four to six months after he Ee a eee 

joins us and devotes nine weeks of study to éssesChemi) Hh. Met By Phy, Sou Newsappli- 
such technical subjects as communications sys- cation for metals and alloys—Chem. E., Met. E., 
tems, military electronic systems, product de- Phy. Sc.; Raw material test procedures—Chem. 

sign principles. He takes part in the second E., Met. E., Phy. Sc.; Service to military on 

; phase, General Development, after the first electronic devices hE 
: year on the job. In this phase he devotes nine ie aR eS 

ag weeks to courses in human relations, semantics, For further information write: Engineering 

° : engineering statistics, electronics, measure- Personnel, Room 1030, 195 Broadway, 

ments and instrumentation, systems circuit anal- New York 7, N. Y. 
mac 8 ysis. The third phase, Advanced Development e 

(4 weeks per year), is available to selected 
engineers and is geared to the individual to 
help develop his creative engineering abilities; 4 G 

goes deeply into such subjects as magnetics, 2 ti E / @ raf i i 

computer applications, electronic switching, (Bs) 

: radar fundamentals, feedback control systems 

and technical paper writing. MANUFACTURING AND SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM 
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This is a symbol of progress in our era 

Melted, refined and pressed into literally hundreds burgh Plate needs college trained engineers and 
of shapes and forms, glass today is one of mankind’s scientists . . . men capable of assuming responsi- 
most versatile materials. It is truly an outstanding bility, men capable of thinking both scientifically 
symbol of progress in our era. and creatively. In short, men who can meet the 

Industry after industry has discovered that glass challenge of this modern, vibrant Era of Glass. 
in addition to looking through, is mighty important If you are interested in a career where your 
looking into. talents and initiative are recognized and will be 

And the Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company, a leader utilized to the fullest, then look into your career 
| in the glass field, offers college graduates career possibilities with Pittsburgh Plate. You'll like, too, 
| opportunities equally worth looking into. its well-rounded job benefit program. 

From the research laboratories of this pioneer Contact your Placement Officer now or write to 
glass producer come new glass products for use in the Manager College Relations, Pittsburgh Plate 
the automobile, electronic, aircraft and building Glass Company, One Gateway Center, Pittsburgh 
industries, and in scores of other applications. Pitts- 22, Pennsylvania. 

P PAINTS e« GLASS + CHEMICALS ¢ BRUSHES ¢ PLASTICS « FIBER GLASS 

G 
PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS COMPANY 

345 PLANTS, MERCHANDISING BRANCHES, AND SALES OFFICES LOCATED IN 250 CITIES 
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“Your future has 
2 iW ror already starte oo a 

oe Loe, u 

“You would need a computer to figure out how many = alia ¢ 
| phases of engineering and science go into the making i we I ete 

of one type of airplane or missile. Aerodynamics, ther- - SE ~~ >; 
modynamics, jet propulsion, electronics, communica- lew nS ===] Zo a =| & . 
tions, even anthropology ...and these are just a few. N la a v hs t uit ? *, 
Such a diversity of fields means unlimited opportunity, PS, x to LGD ae ons wat on 
whether you intend to specialize or not. Ae (CT i. J fa es ee soe) 

“You know it’s never too early to select your field. Vide 1 oh Neos | ei Oran ‘ 
You seniors have started to think about where your “Py wy { i 1 ee Bee 
experience can do the most for you: but the juniors . 1) AE) ae a and lower-classmen should also be selecting courses Vo si DG i fu) Nor 
that will give them the training they need for the job \ fend 1 \ G i Ve 
they want. Actually, your future has already started. " i SP / A yo 

“So, my advice is that you start thinking about the or = _ \ v5 ee LoD howe 7 
aircraft industry. It offers the greatest opportunities... tk 5A a ty 
opportunity to use your training, to advance, to make i pit i oN 
a comfortable living. It’s still a young industry and it at fe io { f wy 
thrives on and encourages young ideas” we Nis : Lo > J o 

‘ cenes like this are taking place on campuses all over AS _ P- 2 oe hw .- y 
S the country. Engineering professors must keep up i ae _ aati SN mee LY 
with scientific advances. They realize that these ad- (a. cae eS Lear, “ES iene 
vances mean added opportunity for soon-to-graduate 0 AN = — an '. i/ 7° ‘ES! 
students. Research in the aircraft industry has AGA BN TS ee | ‘ 

d areas for further study that youn | eae AT YON! , uncovered so many areas for x study that young S eo ee ON: 
men are urgently needed to solve these problems. Long AN aes me bi | 
a pioneer in new facets of aviation, Northrop is one of <\\' ae Ly oe golTTpt| Y oS 4 
the companies that wants such aggressive young men. \j ey pan | gad Tye \ 

At Northrop you can put your training to workon ae ee Py a 
the Snark SM-62, the world’s first intercontinental i oe" : wmf t / 
guided missile. And new projects like the twin jet, — \\ Se wa ce ee G i 
supersonic trainer, the USAF-Northrop T-38, and _ nen ar | i mM. 6 Uk Wi A 
others of top priority are moving ahead steadily. — | Vay c | PA | Sf | 

Products are only as good as the engineers behind ’ oe \ Vegan ¥ sagan . oe A 1 / HH 
them and good engineers require good surroundings. TE TL) 1S Serereemn tte ‘7 LF OY 4\ i t 
In line with this thinking, Northrop has built a multi- Whe co ee = net ae ne } 
million-dollar Engineering and Science Center in 1 e | a ne. iy 
Hawthorne, California, that is as modern as any in the : 4 i ANS iF - | 
industry. Here, you will be working with leading | f ok Wo AVS on ~~. tt! 
engineers who respect your individuality, initiative and ] y ie ‘aN we) ot uw < x Lo | 
engineering abilities. In addition, at Northrop you will wm | & ie Were Ve h é 
receive added benefits that are among the finest in the 1 a ’ | aha oo a & : | 

Why not write us now... regardless of your class at lis ON LEM 4 \ . 
college. Ask us questions about how you might best 1 AG /\ vy Kv 1, \ 
gain a career with Northrop. Write to Manager of | bee “i , ter i \] ( 
Engineering Industrial Relations, Northrop Division, 1 : be _ j= ee 1) ee we a a 
Northrop Aircraft, Inc., 1031 East Broadway, Haw- OW on LA wi J | BE tt 
thorne, California. VC oe 1\ A al | 

e/a NN 

et ee =" 

NORTHROP Sh oe: ~~ 
Northrop Division of Northrop Aircraft, Inc. 
BUILDERS OF THE FIRST INTERCONTINENTAL GUIDED MISSILE 

S-A144 
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‘ i-Ligh known element except argon and — Highly-polished curved mirrors 
Science Hi Lig ts helium, the mold itself must be concentrate rays from a carbon arc 

(Continued from page 46) contained in the melting furnace. into a small but extremely high- 

process uses only one liquid bath, ae pale copper and evine energy beam that can produce tem- 

which functions at a high tempera- Bm cattng eet ee ail peratures above 7,000 degrees Fahr- 
ture to speed the photographic strenoth sede, 4 p ith oh, ies © enheit. The technique is actually a 

development. Liquid is literally il i P b nce di vel of at the scientific version of the use of a 
wiped onto the 9-inch wide film in SL® ®-0ys Being developed. At the magnifying glass to set fire to a 

P end of the melting process, the en- ‘ 
the radar strip recorder much the A § P > piece of paper, and was devel- 

: ee teas : tire furnace, mold and all, is rolled te 4 : : 
same as painting walls with a aver waurine the liga iatal inte oped in connection with high- 
squee-gee. The transparency which the aa d 8 4 temperature studies at the research 
emanates from the monobath de- -_ laboratories of National Carbon 
veloper is then viewed directly on Castings will soon be available as Company. 

a translucent lighted screen about —_ pure titanium, zirconium or alloyed Previous furnaces have used 
the size of a sheet of notebook with aluminum, vanadium, tin, specially-desioned boli : 
paper. The recording and develop- | chromium, manganese, molyb- Se Yo a tke parenone —— 

ment process is continuous, so that | denum or in almost every conceiva- the. ub Ocus the es ae nae 
the pilot, navigator, or other ob- ble alloy combination. the i stance ov © are ‘i we 

. : new design uses two elliptical mir- 
Server sees a slowly moving Por The most important physical  yors of ae standard. See found in 
tion of a long strip of film which is characteristics of titanium are its motion picture projection equip- 
automatically wound up on a roller ; ‘ i i P pre} up 
. 7 P : strength-to-weight ratio and its cor- ment, One mirror directs the energy 
in the machine. The roll of film isa rosion resistance. Zirconium has a of the are at the other, which in 

pee record which can be growing potential as a structural tum concentrates the radiation on 
used for reference or later com- material in atomic power reactors th i being heated, form- 
ared to other flight records. If ‘i ©: specimen: being heated, torm: 

Foci d. prints or or, : because of its low rate of absorp- ing a life-size image of the actual 
ired, prints or other negatives tion of termal neutrons and its are, 

can be made from the transpar- — yesistance to corrosion at reactor h . is high 
ency roll. temperatures. The en equipment ‘ hig Wy 

High precision optics and ad- compact anc ca ean here ‘ 
vanced electronic techniques went SCIENTISTS DUPLICATE SUN’S HEAT OP ©*ale@ Practica 'y anywhere, a 
. 4 any time. It is said to produce re- 
into the development of the radar WITH MOVIE MIRRORS it: “arable to-that-f 1 
strip recorder. The optical system as . , Sulls, comparable 0 “Tat Of ae0lar 

: wre as Scientists probing the mysteries furnace with a 60-inch diameter 
includes mechanical adjustments fine heath deed -afiset hich d ai h 
which énable the pilot Or observer of intense hea’ = pro ae ae rel ec or, . ich epends ee the 

uo manually corevot the mucking  PUatutse apOahine Whur of ti guts capa fx is ements atl can 
for airplane wind drift. This wind sun : surface wit or inary puabe? i oo ue y under favorable 

drift adjustment results in a recti- Picture projection equipment. climatic conditions. 

linear record which maps the 
ground accurately along perpen- oe 2 EC oh Crt—e 
dicular axes, regardless of wind oo a rr—“‘“‘“‘i‘O(CORCO OU — 

pes * ‘ A Fr “ae conditions at high altitude. In addi- oe [UU i 
tion, special electronic circuits built = 2 - _ 
into the recorder automatically cor- a sg _ 
rect for distortions due to the alti- _ i", — 

tude of the aircraft. Pa 2 —  i« _ 
Working equally well dy or = (“a sash hf a CT 

night, above clouds or in clear i 4 (4 un _ a < | 
weather, the radar strip recorder 4 om a - \. | oe 
promises to revolutionize air navi- (2. | 7 - |. 6h oo 7 
gation by combining the accuracies |g  * fg 7 | Be ge dn TN _ 

y & So pe eT  .  -§ ; 
of radar, the convenience and. util- bad et «Oil QS oe | ei > 

ity of photography and the speed women 14 | | —— ~ 7 = m if ae ot _ f 
of electronics. ’ to- my eS ~~ | y Ss 

TITANIUM CASTING RESEARCH _. 8 a iC — i 
SHOWING PROGRESS , ££“ ~e iy 

~ . «a : — 0lUlC lL 
Oregon Metallurigcal Corpora- ~~ | |. eS _ aS ST . 

tion of Albany, Oregon has in op- > _ 7 ae FF b 

eration a 100 Ib. capacity consuma- >, as os , att 7 
ble electrode furnace for producing ogy | —. | ] _ 4 

titanium and zirconium castings. _ 24 | a ie ’ >. | 4 4 
= =  —- 7 | ee 

Since titanium and zirconium in oes Ee iia a 
the liquid state react with every Crucible heated to incandescence by movie mirror. 
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The arc image furnace now in research tool, and might well be- oven gas and a variety of coal 

use uses arc carbons less than one- come a useful production tool in chemicals. 

half inch in diameter, focused by the future as high temperature 

mirrors approximately 18 inches in _ operations become more common ELECTRICITY FROM GASES 
diameter and placed about 6 feet in industry. NOW PRACTICAL 
apart. The arc draws a current of The direct conversion of the 

200 amperes, which is approxi- “BIG SCOOP” EMPTIES BARGES chemical energy of gases into elec- 
mately twice the electrical require- The “big scoop,” world’s fastest tricity—long a dream of scientists 

ment of a modern home. Normal barge unloader, is now feeding the and for years a laboratory curiosity 

operating voltage is 80 volts. There world’s largest coke and coal chemi- - —has been accomplished with the 
is no reason why the arc image als operation at U. S. Steel’s Clair- development of the first fuel cell 
furnace cannot be extended to ton (Pa.) Works on the Mononga- _ capable of economically producing 

larger arcs with higher power to hela River southeast of Pittsburgh. _ thousands of watts of power. Using 
heat larger samples, and work E : : hydrogen and oxygen as fuel, the 
: i: ‘ v mptying a 900-ton river coal ; 
along these lines is already under : new silent source of power has 

barge in less than half an hour, the Ani 
way. eat eae h-butto been developed by scientists at the 

In addition to its use of standard C0202) ce he ols oy Dee fe Research Laboratories of National 
equipment, the new system has the  perated and replaces two clam- ©, .46n Company, Division of Un- 
d “di shell bucket hoists to help keep the : eee 

advantages of providing a narrow iy ; 5 ion Carbide Corporation. 

beam midway between the two pants ae poe Lay First significant application of 
; th h bi ovens), in operation. The mam- § ADP. De 

mirrors where a shutter can be ‘ the new fuel cells is in providin; laced to turn the energy on and ™oth continuous barge unloader d Be 2 P & 
ip 4 gi gy iv was designed, fabricated and _ Silent electrical power for the U. S. 
off very quickly without disturbing Q ened’: Army Signal Corp’s new “Silent 
the are: A tilted mi b erected by Link-Belt Company, pipe apa : 
ene tilted mirror can be ‘ i Sentry,” now under test in Arizona 
lnced auth intito tip th and consists of three endless lines Ye US) 3 

iD CSAS POE LO UD ue son hathitnbisive “bucket h of The world’s smallest known radar 
beam at any desired angle if it is See ee ee Cale t. the lightweight, portable unit 

: ; . half-ton capacity. Bee Ue alone 
to be used in melting auspecmuen: provides movile Army forces with 

As an extremely ‘clean’ source of In operation, a boom over which —_ geal combat surveillance of enemy 
high temperatures, the arc image _ the buckets travel, is lowered to a —_ ynovements despite smoke, dark- 
furnace is ideally suited to metal- _ loaded barge. As the barge is pulled ness. or fog. A battery of cael cells 
lurgical research where purity is slowly between the river wall and provides power to operate the 
particularly important. The beam the piers which support the un-  ;adar set at the U. S. Army Elec- 
can be projected through a trans- _ loading unit, the rotating buckets tronic Proving Ground at Fort 
parent window into an enclosed eat their way through the coal and — YYyachuca, Arizona. 
vessel in which the atmosphere can __ strip it out in barge-width layers. The ot eflthe new fuel cell's 
be controlled, and which can even _ Two passes by the big scoop empty ; : b 5 : i j success is the chemically treated, 

raised to high pressures if a a barge and raise the coal for con- 
es : : hollow, porous carbon electrodes 

combination of high temperature  veyance to the steel company’s . 
d : : : ne through which the gases enter the 

and pressure is desired. Because of various operations where it is con- 
these features, it is a very valuable _ verted into metallurgical coke, coke (Continued on page 66) 
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YOU ALWAYS GET PROVEN QUALITY FROM TURQUOISE DRAWING LEADS AND PENCILS 

PROVEN GRADING —17 different formulae make sure you get exactly the line you expect— 

from every pencil, every time. 

PROVEN DURABILITY-— Because compact lead structure gives off no chunks of useless “dust” 

to blow away, Turquoise wears down more slowly. 

PROVEN NEEDLE-POINT STRENGTH — as electron photomicrograph shows, Turquoise lead struc- 

ture is finer—and therefore stronger. It holds a needle point under 

drawing pressures for long lines of unchanging width. 

EAGLE PENCIL COMPANY « NEW YORK « LONDON + TORONTO « MEXICO « SYDNEY « BOGOTA 
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. j This Electron Microscope takes per- 
[= y fect pictures 7,500 times actual size 

ce —lets you see the startling difference 

of |, MA between Eagle's “Electronic” Tur- 
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Circuit diagram of all transistor radio developed for Cadillac E] Dorado Brougham. It uses 13 transistors and 90 percent less 
current than non-transistorized version. 

‘ This set obtains the necessary pany has a fully transistorized port- 
_ transistors 9) power from a push-pull transis- able radio on the market today. 
(Comstines ds fran pee torized output power stage. Be- Transistors have been developed to 

contained a class B push-pull ar- cause both the tubes and the perform efficiently each tube func- 
rangement using two transistors as__ transistors operate at only 12 volts, _ tion as required in a typical super- 
described previously. The in- the 12 volt electrical system of the hetrodyne receiver. Compared to 
creased efficiency of class B opera- —_ automobile can supply the neces- the hybrid set, the fully transistor- 
tion, the low distortion of the sary power directly. This has elim- ized set has the added advantage 
transistor push-pull network, the inated the need for the troublesome of reduced power requirements 
elimination of the very high fila- vibrator which has been the one and a smaller, more compact 
ment power required for this stage, big factor in automobile radio fail- _ chasses. Printed circuitry is used in 
as well as the elimination of the ure, as well as being a source of both types of sets to reduce size 
power transformer, were among — undesirable noise. still further. 

ue ae Spa Pie aes Power requirements for this type Most transistor radio sets fall 
: a oe a stage. Such a re-  0f Set are lower than for the con- _ into two size groups: the miniature 
ee eee oS Mee and ventional set for reasons already pocket-sized model and a larger 
ee 2 oe alled a “hybrid?  “iscussed. The elimination of the model which is about the same 
ee Oe ae aos es power transformer saves space as __ size as the present tube-type port- 

pon ab : . an ce red a suc. Well as weight. Automobile receiv- _ able radio. The RCA set No. 7-BT- , 
noe Shvbrid” uy cae yaw aha ers of this type are presently being 9J set is typical of the miniature 
on nea e ee He S installed in several of the automo- __ personal transistor radio, while the 

Hoe Ce SONS ee roan bile lines. RCA. set No. 7-BT-10K is typical 
Another successful type of hy- Below is a picture of the all Of the larger size sets that are pres- 

pu ee yagi i se transistor automobile radio recently ently available. 

ee In developed ‘by the Delco Radio Di- One of the principal disadvan- 
this set tubes are used in all but sen of General Motors for the tages of the miniature personal eRaiCaubesoer ences nr erne Cadillac El Dorado Brougham. As sized portable radio is the very 
operation of the tubes differs from seen in the circuit diagram, it used poor output quality of the speaker. 
the conventional use since the plate 15 transistors. Delco Radio engi- Speakers used in these sets are not Wallise cn the kee 1 6 1g neers claim the set requires 90 per- much larger in diameter than a 
Pale nplinea ten: ca oe ob. cent less current to operate than silver dollar, and the majority of 
tained at tis low! vollage bat the the non-transistorized version. sets have a great deal of intolerable 

power output is small. Almost every major radio com- (Continued on page 90) 
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QUALITY shows when the chips are down 

x & a Kk The Allegheny stainless the job better, lasts longer and costs less in 
and super high-temperature steels used in the long run than any other material on 
jet and rocket aircraft engines and equip- the market. 
ment ate pure economy, because they do There may be many occasions in your 
the job that’s required of them, and they industrial future when Allegheny Stainless 
Jast! They stand up under metal-killing con- _ and other special steels can help you either 
ditions of heat, load and corrosion, and to make money of to save it. Or you may : A P y y y 
they’re dependable. decide to make our career yours: the develop- 

There are lots of other jobs for stainless ment and engineering of stainless and heat- 
: steel that aren’t as spectacular, or perhaps as resistant steels; tool and electrical steels; 

tough, as those aboard a jet. sins dairy sintered carbides and magnetic materials; 
and restaurant equipment are good examples, titanium, zirconium and other special prop 
or the many uses in cars, trains, appliances, erty metals. @ In either case, we'll be 
buildings and homes. delighted to talk to you and work with you. 8 8) y A J: 

But, in these and thousands of other cases, Allegheny Ludlum Steel Corporation, Oliver 
stainless again gets the call because it does  Buslding, Pittsburgh 22, Pennsylvania. 

-  wew e7eo 

PIONEERING on the Horizons of Stee SAL?» 

eghen UI ere ISh-attoy Stee} 
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y How to make the most 
oe ~ of your engineering career 

d ONE OF A SERIES 

(2 / go where 

\ / engineers can study 
a iL fo r a d U a n Cc e m e n t If you’re interested in really 

“2, : getting to the top, you should 

mt have an opportunity—while on the job—to 

"| ee take advanced engineering or science courses. 

i a This means you'll reach your career goal 

(e/ ( @ faster with a company like Boeing, which 

(| 7 : cg | not only permits, but actively encourages, 

7 y , graduate study. At Boeing, you can arrange 

i i “. : your full-pay work schedule to fit your 

: Se PAA graduate study schedule. Boeing pays all 

Sx tuition costs, plus an additional sum 

—* : / a cone = based on earned credit hours of study. 

: Se : - You'll feel at home at Boeing, for here you'll 

| C La Ske + > find graduates of virtually every school, 

om et ET el > including yours. You'll work with them on 

| i ie ar advanced projects in the expanding, limitless 
) | | i, / i i | : | field of supersonic flight, jet-powered civil and 

| | \ : 2 . | Ly : military aviation, gas turbine engines, and a 

| _* | oO | ip : supersonic guided missile weapon system. 

fe © : | i. a At Boeing, starting salaries are high. Rapid 

f L / / : 1 ‘a company growth assures opportunities for 

i : q at a advancement and long-range career stability. 

f ae ~~ You'll live in wide-awake, youthful 
f 1 an cP | \ 4 communities, and enjoy the security of 

: 7 a | \. i 4 liberal retirement plans. Boeing pays moving 

| i) y Ca @ \ » costs, helps you get settled, and backs you 

he ™ ae, iL ff iy up with an array of research and test 

S y ‘be y Uo - fy a laboratories unequalled in the industry. 

FOWA ASIA Z POON bo Ngee: Wey : NOW is the time to start planning ahead. 

ry r* 4 & ) 3 eH LA ie Consult your Placement Office, : write: 

Meno — \ 7 \ JOHN C. SANDERS, 
j \ ne Engineer, Personnel Administrator, 

fe ‘ oeing Airplane Co., Seattle 24, Washington 

R. J. B. HOFFMAN, 
‘ Chief of Engineering Personnel, 

lL Boeing Airplane Co., Wichita 1, Kansas 

MS. 
Seattle, Washington Wichita, Kansas Melbourne, Florida 
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Sci ence Hi-Li ghts by-product. With the water dis- of power from a packaged unit one 
posed of by evaporation, the life cubic foot in volume. 

(Continued from page 59) of the fuel cell is theoretically un- The voltage across the electrodes 
cell, and which also conduct the limited. Cells have been operating of the new fuel cell is approxi- 

electricity produced by the elec- 8 hours a day, 5 days a week for mately one volt, and it is simply a’ 
trochemical reaction. the past year, with no signs of matter of connecting a number of 

Designed to work at ambient  ‘eterioration. This type of opera- cells in a circuit to get any voltage 
temperatures, and at approximately tion was purposely chosen for test- desired. The amount of electrical 

atmospheric pressure, the new fuel ing because the repeated starts and current produced by the cell de- 
cell is the first that does not depend Stops are much harder on the cell pends on its physical size, so by 
on high temperatures or pressures than would be continuous, around- varying the number and size of the 
for efficient operation. the-clock operation. cells, many combinations of volt- 

The production of electricity di- Ability of the new fuel cell to ages and currents can be obtained. 
rectly from hydrogen and oxygen operate at approximately atmos- Basically, the fuel cell is most de- 
in a fuel cell is inherently more _ pheric pressure has the obvious ad- __ sirable for high current, low volt- 
efficient than its production in a vantage of eliminating heavy, costly —_ age use. 
conventional steam system in which pressure vessels. If increased out- 

the heat is supplied by burning put is desired, however, it can be NEW EXPOSURE VALUE SYSTEM 
these same gases. Practical limita- obtained by increasing the pres- FOR INDUSTRIAL PHOTOGRAPHY 
tions in utilizing all of the heat sure. For a given cell, higher out- 
produced reduce the overall effi- puts vary directly with pressure. A new easy-to-use series of 35mm. 

ciency of a steam system to ap- The efficiency of operation of the cameras can increase the scope of 
proximately 30 or 35 percent, while new fuel cell depends on how it is photography as practiced by busi- 
a fuel cell, which eliminates the used, but the general efficiency ness and industry. This is the 
intermediate heat step and converts range is from 65 to 80 percent promise that four new miniature 
directly from chemical to electrical | when operated at normal tempera- cameras just announced by East- 
energy, has a top efficiency of tures and pressures. Efficiency is man Kodak Company now hold 

about twice that figure. affected by power density—that is, forth. According to the company’s 
The new fuel cell is merely a at lower currents, a greater per- top camera designers the cameras 

sealed jar into which are fed hy- centage of the chemical energy is are so simple to use anyone can 
drogen and oxygen through the converted to electrical energy. Re- obtain the color slides and black- 
special hollow electrodes. The elec- search and development to date in- _ and-white prints that industry in- 
trochemical reaction of the gases at dicate that the optimum fuel cell creasingly relies on to meet all 
these electrodes produces an elec- design will be one which will pro- sorts of needs from personnel 
tric current, with only water as a duce approximately one kilowatt (Continued on page 82) 
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Simplified drawing of fuel cell. Scientist holding actual cell. 
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BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING 
: Seni a Gas. 4 : | Beedle IIE 

DU PONT SIZE, GROWTH PRESENT VARIED CHOICE 

OOOOH HHHH HHH HHH 2 S e : > Building Program, Expansion ; { 
¢ BENEFIT PROGRAM 4 

ae Many O iti * MEANS ADDED INCOME, reate Many Upportunities 
¢ ¢ 

¢ a 
4 by _ ¢ + Pu tones 2 3 at Company Plants and Labs 
$ duPont 7 aaa 
° Representative we + Engineers and scientists of all ionable and active in the life of 
; : kinds work in 75 DuPont plants the community. 
¢ Don’t forget the “extras? and 98 laboratories scattered: over ‘As you move ahead, as you grow 

‘ of an employee benefit pro- : 26 states. Where yeu assigned in your job, you may move to an- 
@ gram when you compare » depends on your qualifications and ier plant or laboratory—a_ pos- 

: the job offers and salar ies x the openings in the kind of work sibility that adds to the variety and 
‘ of different companies. At ; you want. interest of your job. 
+ me ae these la Bee : Geographical Spread 
¢ added income that doesn’t i 
© iid nen ears, Chew. ¢ Right now, most of the Du Pont METALLURGISTS PLAY 

Mee Ee nance + units are located east of the Missis- 
$ ae ae sippi, but there are plants in Texas, VITAL ROLE AT DU PONT 
¢ group hospitalization and ¢ é 
° 5 6 Colorado and on the Pacific Coast, 
‘ surgical coverage, accident ‘ Mea build; 5 i ° RE I D 

denen ic too. And new building is under pportunities in metallurgy at Du 
oy am vealthh insurance, pen ¢ a : sos . . 
ese dpaid ‘ + way in Kansas, Tennessee, Virginia Pont include research into the nature 

| . SOTA E Oa POUCA CaO: + and North Carolina. and properties of elements; develop- 
¢ In addition, the Company ¢ ment and supervision of pilot plant 

* sponsors a thrift plan. For * DuPont headquarters and many — work; and the actual production of 
: ienyaacllag you invee ie . of the Company’s labs and some of titanium metal and high-purity ele- 
* U.S. Savings Bonde ese its plants are situated in and around mental silicon. 

* Company sets aside 25 ° Wilmington, Del., an attractive Other DuPont metallurgists study 
We ae for ieopinciase @ : residential area within convenient _ problems relating to plant processing 

| ‘ OMOHEGLA GL pune ® traveling range of Philadelphia, | equipment. Some, for example, carry 

+ Roughly 65 y coe New York and Washington. out research on intergranular cor- 

9 See Gie gana enti ee ee rosion or investigate failure relation- 
¢ of our 90,000 employees + Community Life ships encountered in high-pressure 

! : LG OU EDL CL PALL ary . Wherever you’re assigned, you'll _—_ operations. 
¢ this plan. ¢ find that the Du Pont Company and These projects offer an interesting 
* If you have specific ques- ° its people are interesting, compan- _ career to graduating metallurgists. 

: tions on Du Pont benefits, ; 
@ just send them to me. I'll ¢ 

: be happy to try to answer ¢ SEND FOR FREE BOOKLET 
¢ them. E. I, du Pont de ‘ 
@¢ Nemours & Co., Ine. + Booklets packed with information and development. Just name the 

ry Room 2504-A Nomis ry about Du Pont are yours for the ask- subject that interests you and send 

4 i @ ing. Subjects: mechanical, civil, met- your name, school and address to 

¢ Bidg., Wilmington 98, Del. 4 allurgical, chemical, electrical, E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., Inc., 
¢ o instrumentation engineers at Room 2504-A Nemours Building, 
4494404444449 HH08 Du Pont; technical sales, research Wilmington 98, Del. 
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SS Je by Pete DeWitt che’60 

Problem?, What Are the Steps in INSPECTION ORGANIZATION 
Solving a Handling Problem?, November 21-22 

(7 Methods of Analyzing Materials The primary purpose of this 
Handling Problems, Effective Pres- meeting is to ‘help the inspection 

entation of Proposals, and panel supervisor to mold a more effective 
presentation of typical problems inspection organization. With this 
and their solutions. Nationally rec- jn mind talks in these general areas 

LS aa ognized speakers will present these will be presented: training and de- 
topics. Companies with beginners velopment of inspectors, applica- 

in materials handling work should tion of statistical techniques, and 
ENGINEERING consider sending these men to this management problems with inspec- 
INSTITUTES : Pee: $35 00. “Rober as. ‘it tion departments. Companies inter- 

ee: UU. Robert A. Ratner, — ested in reducing their inspection 
SE eTNE eearNG RATIONS Institute Coordinator. costs will find ie useful informa. 

cfober —, * 3. = 

Effective drafting operations are RIGHT OF WAY PROBLEMS pe vee ae A. Ratner. 
generally dependent on the leader- November 14-15 Tastituts Coordinates, i 
ship skills of the supervisor and the The acquiring of right of way for 
controls and procedures established _utilities and roads has always been ALUMNI NEWS 
in the department. With this in a source of problems and some irri- 
mind, the institute advisory com- tation. Now, with the tremendous PROF. RATNER NAMED DIRECTOR 
mittee selected the following topics increase in the amount of land _ Prof. Robert A. Ratner, Univer- 
for this program: Personnel Prob- needed for highways, the tremen- sity of Wisconsin Extension Divi- 
lems—The Psychology of Supervi-  dous highway program, ‘the in- sion department of engineering, has 
sion, Panel Discussion on Drafting creased density of population and been named director of Engineer- 
Department Problems, Controlling cost of land, it is more important ing Institutes. 
the Drafting Effort, and Improving than ever that it be handled effi- The engineering institute pro- 
the Efficiency of the Drafting Op- ciently and tactfully. This will be gram is part of the extension divi- 
eration with Proper Reproduction the theme of this institute. sion’s department of engineering, 
Methods. Attendance at this insti- Fee: $20.00. Leonard.F. Hillis, headed by Prof. Paul J. Grogan. 
tute will be beneficial to supervi- Institute Coordinator. gue ee aol is also poe 
sory draftsmen from almost all or correspondence study courses, 
types of organizations. AIR CONDITIONING special lassen and tee adult 

Fee: $20.00. Robert A. Ratner, November 19-20 education services. 
Institute Coordinator. More and more companies are Ratner holds mechanical engi- 

finding it necessary to install air neering degrees from Iowa State — 
FUNDAMENTALS OF MATERIALS conditioning, both for the comfort College, and also attended Coe 

HANDLING of their employees and for'the con- _ College in Cedar Rapids, Ia. 
November 6-8 trol of precision equipment. To A specialist in work simplification 

The purpose of this institute is to help the users cope with some of and statistical quality control, Rat- 
quickly acquaint beginners in mate- the problems arising when this ner held time-study posts with sev- 
rials handling work and persons in- equipment is installed, current in- eral industrial firms, ‘taught for two 
directly concerned with materials formation on the selection, installa- years at the University of Nebraska 
handling work, such as production tion, and operation of air-condition- and for three years at Iowa State 
foremen and supervisors, with the — ing ae will be presented. before coming to Wisconsin. 
fundamentals that will enable them Mechanical engineers, operatin 
to decrease the materials handling engineers, architects, conecoan KAISER AT NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
costs in their departments. Some of and heating and ventilating engi- Elmer R. Kaiser has been ap- 
the topics to be presented are: neers in particular, will benefit by _ pointed senior engineering scientist 
Characteristics and Applications of attendance at this institute. in the Research Division of New 
Different Types of Equipment, Fee $20.00. L. E. Johnston, Insti- York University’s College of Engi- 
How Do You Recognize a Handling tute Coordinator. (Continued on page 70) 
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i 2 CU i ti i(itsC Stick-force reversal, a problem of reverse elevator response occurring 
| a os at sonic speeds, was solved by this sensitive AiResearch air data system 

: ; incorporating transducer, computer and actuator. Engineers taking part 
in its development included mathematicians and specialists in analog 

computation, preliminary design, fractional hp motors and gears. 

Your formula for advancement in genic and nuclear systems; pneu- _ engineering activities to aid you in 

present day technological industry is | matic valves; controls and air _ selecting your field of interest. With 
growth in knowledge and ability. motors; system electronics; com- company financial assistance you can 

Applying this principle at Garrett, puters and flight instruments; gas continue your education at neighbor- 
engineers are achieving outstanding turbine engines and turbine motors; _ing universities. 
reputations for excellence in the prime engine development and Typical project work is done in 

| following aircraft, missile and indus- _ industrial turbochargers. small groups where opportunities 

| trial fields: air conditioning and Upon employment, you may for learning, added responsibility 
pressurization; heat transfer; cryo- choose either a direct assignment or and advancement are enhanced. To 

enter a 9 month orientation program __ receive full information write to 
» which permits you to survey Garrett Mr. G. D. Bradley 

9851 S. SEPULVEDA BLVD., LOS ANGELES 45, CALIFORNIA 

DIVISIONS: AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING, LOS ANGELES © AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING, PHOENIX ¢ AIRSUPPLY 

AIRESEARCH INDUSTRIAL * REX * AERO ENGINEERING + AIR CRUISERS © AIRESEARCH AVIATION SERVICE 
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aS a | ° 
Ss : ee. a <<. Why Vought Projects 

SS wee a8 miGGn At Vought, the engineer doesn’t often 
reas on | forget past assignments. Like all big 

bl | Jj events, they leave vivid memories. 
ce ie And it’s no wonder 

7 | } ) For here the engineer contributes to 
ic \, history-making projects — among 

? Y them the record-breaking Crusader 
» =. fighter; the Regulus II missile, chosen 

BIGGIN {A HiaoINs to arm our newest nuclear subs; and 

suPER BLAcK {0 acETATE BLACK the new fast-developing 1,500-plus- 
for artwork with ‘d x8 for plastic film and mph fighter, details of which are still 

brushandpen screener classified. 

| TMo SUPERFINE WATERPROOF BLACK INKS weapons take shape. He supervises 

| GF TRUE HocNs QUALITY. Yer ute emis critical tests, and he introduces the | led us to the creation of these new drawing inks, weapons to the men with whom they _ _ We are pleased to announce that there = will serve bm ik of Hanis gua for ote a , i... .. i= Engineers with many specialties share <a rt matrtdeater xenere : i ie HIGEINS » ee 0 eect Te oe maine Hi Ubu TINS we corner secon ey ple, Vought is at work on important 
a C—O projects involving: 

of serving both the refrigerant and electronics design and manufacture 

Campus News aerosol apelin: industries, inertial navigation 

A Sleatial ean qsres Oe) Mr. Hulten is a native of Wash-. investigation of advanced propulsion 
neering. The announcement was li ween we oo. the methods 

made Friday, May 24 by Dr. legree ot Bachelor of science in . 
Harold K. Work, cieeatae rf the Chemical Engineering at the Uni- MES SORNEUPRIONS 
Research Division. versity of Wisconsin in 1941. In Vought’s excellent R&D facilities 

He will be engaged in research July, 1941, he joined Union Car- help the engineer through unexplored 
on air pollution and allied prob- bide’s fellowship at Mellon Insti- areas, And by teaming up with other 
lems, working on a project.spon- __ tute of Industrial Research, and has specialists against mutual challenges, 
sored by the U. S. Public Health been with the Company continu- 4, Vought engineer learns new fields 
Service to improve flue-fed incin- ously | SEnee then, except for three while advancing in his own 
erators, as well as on projects deal- —_- Years: service in the U.S. Navy. Mr. kk + , 
ing with the ecological conditions Hulten has been employed in the Would like to k h 
aboard space ships. Sales Department of Union Carbide ‘ould you like to know what men 

A native of New Holstein, Wis- | Chemicals Company as_ technical with your training are doing at 
consin, Mr. Kaiser received both a _ representative, District Manager of | Vought... what you can expect of a 
bachelor’s and a master’s degree the Albany district, District Man- Vought career? 

from the University of Wisconsin 28¢r Gt the Ehiladelphia distict,  poe ull information, see our repre- 
in 1934. He is active in a number and since February, 1956, as Cen- sentative: dutine hi t eg 
of engineering societies. tral Division Manager. In his new mg his next campus visit. 

capacity, Mr. Hulten will make his Kak 

WISCONSIN ALUMNI PROMOTED headquarters at the Company’s Or write directly to: 

John R. Hulten has been ap- main office in New York. _ a fg. 
pointed Manager of Fluorocarbon Dr. William A. Bain, Jr. of Sandy _ __©. A, Besio 
Sales, Union Carbide Chemicals Hill Road, Chatham, N. J., director Supe yeleon, eae Personnel 
Company, Division of Union Car- of Vitro’s West Orange Laboratory, it hy ee 
bide Corporation, it was announced __N. J., has been elected vice presi- wees 
today by John A. Field, Vice- dent of Vitro Laboratories, a divi- oy .4c. 
President of the Company. Mr. sion of Vitro Corporation of ““bSconr armonarr 
Hulten will be responsible for es- America. el 
tablishing an organization capable (Continued on page 88) 
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During the Vought Crusader’s N.A.A. record- the problem entirely by canny choosing of fuel cell loca- 
breaking flight across the continent, fuel management tions and fuel line sizings. Absent, too, was an emergency 
was a vital factor. But it wasn’t the constant worry it system — together with the need for it! There was a 
might have been. Fred Alvis had seen to that, beginning unique air transfer system for moving fuel from the 
four years ago. Crusader wing tank to the main sump, plus some freshly 

When the Crusader project was formed, Fred was conceived lesser features. : 
just a few years out of Alabama Poly. His was still a As mockup and flight tests proved, Fred’s ideas 
new face. Mighty new, Fred would have agreed when more than met weight and reliability requirements. And, 
he was tapped to develop the functional design of the as pilots were shown, all simplification features led 
Crusader fuel system. directly to the cockpit. There Fred had won his war 

Navy specs told Fred his system should be reliable against switches. ; 
and very lightweight. Pilots, too, gave him a special Only one had survived, 
request. In the ready room near the flight line they ~ 
described the constant in-flight attention required by 

complex fuel systems. “Can you fix it so we can forget At Vought, the invitation to find a fresh OF MILITAR,. 
fuel for a minute?” they a the young designer. “Can approach is extended to every engineer. @ % 
you cut down on those switches?” Here, in groups that coordinate for 9 / QO» 

Fred went all-out for simplicity, plunging into a mutual progress, and in test facilities 3 iS 
three-month whirl of schematics. He was encouraged by that can evaluate the most advanced Bho e 5 ANNES AY 
close design group assistance in studies and layouts. posals, ideas receive the attention they 17 TO 108 
Soon he was making procurement selections and writing deserve, 
functional reports. Then, with the fuel system mockup, 
Fred unveiled what he’d done. Spaaes 

It was a showpiece of simplicity. Absent was the 
usual complex CG control system. Fred had bypassed 2 ‘si = oS, Ne ee a - 
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the wing which has been called the 
Area Rule 3 -Coke-bottle wasp, or Marilyn Mon- 

(Continued from page 27) A roe shape. (Fig. 7 & 8), familiar 
oO a L LL 

To apply the Area Rule to an a now because of the Tiger FU F-1 
5 : a 4 and the F-102A. In both designs, aircraft, the designer has four steps Bq ,% \ i 

‘ : om, ~ | fuselage cross-sections have been confronting him. Ba : : : es reduced locally in the region of the 
1. First he calculates the cross- LENGTH ‘ig by th € the wi sectional areas perpendicular to the . . . wing by the amount of the wing 

sectional areas perpendicular to Fig. 6.—The typical and ideal area cross-sections. 
axis of the airplane at a a = distribution graphs superimposed. But it isn’t always necessary to 

sections and makes a grap’ . . . take away area and therefore us- these results versus length. He does —_ requirements from the cockpit, or . a 
. . na ce able volume from the space-limited 

the same with a theoretically for addition of an afterburner at : OP streamlined bod asa bomb some later date designer, Sometimes it is necessary 
streamlined body, such as a bom s r 3 / to add area, as has been stated 
or rocket. 4. He then converts the new area earliet, Anothé: example of this i 

5 eri ; istributi k to airplane ; BODE OF eas 1S 2. He then superimposes the distr#bution Biot bac : p the tail blister, (slight bulges on “ideal” area distribution on top of cross-sections, subtracting wing, the rear of the fuselage), on the 

the actual. Now he can see what _ tail and other component _areas F-102A, These additions’ usually 
area corrections are going to be — from the fuselage cross-section at result invgains: of valuable: volume 
needed to make the actual airplane each station. ; around the nose and tail sections, 
conform to the ideally shaped body. That area reduction may be a space used to great advantage by 

3. On the superimposed graph — made by a uniform change in fuse- the designer. 

he reworks the actual airplane area _ lage radius, or it may ‘be made by The Area Rule is given much of 
distribution until it agrees as changes on the fuselage sides. In the credit for the outstanding per- 
closely as practicable with the the case of the Convair B-58, addi- formance of the B-58. Without it, 
ideal shape. This is done in the fol- tional areas are seen by a longer it ig very unlikely that the B-58, or 
lowing manner: nose, and a tail which is moved — fructler as it is called, would even 
Because the area for the ideal is farther back on the fuselage. Re- surpass the speed of sound. With 
greater than the area of the actual duced areas are made by removing the area rule applied, the Hustler 
airplane, from 1 to 2 and from 3 a uniform amount from the fuse- — wjy] outfly most of our jet inter- 
to 4, the designer knows he must _ lage radius. a. ceptors. It is easy to forsee the B-58 
add area at these points to his air- _ The slimness, or fineness ratio, is as our most important strategic 
plane in order to conform with the __ limited by design considerations. threat to Russia. 
ideal area distribution. From 2 to | Grumman’s Tiger, for example, was The original FIIF-1 Tiger, re- . 
3 the cross-sectional area of the — length-limited by carrier elevator quired a 12,500 pound thrust Pratt 
actual aircraft is greater than the — dimensions; its diameter was deter- and Whitney J-57 with after- 
corresponding ideal area, Here the mined by the size of the Wright- burner. With the Area Rule, the 
designer must reduce the area of built J-65 turbojet engine it used. FLIF-1 gets the same performance 
his aircraft. Compromises may be The final shape shows the curi- using a 7500 pound thrust J-65, a 
forced by such factors as visibility ous indentation of the fuselage at 4 per cent decrease in the thrust 

required. 
Before the Rule was applied to 

the F-102A its top speed was less 
EXTENDED than that of sound. With the Area 

TAIL Rule applied its speed jumped to 
well over the speed of sound. To- 
day the F-102A is one of the first 
line fighters of the United States 
Air Force. 

On the basis of these results, it 
LONGER - is evident that near the speed of 
WOSE EDUCT ION sound the drag-rise of a thin wing- 

body combination is mainly de- 
pendent on the axial distribution of 
the cross-sectional areas perpen- 

dicular to the air stream. 
With the development of this 

rule, flying through the sound bar- 
rier can be done more efficiently 
by using a smaller thrust engine. 
This in itself is a considerable sav- 
ings in cost. 

By eliminating buffeting, flight at 
Fig. 7.—Top: Side View of B-58 Converted to Conform with the Area Rule. supersonic speeds have ‘been made 
Fig. 8.—Bottom: Top View of B-58 Converted to Conform with the Area Rule. safer for the pilot. THE END 
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: ime so 
| F Pan eon 

National Aniline 
FOR YOUR INFORMATION Nitrogen 

ne rt NT TT Semet-Solvay 

Solvay Process 
. International > new polyethylene pipe compound 

> ammonia data book 

Polyethylene pipe Wee I Te in this field for a flexible, tough 
Flexible plastic pipe for water yy pipe, resistant to the corrosive 
service and industrial applications. ae AA ms a. | conditions which attack steel pipe. 
Chemical-resistant plastic pipe ig - ‘ | A-C polyethylene pipe compound 
for transmission of solvents and og F WX _ i has an unusually high melt viscos- 
hydrocarbons in the oil and gas Lo fa TS wa ity, reflecting its great molecular 
fields, Pipe that is resistant to im- a rl 4 a weight, and requires special tech- 
pact, heat and other stresses. co od 3) a niques for manufacture of pipe. 

These are some of the advances fe ll na The new resin is a companion 
made possible by a unique new a a Ay product to a line of low molecu- 

polyethylene pipe compound de- Ha . . lar weight polyethylene products 
veloped by Allied Chemical. A _ _ introduced on a commercial scale 
very high molecular weight poly- gags « in 1954 by Allied. These are used 
ethylene, it is the successful cul- in the injection molding of many 
mination of 10 years of basic re- ae no Te household items, and as. additives 

search at our Central Research “ew Plastic pipe made by Orangeburg Mio.Co. in paper coatings, polishes and 
Laboratories. It is now in com- ethylene resin made at low pres- _ Printing inks. 
a elo : ae the best thing yet eure Ammonia data book 

evelopment work is now un- ruding a superior polyethylene 4 ney 6g hni 
i . . : -page technical book on deray to fn other uses for the pipe Pipe beh made from the Simoni ha bees prepared by te 

erties, for ihe fine wea the Tees iT e Pe Be See ot largest ammonia producer, Allied’s 

roduction rate permits sale be- jeote te ey a tok ek yp een Division, 
Li ine eee. Titel Soe anes ve nee ie an ae The comprehensive manual is 

a aiieee for new uses ae resist noe ad vestet eee fa han actually a two-in-one piece: the 
tubings, films, sheets, tiles, mold- cals oneal dulvent ane i dig. __ fist section on ammonia, and the 
thesvand fibers 5 i Sbonolanid y second on ammonia liquor. Its 

This distinctly different poly- Shee Bt ethics are due to the Contents ne lide maou uses) oye 
° Be ripleeulaeay eran cal and chemical properties, spe- 

Se ee iRoan ee | | gessteh 1c UVROWMENTAL sreess cc Bit the ordenian 7500 cifications, shipping and storage 
___ RESISTANCE T 0 ENVIRONMENTAL STRESS CRACKI NG G00 sand erie tareses procedures, physical tables, graphs 

| | COC CF and analytical procedures. | — ~—SEefvironmens i _. the polyethylene mole- eee me | ; 0. |§5C}°”;©€¢6CD ‘cl y EEN F Major ammonia consumers — CO dieett CK full, not present in any : : : 
-_ i, \4 _ Gther Ldowa Helvetia: industries such as explosives, tex- 

.. Cle Pe sene. These nea 7 cee tiles, petroleum refining, refriger- 

| near ia - a will reatl extand the ation, pulp and paper, metallurgy ee Cw greatly expand the ang ayathetic resin will be te 
 #373=32:;7©7 Cher _. d industrial lidae 

—rrr————E Creative Research 
—  rrtC—™ [fe ~—_—C=sépipe_ has. been environ- 

=—r—~—S—__ | 7 mental stress cracking; These examples of product de- 
|... | s this is entirely over- velopment work are illustrative 

Cr dEOd come in pipe made of of some of Allied Chemical’s | | We Ceétthis new resin. ae 
i i. ess | | | Also, tests indicate research activities and oppor- 

«COL «he pipe will be suitable tunities. Allied divisions offer 
oC  —r—“_—™O—OC— — pipe 

Bee LT i oF ie ns pcos rewarding careers in many dif- 
eo im ail fee ne ne ite tS ferent areas of chemical research 

| eeucaen 6060 0600 —_ There is a growing need ALLIED CHEMICAL 
a cisan altied Chemical trademark 61 Broadway, New York 6, N.Y. 
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° d ° ibili 
-..On science and impossibility 

“Scientific knowledge is derived from observations of one in its conceptual basis, must always agree with the 

the world. Our imaginations, however, are not bounded old theory in the predictions it makes for that class of 

by this constraint — we can easily imagine physical non- phenomena. Despite the greater generality of quantum 

sense. Not everything is possible. We sometimes get the mechanics, Newton’s laws still apply to macroscopic 

opposite impression because new scientific discoveries objects. Parity is still conserved for the strong: inter- 

force us to modify an old theory, and give rise to new actions. The old impossibilities still remain. Within the 

and unexpected possibilities. But the point is that the limits defined by the impossibilities, there is plenty of 

old theory was verified for some class of physical phe- room for man’s inventiveness to operate. In fact, the game 

nomena, and a domain of validity was established. The is even more challenging that way.” 

new theory. however radically it may differ from the old ~ Richard Latter, Head of the Physics Division 

THE RAND CORPORATION, SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA 
A nonprofit organization engaged in research on problems related to national security and the public interest 
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h design, build ...Where you can design, build, 

research or sell products like these 
e e e 

...and grow with 3 growth industries 

4 ot - a vee aay p88 i” o a Se 

(~~ -@ | | Ge iN ae y a | 

ee ae le ee in these fields i 
tals ec le | le ni | 

Uo ae i heer Mic) Thermodynamics | 
Steam Turbines Transformers of all Types Circuit Breakers Acoustics 

ee Kare mm Comers, System Analysis 
| ee SS! 

a a Cl CC - #§84§47 | 
|e. ia oo” _ | Stress Analysis | 

ee (oa os | _ _  . 2 : owe] we 4 2 
ae mm fA” hig PC oie 4m Electronics I 

er ar Process Engineering | 

. A eRe | 
HOM fo Structural Design I 

Road Building Equipment Pumps, Blowers Cement-Making Equipment Metallurgy I 

ee ee ae oe commamege, Nucleonics | 
c _ a : ] i High Voltage Phenomenon I 

Pe eet tee Regmeurge y Fluid Dynamics | 
a a A i ti‘Cés™Y eee a ie 
‘ey .e bee | : PR pet Basic Research | 

Dhl oe Te ie 1 
4 ae ee ieee | 

a tte Ta 
WOON Lae a al™ : i 

: Motors Control V-Belt Drives ; 

You can grow faster in a company that supplies the to many fields of engineering: electric power, hy- 
basic needs of growth! Power, construction and draulics, atomic energy, ore processing. 
manufacturing must grow to supply the needs of our There arecman: . i * Z nina f em y kinds of work to try: design 
eae Anas a creasing at the ratevof ro engineering, application, research, manufacturing, 
DEE NEC Ge ae ae 5 a major suppiler OL sales. Over 90 training stations are available, with 
equipment in these basic industries. expert guidance when you want it. Your future is 

But there’s another factor of equal importance: as big as your ability can make it. 
Allis-Chalmers Graduate Training Course offers un- Or, if you have decided your field of interest and 

usual opportunities for the young engineer to: are well qualified, opportunities exist for direct as- 
e Find the type of work he likes best signments on our engineering staff. 

© Develop engineering skill corer In any case—learn more about Allis-Chalmers. 
e Choose from a wide range of career possibilities Ask the A-C manager in your territory, or write 

Allis-Chalmers graduate training course has been Allis-Chalmers, Graduate Training Section, Mil- 
a model for industry since 1904. You have access waukee 1, Wisconsin. 

5196 
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SNEED’S REVIEW 
fy a eo tah Aon lo Pero Het PAK, Co OA ESTEE o— |... <fem = sl=t=t=|=l=l=l=l4l] = | \ 

ss ——— el 

Set ORR RRR Tl Me, eel y =TZI= at hs =| \el- (= ) YD “ie eee] =| i = 2? 

by Don Tacke che’58 

(CO \ Among the topics not previously FUNDAMENTALS OF 
covered in such a text are: deduc- ELECTRONIC DEVICES 
tions concerning structure of the 

earth’s crust; model ‘studies using comet San 
We p ultrasonic waves; under-water : ; 
—— — sound propagation in shallow wa- Professor of Electrical Engineer- 

ter, SOFAR propagation in plates, ing at Stanford University, Karl R. 
rods, holes, spheres, and propaga- Spangenberg, has written this book 

ELASTIC WAVES IN tion in heterogeneous media. In in which emphasis is placed on 
LAYERED MEDIA connection with geophysical pros- | physics of electron devices, pre- 

pecting the groundroll problem, senting a unified fundamental 
By 'W. Maurice Ewing; Wenceslas: 5, refraction, and reflection in layered treatment of electron devices in- Jardetzky, and Frank Press : 1 if ” ’ 

McGraw-Hill, $10.00 media, offshore prospecting appli- cluding vacuum tubes and transis- 
a. . cations and waves in boreholes ‘are tors. It is valuable to practicing This work is the outgrowth of a discussed, engineers and others who wish in. 

plan to make a uniform presenta- formation on new devices particu- 
ne the aie aed on anes eo larly semiconductor devices, Em- 
quake seismoto, y, under water ‘a 4 Be a a 

sound, and model seismology. er MATHEMATICS AND COMPUTERS rae aa (pe doses ie one 
scope was su sequen y enlarge: oe . ‘ - _ + 

related problems. j — a] ‘ 
Both the experimental and theo- Surveys the work of the applied os sua te ale yhyslos 1 ; ea s g the external retical aspects of the subject are mathematician, the problems he characteristics, A. fundamental 

fully covered. Observations of sur- studies, the methods he uses, espe- treatment of commonest circuit 
face waves from explosions and cially computational methods, and applications is also included 
earthquakes, flexural waves in ice, the computing devices that help . ‘ 
and SOFAR sound propagation are him in the application of mathe- il 
a few examples of topics in which — matics to problems in science, en- 
the theoretical and practical inves- _ gineering and business. Computing NUCLEAR ENGINEERING 
tigations benefited each other. devices and their components are By Charles F. Bonilla 

Each subject begins with ele- described, especially the automatic McGraw-Hill, $9.50 
mentary discussion and culminates digital computer, the way it works, Twelve experts in various fields 
with advanced treatment; empha- and its capabilities and limitations, of engineering and science ‘have 
sis is placed on topics for which at _ also the non-digital computing de- _ prepared this complete reference 
least some experimental data are vices, use of randomness in com- on the basic principles of the main 
available. Where possible, physical _ putation, and typical applications engineering disciplines involved in 
interpretations are made of mathe- _ of computing devices in technology _ the design of nuclear reactor cores 
matical results, and pertinent ex- and business. and power plants. Fundamentals in 
perimental data are presented and Mr. Stibitz is a consultant in each field are given clearly and 
interpreted in the light of theory. applied mathematics and Mr. Lar- __ briefly with enough illustrations 
The most comprehensive bibliog- rive is the Associate Professor of | and advanced specific analyses to 
raphy ever compiled before in one Mathematics at Worchester Poly- make the book of practical value to 
place is included in the book. technic Institute. the working design engineer. 
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EARTH SATELLITE ! 
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a re. + 
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ee 

A 5 : a : _ . | a 

How RCA tracking equipment will escort 

first man-made moon into its orbit 

“Ten ..nine.. eight ..seven.. six. .” or, if necessary, destroy it. 
At the launching site, and for 2,000 The tracking data will come from 

miles down range, RCA men stand by the. most ingenious and accurate in- a ence 
U. S. Air Force equipment, listening _ struments it is now possible to devise. eee ee 
to the countdown. From start to finish they have been RCA offers careers in research, de- 

In seconds — just five now — their planned, engineered, installed, main- velopment, design and man ager 
tracking data will begin to pour like a _ tained and operated by RCA. ade for itunes we Bare 5 OF 
flash flood into the Central Control In helping bring man to the thresh- Bee A ES IEE aeRO Cat 
room at the Air Force Missile Center. old of The Space Age, RCA helps ful- y 3 ‘ 

‘ Ss to: Mr. Robert Haklisch, Manager, 
And the first man-made moon in all fill the promise of ‘untold benefit to College Relations, Radio Corpora- 
history will be rocketing toward its people the world over —and proves tion of America, Camden 2, N. J. 
orbit in outer space. again that there is real meaning in the 

Rocket speed, position, angle of — slogan—“RCA—Electronics for Living.” 
climb, course, and much, much more 
must all be resolved into one vital de- 
cision by the men in Central Control: RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA 

Whether and when—to the split sec- Electronics for Living 
ond—to trigger a ground command 
that can aim the satellite into its orbit 
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SS  - SoS 
& ©) Ss, SS 2G / Ss 

af /. SS 

fhe SS/E S/S 
Mf YS (SS SSS3/ S 

Uf /  & BSL / S 

ROS S/S SIZ 
& / ss us S Ay 

& a 2 ESC SH 

4 - - Sg To student 
PS > - /S engineers... 

e » S don’t be cramped 

A iy by limited 
, y opportunities... 

a A > pes ec ae Lox. ea, > YOU PLENTY OF 
f= SJ “ “ELBOW ROOM” TO USE 

64g 7 oe. AY” Y YOUR FULL TALENTS! 
SS f/f 

ye —_ Se, Become a part of a crack engineering team 

hr NS building for tomorrow... yet enjoying the Cr 8 Joying 
~~ : rewards of accomplishment today. Let your creative <. energies express themselves at Douglas. Whatever 

your engineering field, you will assure yourself 

a rewarding future by taking advantage 

ft of the many opportunities Douglas offers. 

yosthor Witz /e>Y For important career opportunities 
& DOUGLH: an, in your field, write: 

I 
\ eo ~~ C. C. LaVENE 
“SH DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT COMPANY, BOX X-6101 

FIRST IN AVIATION SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA 
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FORECAST: teresa =f 

world of aluminum in 

of tomorrow 

3 

. 
_  #. 

NEEDED: | a 

| Imagineers & a | ; . 
witha — .c » 

sense of | FU 
| i ——h—hChC ll 

WRITE for your copy of A Career for You With Alcoa 

Aluminum is where the excitement is. New uses, new designs, | <7 "* | Aluminum Company of America 
more metal being produced than ever before. Tomorrow will | S| 1825 Alcoa Building 

, » fC be even better. Maybe you’ve seen Alcoa’s Forecast ads in exffiqrpiriy pittsburgh 19, Pennsylvania 
Time, Saturday Evening Post, The New Yorker. - . or 

The men who will make this forecast come true are in 7 2 mj Please send me a copy of A Career for You With 
college today. Perhaps it’s the man who sits next to you in oS 7 ee 
Advanced Phys Met or Machine Analysis or Heat Power = ms o 
Design or Chem Engineering Kinetics or Marketing or Cost = &y 1 
Accounting. Or maybe it’s you. bod i AB DRESS 

If you have that extra spark of imagination . . . creativity 
... adventurousness .. . take the first step: see your Place- GITY-AND STATE.) ee eg 
ment Director or write for your copy of Alcoa’s Career 
Guide. It tells an exciting story . . . of the future of the COLLEGE = steer steritien UAE ie nL ayaa emer 

young Imagineers who join up with the men who built the pEckee 
aluminum business. 

NEW! “ALCOA THEATRE” 
EXCITING ADVENTURE DATE OF GRADUATION 

ALTERNATE MONDAY EVENINGS 
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a : : 

De oe : 

7 dm A "geee” If YOU are graduating in Engineering : 

. w + a or the Sciences, you owe it to yourself : 

| Bo) 23 to investigate the career : 
_ — 8 ee y : SS ear advantages of becoming a : 

i e . Vb ee tae : 

‘ oo  - — | oe . : — MAN 
i “ : a : 
: (== : a “TG zy CONVAIR-POMONA in Southern : 

: ae : Ree] California is the first fully-integrated mis- : 
: = : ead sile plant in the U.S. Here the Navy's : 
; : ~ TERRIER supersonic missile is designed and + 

> ADVANCED DEGREES 2 PROFESSIONAL ENVIRONMENT — Duilt. You, asa graduate engineer or science 
: can be earned while a full- 2 ~=convarr-pomona is housed major, can build an outstanding career In : 
. time employee of convarr- :_ in the newest kind of air- electronics and missiles systems at CONVAIR- ° 
: pomona. Salaricsand benefits + conditioned plant. Research XY ill k with th d : 
g compare with the highest in and Development facilities POMONA. You will work with the most mod- £ 

: private industry anywhere. : manned by “name” experts. ern electronic equipment known. Better : 

: vee eeeeeccecceeteesesee besseeeseeescseesssescee  yet,you will work with the kind of friendly, : 
: cro : ae informed engineer-scientist groups that are : 

: g HeH : ee bi pacing the advance into outer space. And : 
: oh : ~ Q\ITIT pe you will live where the climate and oppor- : : \ Pp ; SOOO LAS mm . it : 
: PZ | : ck ee tunities for spacious living and outdoor : 
; " = : SS recreation are unsurpassed in America. : 

‘ PROMOTION FROM WITHIN : CALIFORNIA LIVING SEND RESUME FOR COMPLETE : 

2 assures you of continuing : close to mountains, desert, INFORMATION TO: : 
: evaluation of capabilities and; seashore. Modern homes with : 
. the swiftest possible advance- : swimming pools are within . . ‘ 

: ment in this constantly + easy price range. Year-round Engineering Personnel Dept. 5-S . 
: expanding organization. * outdoor sports and recreation. : 

7 cv GD : 
: ae ; 
. POMONA, CALIFORNIA : 
: A DIVISION OF GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION : 
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e EG) TRANSISTOR ‘STOP-WATCHES’ FOR INDUSTRY 
accuracies to a 50 millionth / intervals from microseconds to months 

Texas Instruments engineers are building Texas Instruments plants are within 
portable electronic timing devices to uncanny Dallas, yet away from downtown traffic... 
accuracies ‘with interval variations to infinity. within 5 minutes of fine residential areas, 
They allow applications never before practi- churches, and public and private schools. 
cal because of previous size, weight, power Your home will be within 15 minutes of year- 
drain, and maintenance limitations ... par- around recreational, amusement and cultural 
ticularly in airborne installations. Essentially activities. 
binary counting and storage devices, these TI : 
timers present an entirely new concept in time Here are the major products and 
measurement ...a result of the new design programs you can work with at TI: 
freedom allowed by transistors .. . of which 
TI is also the ace largest commercial SEMICONDUCTORS & OTHER COMPONENTS —Transistors, 

diodes, rectifiers, resistors, and panel meters. ELECTRONIC & 
manufacturer. ELECTROMECHANICAL APPARATUS—Radar, sonar, infrared, 

a navigation, magnetics, telemetering, communications, com- 
At engineer-managed Texas Instruments, puters, transformers, and instruments, RESEARCH —Semi- 

recognition of individual achievement has conductor materials and devices, ferromagnetics, infrared, 
contributed to TI’s twentyfold growth in the optics, high speed data reduction, etc. ADMINISTRATION— 
last ten years — to a current $70 million vol- Production, planning, purchasing, cost analysis, etc. 

ume. Advanced personnel policies include 
company-sponsored educational assistance, so TEXAS INSTRUMENTS : 
profit sharing, insurance, and retirement INCORPORATED 
programs. 6000 LEMMON AVENUE DALLAS 9. TEXAS 
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esting Nana . 6 8 bearings. The problem with these 
og tit - : 

we ee = = Science Hi Lights was maintenance. Rollers tend to 
fo Coy ee (Continued from page 66) wear flat after a period of time. 
See) eee voller: i Ee Gy | : ee pictures to new-product-in-use Both rollers and plates are subject 

fe Je eee snapshots to rust. Now a new natural rubber 
Ee od Lee es . bearing fulfills all requirements of 
Tee ORE Three letters in the alphabet of Sea, : 
Gee | | bn E SY hi h: P ee longitudinal movement, with the 

| ‘| 2 Pp orogreP y aS or es ne added benefit of long life with no 
See ee ance that regardless ot who takes aintenance whatsoever. 

eae the picture with these inexpensive ore. ease introduced “ 
* cameras the results will be clear his bearing was introduced in 

Doors to Op portunity and sharp. The letters, EVS, stand the construction of London’s Pel- 
for “Exposure Value System,” the ham Bridge, a quarter of a mile in 

new internationally accepted sys- length with dual vehicular road- 
tem of determining the right cam- Ways and pedestrian pavement. The 

FT L era setting under varying light con- end spans of the bridge are rein- 
at ditions and film loads. With EVS forced concrete. The center spans, 

ee we any employee can take well- Which total 288 ft. and cross the 

plus expanding pee ayerem exposed identification photographs,  Tailway, are constructed with 
assignments speed recognition record pictures, production, sales welded steel girders, composite 
for ambitious young engineers promotion and employee activity with concrete deck slab. Wellesley 
at Federal Telecommunication photographs and slides. Road Bridge, a smaller London 

Laboratories The cameras come'equinped with project is also making use of the 
FTL offers unlimited, interesting, a sdk GE ssven ES oe ena natural rubber bearing innovation. 

challenging a py a pa designating best settings to be used Bearings ane, TOW available with 
fessional recognition. with a particular type of film under nominal capacities of 50 and 100 
fe ee ee varying light conditions or with tons. In pepe the, bee 

arcn an evelop- 2 © 7 ¢ .. 
sai flash. The cards slip on the back @7@ merely large blocks or rubber— 

ment laboratory . "Mita buildtoge : of the camera for a reference, A the 100-ton unit measuring 24” x more and better facilities...a dynam- 'y : 16” x 74” d ad thé smaller 
ic expanding staff. Unlimited cultural glance at the card tells the setting . 8 cep, a es 2) 
and educational opportunities. to be used. This number is trans. unit 11” x 16” x 714” deep. Actu- 
fat a esagetel and _ inspiring lated to the EVS setting on the ally, however, the rubber is inter- 

re pa ges camera. Technically, the EVS num- layered with steel plates. These. 

from New York City’s unique ad- ber is a combination of the two ele- Plates have a minimum cover of 
vantages. ; ments that determine how much 14” of natural rubber about their 
East Coast Assignments Include: light falls on the film: the shutter edges and are therefore unaffected 

Radio Communication Systems speed and opening of the lens by the elements. 

ai geen Wave Tehes diaphragm. The shear ratings of the bearings 
Air Navigation Systems In the simplest of the new cam- are the same in any direction in 

Antennas ° Missile Guidance eras, the Kodak Pony II Camera, _ the horizontal plane. The compres- 
ifahsisters Gndlothee a a Devices there’s a fixed speed shutter and sion rating of the two bearings is 

een cies Syitéini the EVS setting changes only the _ such that for most bridge work the 
- a lens opening. The other three offer bearing can be regarded as a |. 

retina ce fer ae ed living ind career several combinations of lens open- _ pinned support, the actual rota- 
tories: San Fernando, Cal., 15151 Bledsoe ing and shutter speeds that add up _ tional stiffness for the longer bear- 

Si openiogs in Draital Computers Inertial to the same EVS number. This lets ing being 1,800 tons ft. per radian. 
Pale Alto, C2), 937/ Commercial Shope you work for one of two goals: fast Bearings with greater capacity 
ings in Carrier Systems. shutter speed or increased depth and different properties are now 

of field. being developed. Work is being 
EVS, incidentally, is a term particularly concentrated on bear- 

a i oi everyone who uses a camera will ings with vee'd plates which pro- 
on Ga GI i == hear more about. Formerly a fea- vide lateral stiffness with the same 

[ aie Wc e te eeaegs . . 
ely | | rae a | ture on only high-price imported longitudinal rating and also with 

— | | cameras, it’s been adopted as stand- domed bearings which have high 
sii ere ia 4 ard by the world’s photographic _ lateral stiffness in all directions but 
A Division of international Telephone i industry. low rotational stiffness. 

iti i + 
500 Washington Ave., Nutley, N. J. |[f | RUBBER BRIDGE BEARINGS SOLVE tao iene RUBBER 

2 eee eres |) |e LONG STANDING PROBLEM — contains: # 
Be ee | age . complete description of these revo- 
al or | Wes Until the advent of a new natu- _Jutionary bearings together with 

bs ene o gee | tal rubber bearing that has just  jllustrations and diagrams. For a 
eS " iy eee || Ee been introduced in England, bridge free copy write, Natural Rubber 

ary ieee ee =) ee : 2 

ea te es [Tee =| engineers were restricted to the Bureau, 1631 K St, N.W. Washing- 
Sale As eee | traditional nests of rollers or slid- ton 6, D.C. 
East Coast Laboratory and Microwave Tower ing plates for bridge expansion 5 THE END 
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| IMPORTANT DEVELOPMENTS AT JPL 

, ~ ye 

a 

ry )6hUlUg ‘ 

_- #§#§4£4got 
Te 6 Cla 

Weapons Systems Responsibility 

The Jet Propulsion Labora- In the development of guided missile One outstanding product of this type of 
tory is a stable research and " the Jet P Ision Laborat t ibility is the “C fa 
development center located systems, e Jel ropulsion Laboratory systems responsibility ts ie Orporal, 

north of Pasadena in the maintains a complete and broad respon- a highly accurate surface-to-surface ballis- 

foothills of the San Gabriel sibility. From the earliest conception to _ tic missile. This weapon, developed by JPL, 
eee See ee production engineering from fesearch and now in production elsewhere, can be 

. 2000 people, it is close to and development in electronics, guidance, found ‘‘on active service’’ wherever needed 

attractive residential areas. aerodynamics, structures and propulsion, in the American defense pattern. 
The Laboratory is staffed by through field testing problems and actual A prime attraction for scientists and 

fe Cauca duis of troop use, full technical responsibility rests | engineers at JPL is the exceptional oppor- 
echnology ani evelops us i : + fe : . ‘evi 
any projects in baste re: with JPL eneineers and scientists. ; tunity provided tor oclgingl research 

search under contract with The Laboratory is not only responsible for afforded by close integration with vital and 

the U.S. Government. the missile system itself, including guid- forward-looking programs. The Laboratory 
Opportunities open to quali- ance, propulsion and airframe, but for all now has important positions open for 

fied engineers of U.S. citizen- ground handling equipment necessary to qualified applicants for such interesting 
ship. Inquiries now invited. insure acomplete tactical weaponssystem. and challenging activities. 

——— FS 

*, SYSTEMS ANALYSIS * INERTIAL GUIDANCE * COMPUTER EQUIPMENT 

e008 OPPORTUNITIES | aoe a INSTRUMENTATION * TELEMETERING * FLUID MECHANICS 

IN THESE FIELOS NOW HEAT TRANSFER * AERODYNAMICS * APPLIED PHYSICS » PROPELLANTS 

e MATERIALS RESEARCH 
2 00 0— ts 

JET PROPULSION LABORATORY 

A DIVISION OF CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 

PASADENA © CALIFORNIA 
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ee So You Think 

Youre SMART! Gf ou re i 

i 

Five men are playing cards. They 
are Turner, Brown, Perkins, Reilly, 
and Jones. Hach had a pack of 
smokes, Camels, Luckies, Old 
Golds, Chesterfields, and Raleighs, 
containing 20, 15, 8, 6, and 3 cigar- 
ettes, not in that order. 

At the beginning of a hand, Per- 
kins asked for three cards. Reilly 
had smoked half of his supply, one 
less than Turner. The Chesterfield 

‘ smoker originally had two and a 
half times the number of weeds he 
had at the end of the game. One 
of the men drew an inside straight 
and in the excitement, lit the 

by Sneedly bs’61 tipped end of the tenth cigarette. 
The Lucky smoker had smoked 

on had a rough vacation Sneedly found the counterfeit two more than anyone else, includ- 

this summer! He worked for coin by first weighing four coins ing Perkins. 
the world’s largest sports on each side of the balance. If it Brown drew as many aces as he 

equipment manufacturer testing balanced, then the’bad coin could __ originally had cigarettes. The 
their products; everything from skis easily be found from the four held Camel smoker asked Reilly to pass 
to sports cars, golf clubs to tennis back. If the first weighing didn’t | Brown’s matches. At the end of the 

Jas. One wed he would! he balance, one coin was removed game no man had finished all of 
ieee from each side, one coin moved his ci ttes, except the Old Gold 
skiing in Sun Valley and the next > : SPECS, P 
SRUDE ey from the left hand pan to the right, smoker, who smoked the same 

he would be fishing in the Gulf of two from the right to left hand pan number as Reilly, Which man had 

Mexico. and two of the four from the third — which brand of cigarettes, and how 

What a grind! Sneed finally had group of four that were known to many? 
to give up this dream job—some- be good were used to balance the Bob Mayer and Curtis Druckrey 
one mistook him for a hill student — right hand pan. of Green Bay sent in perfect solu- 

and rather than lose his good If this second weighing balances, tions to problems. Dean Schultz of 
name, reputation, and self respect, the bad coin is one of the two re- Brooklyn sent in solutions that 

he quit. moved. If the second weighing | were almost perfect and Allen 
Have you figured out how Char- results in the same pan going  Kofal, a Drummond High school 

lie the Knight found the honest down, then the bad coin is one of — student, supplied Sneedly with a 
engineer? Well, he knew that the the three not changed. If the pans perfect solution to the division 
second man was lying because the reverse their rise (or drop) then problem in February’s issue. Nice 
first man couldn't have said that he — the bad coin is one of the three — work Allen! ~ 
wasn’t an EE. If he was an EE he that was changed. Green Bay still leads in the num- 
couldn’t have lied and if he wasn’t In either of the last two cases, ber of perfect solutions. Sneed 
he couldn’t have told the truth. one of two coins that were in the thinks that G B is the only town 

| In either case he couldn't have said same group during the first two in the state that has engineers in it. 
that he wasn’t an EE. The third weighing were weighed against All the other towns must be full of 
man must have been telling the each other to determine which of hill students. Sneedly is still laugh- 
truth when he said that the second __ the three was the bad coin. In this ing at Milwaukee—the only letter 
man was lying, therefore he was an __ solution, it is important to notice he got from that town was a plea 
EE. which pan rises and which drops. for help, and from a girl, at that! 
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: 
announcing ... RAYTHEON 

] ’ 7 FOR STUDY AT CALTECH, 

a Bic _ HARVARD AND M.I.T. 
_. . as lC( CS 

oe ee / i IN 1958-59 fee Oe NUM Lc 
sae -<,| 

CALTECH 
The Raytheon Graduate Program has been established 

ee to contribute to the technical development of scientists 
ct g¢ Vy (7 and engineers at Raytheon. It provides the opportunity 

no _- , fa to selected persons employed by Raytheon, who are 
: bh. 6 Mii | accepted as graduate students by Harvard, M.I.T. 5 

Z ie Myc fo oe or California Institute of Technology to pursue, at 
. why, ee 8 Raytheon’s expense, regular courses of study leading 

et ee to a master’s degree in science or engineering in the 
. Za Ba institution of their choice. 

oe er = wri | | The Program requires, in general, two or three semes- 
-4 pe a — =e ters of study, depending on circumstances, with the 

‘ e | summer months spent in the Company’s research, en- 
oe a | gineering, or manufacturing divisions. It includes full 

AIA tuition, fees, book allowances and a salary while at 
school. Students also receive health, accident, retire- 

eS =. + =—ri‘(i‘ié‘éeSC ment and life insurance benefits, annual vacation and 
. ra p< : other privileges of full-time Raytheon employees. 

we es ¢ e — S = / To be considered for the Program, applicants must have 
= . a bachelor’s degree in science or engineering, and should 

| [Geers aoe have outstanding student records, show technical prom- 
| 2 cw wanenane : ise, and possess mature personal characteristics. They 
| i] ab t Pew e i | | ‘ must be under 30 years of age on September 15 of the 

ae a |, | Bead , , an year admitted to the Program. They may apply for 
| Ee ekgetr remaster — oes ais ee in anticipation of becoming 

lll ee employees of Raytheon. 

. See ey fe YOU ARE INVITED TO ADDRESS YOUR INQUIRY 

Se to Dr. Ivan A. Getting, Vice President, Engineering 
and Research, outlining your technical background, 
academic record, school preference, and field of interest, 
prior to December 1, 1957. 

Excellence in Electronics RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Waltham 54, Mass. 
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Frank Kovalcik, Purdue ’48, Covered 24,000 Miles in 

1956 as Western Editor of ELECTRICAL WORLD 

F YOU’RE LIKE MOST PEOPLE, you think of an “When I got my B.S. in E.E. I started with 

I editor as a man who’s “chair-borne” most of the ELECTRICAL WORLD in New York. Within a year 

time . . . tied to a desk at an indoor job. I was promoted to Assistant Editor and made re- 

Nothing could be further from the facts when it’s sponsible for a department of the magazine. Before 

a McGraw-Hill editor you’re thinking about. Frank the big jump to San Francisco as Western Editor in 

Kovalcik, Western Editor of McGraw-Hill’s *54 I served briefly as assistant to the managing 

ELECTRICAL WORLD Magazine, can quickly tell editor. 

you that. He’s anything but a desk man... covers “As Western Editor my search for news takes me 

11 states and part of Canada. .Frank says: into all important phases of the electric utility indus- 

“In 1956, I made eight major field trips, covered try—and into association with top management and 

close to 24,000 miles. I was underground in a trans- engineering men. Working with them is a constant 

former vault in Los Angeles, inside a diversion tun- reminder that the choice of an engineering-editorial 

nel in Idaho, atop a steel transmission tower in career was the right one for me.” 

northern California. Projects visited included The ° 7 

Dalles multi-purpose project, Hoover Dam, Hells YOU—and McGraw-Hill Magazines 
Canyon, and even behind the scenes (electrically) at You, too, may find the right opportunity for your- 

the Republican National Convention. But none of self with McGraw-Hill—the world’s largest pub- 

them can touch the “Operation CUE” A-Bomb test lisher of business and technical magazines. If you 

I covered a year ago! are the kind of man we’re looking for—both an engi- 

“My chance to witness the detonation of a nuclear neer and an alert, inquisitive, knowledgeable man 

device came when the Federal Civil Defense Admin- who likes to report, appraise and write, we want to 

istration and the A.E.C. decided to test non-military talk with you. 

effects of the blast. I reported on what happened to Send today for your copy of “Successful Careers 

electrical utility lines and equipment.” in Publishing at McGraw-Hill” for information 

(Frank wouldn’t say so, but his story set a record... about career opportunities. Or write to us about 

from explosion to editorial pages in four days! The yourself. We’re interested in your background, extra- 
pictures at right were part of his original coverage of curricular activities, college record, summer jobs and 
this fast-breaking—“hot”—news story for his. maga- career goals. Write to: 

zine.) Peter J. Davies, Assistant to The Editorial Director 

McGraw-Hill As A Place to Work McGraw-Hill Publishing Company, Inc. 
330 West 42nd Street, New York 36, N. Y. 

Frank can tell you about this, too: 

“My first editorial job—with the Purdue Expo- ois _ 

nent in college—didn’t use my engineering training, Advertising 8 alee oP, portunities, tool . . Excellent job openings exist on many McGraw-Hill 
but it showed me the way to communicate what’s magazines, domestic and international, for advertising 
new in engineering ... to report and interpret the sales careers. “Successful Careers’ will give you the facts. 

work of engineers for the benefit of other engineers. 

McGraw-Hill Publicati - ublications 
McGraw-Hill Publishing Company, Incorporated + 330 West 42nd Street, New York 36, N. Y. 
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A revolutionary photographic system makes it possible to snap a picture and project it on a screen a couple of minutes i 
ip. 

later. 

Basis of the system is the new 1000-speed Polaroid Land Projection Film. Panchromatic, it produces virtually grainless 
black-and-white transparencies which can be projected as big as a 12-foot square without loss of sharpness and brilliance. 

All the user does is snap the shutter, pull a tab and in two minutes lifts out a transparency that can be mounted and 
projected at once. 

One size (Type 46) of the film produces 21/,x21/,” slides which, in special Polaroid snap-together plastic mounts, cannot 
be projected upside down or backwards in the new 500-watt Polaroid Projector. Another size (Type 46L) makes 314x4” slides 
for existing lantern slide projectors. * 

* future, the photo permits the job 
Polaroid Camera to be accurately visualized and Campus News 

(Continued from page 25) cuts down setup time. (Continued from page 70) 
bea substantial saving through the When used with special photo- Dr. Bain, who will continue as 
use of the Polaroid camera, micrographic equipment, the cam- director of the West Orange Lab, 

In electrical engineering, where era has filled a great need. Pictures received a B. S. degree from North 
records must be made of transient of textiles, crystals, and other speci- Carolina State College in 1936. He 
waveforms as observed on an oscil- mens are ready in minutes and can was awarded an M. S. degree in 
loscope the Polaroid camera with be retaken immediately if not satis- 1938 and a Ph. D. in chemical en- 
special attachments has been found factory. gineering in 1943, both from the 
extremely useful. In quality control, pictures of University of Wisconsin. 

Fairchild Camera and Instru- defective materials can be quickly George R. Wernisch, Eastern re- 
ment Company produces an oscil- taken and forwarded to the spe- gional manager who is being reas- 
loscope camera for this purpose cialists for analysis. Shots of rejects Sipvied i al G al } : : : gned to the general office staff, which utilizes a light-tight hood and discards can be given to the was elected a director of Ceco Steel 
with a built-in viewing port that workmen so they will show what Products Corporation 
attaches a modified Polaroid cam- to look for Wemisch is a graduate of the 
era to a five inch oscilloscope. A Patent attorneys use the camera University of Wisconsin and Le- 
position-shift device enables two — to decrease the time needed for high University. He worked in the 
pictures per print to be taken with _ search purposes. The ability to ob- firm’s Milwaukee and Kansas City 
an image reduction of one half the tain graphical records quickly is a offices as an engineer, and in 1940 

scope size. great help in building evidence in became assistant manager of the 
Progress reports may be made _ lawsuits. steel joist and roof deck depart- 

more vivid with the inclusion of In the personnel department, the ment. He served as lieutenant- 
pictures showing the work cur- camera furnishes photographs for commander in the United States rently being done on a_ project. the identification of new employees. Navy bureau of yards and docks 
Setups and installations can be New applications are being found during World War II. He went to 
quickly photographed and filed for each day, those mentioned above ‘Washington as eastern regional 
future reference. Should a similar are only a few related to the field manager in 1954. 
installation be required in the of engineering. THE END THE END 
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There’s fission and then there’s fishin’... 

just five minutes apart for 3M’er Jim Johnson 

Go — -f From the lab to the lake in only five finest. In this young, fast-growing 

-._ |. __ | minutes—that’s 3M-land! It’s a company there’s always been plenty 
— : place where young men like Jim _ of opportunity for young men to get 

ee _ | f g A Johnson, with a talent for both ahead, and for new ideas to get a 

ee ~~ : | {7 _—_ engineering and happiness, find life hearing. Witness such original prod- 
| 4 © | td | good ... to them and their families. ucts as ‘““SScorcw”’ Brand Cellophane 

~ im ee Tape, and the “‘ScorcHLiTE” reflec- 
Co. > a ro There’s some kind of outdoor fun tive signs that guide you safely on 
_ . . A Ce going on year ’round—golf, fishing, highways day and night. More than 

a > ~~__ swimming, boating, hunting, skiing, 22% of the products 3M sells were 
2 . 7. \_ , __ skating. And never more than five developed in the last five years. sa - js s 

SSC" ills from job or home. 
a $=. ] And as for compensation, 3M engi- 

i, —— There’s work, too—vital, exciting, neers and executives are substan- 
., k ____creative work geared to the future. tially above the average in take- 

4. «a A For 3M is a research-minded com- home pay, home ownership, car 
oes \ pany. Its scientific plant, including ownership, and stock ownership! 
A \ F. the new multi-million dollar Central So, if you’re interested write 3M, 

LU Research Laboratory, is one of the St. Paul 6, Minnesota. 

Le 

Minnesota Mininc anp ManuracturinG COMPANY 4 
WHERE Aesearcu IS THE KEY TO TOMORROW S 
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- Oe should bring about this equality. 
a rtssr—s—S—C St The output quality of the two 

ld .-—semerems . pared, but results of most tests 
— i a _ tend to show the quality of the 

ee Lo (oe aa | tube type sets to be slightly supe- 
oe iy x | ee ve N y rior to present transistor sets. Selec- 

| i oe ee oe oS = _ tivity appear to be about equal. 

+ ae : ' c co With new development and im- 
oe eeeeeeeeeEe——EeE——eeEeEeEEE—EeeeEE provement of transistors, the field 

The all-transistor Cadillac Brougham auto radio. mushrooming. One of the big con- 
sumers of transistors is the hearing- 

ees =| industry. The miniature size 
ee oe i transistor make it ideally suited for 

q = 4 i. hearing-aid use. Operating costs for 

4 raphe ¢ V4 VY 4 hearing-aids have been reduced by 
: We OIE a pe a factor of 60. 

oS ) | | The television industry is also 
| : LS 4 L _____ becoming a big consumer of tran- 

: iL. _ 4 j | sistors. Because television utilizes Pie foe : ce 
m7 ‘> _—sthe UHF and VHF bands, not all 

| NA aa | )  »)) _ tubes can be replaced by transis- 
| ‘ ‘Ss. : = | | / tors, but the audio section and 

| RS — — © _— parts of the lower frequency video 
! y oe —— i _ sections will soon be fully transis- 

Yes a i Ctorized. 
‘roxanne = | J Digital computers can utilize the 
ee Ug Ce Vo | GC 7 2 Dom high-speed switching property of 
Fe : i the point-contact type of transistor. 

an naraeneeeneeeneemt _ -. 7 Here again, decreased power, reli- 

— ’ TT , ability, and long life, are important 

ro a a  .  .. . criteria. Motor controls, servo- 

Pn ene ee eae pe is es One eee 
Compact size is one big advantage of the transistor portable. of "tn , Gieuction Gps: feamalbfons 

Portable telephone units have al- 
Transistors Le a tolegh oes ready been successfully transistor- 

(Continued from page 63) e power supply (the B battery) must on table h adi 

distortion over the output power be available, adding bulk and ec ipeal ance oil Se avetted 

range. The larger sets have much —_ weight as well as cost to this type transistor circuits since 60 cycle 
better output quality since speaker | set. In ee at a compara= "AG power costs for such aie te 
size is not as critical as it is in the le transistor set will operate on = ‘niece 
miniature models. The output qual- four standard flashlight batteries aim ae a ‘the KG one 
ity of the larger sets is comparable for as many as 500 hours of inter- hee radio with a lone life a 
to equivalent vacuum tube sets.  mittent duty. This is indeed a good io nortable model hich sould 
Some of the early transistor sets selling point! Since power require- twinvaniertl » moved to an 
had a detectable background hiss | ments are so small, the develop- place in the hone where AC one 
but this has largely been elim- ment of a sun-powered transistor 44. are not available. Portable 
inated by improved transistors and radio is already underway. military equipment as well as light- 
circuitry. The reliability and long life of weight airborn communication and 

Many articles have been written _ the transistor, as discussed previ- _ yavigation equipment are also in- 
on the pros and cons of available ously, is another of the advantages — cluded in the realm of transistor 
transistor radios, so a brief sum- of the transistor radio. applications. 
mary is probably in order: The high cost of the transistor These are but a few of the many 

In comparing transistor sets to radio has restricted sales some- transistor applications. The small 

comparable tube models, the man- _ what. Prices range from about $30 size and equally small power re- 
ufacturer quickly points out the to $100. When the price of tran- quirements of the transistor present 
power supply advantages. A tube sistors is comparable to vacuum a fascinating challenge to the crea- 

type portable radio may have a tubes the price range will be about _ tive imagination of the application 
battery life of approximately 25 to the same as the vacuum tube sets. engineer. 
50 hours of intermittent duty. Both Better manufacturing methods THE END 
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of this heavy-duty mixer, the | 1 a | bi he a 

engineers had to consider the | J) Mea 
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loads as the drum rotates at an hd _ | eS 1 
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tapered roller bearings. Result a 7 i Py N hie 
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bo Tapered design lets Timken® bearings take both radial 

j and thrust loads 

A =eeg Rn The taper enables Timken bearings to take radial and thrust 
os loads in any combination. And full line contact between ‘ 

t their rollers and races gives Timken bearings extra capacity 
for the toughest loads. 

| . Want to learn more about bearings General Information Manual on Timken 

iO —@| or job opportunities? ~ bearings? And for job information write 
eB ie sus = 
| 9 You'llprobablyfacesomebearing prob- _ for “Career Opportunities at the Timken 
= lems after graduation. Why not learn Company”. The Timken Roller Bear- 

Le about them now with our free 270-page ing Company, Canton 6, Ohio. 
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a s He Leadership in any field is never casually 

it goes t roug pipe e | achieved. In the case of Fisher it rep- 

we @\ resents more than three quarters of a 

h i th ld . a Por; f century of continuing research and anyw ere in the world— (== \\ cumulative know-how. 
a ns ) Today, wherever gases, steam and 

KK a _ liquids are to be controlled, engineers 

a \ in the nation’s outstanding plants in 

£f | } ey) the oil, gas, power, chemistry, paper 

©, LG UL 4 and other processing industries... 
CHANCES ARE IT'S C Ss think first of Fisher for the maximal 
CONTROLLED BY ~ solution. 

Manufacturers of: PRESSURE REGULATORS, DIAPHRAGM MOTOR VALVES and LIQUID LEVEL CONTROLLERS 

ee : ¥ mas 

. Wi vo oe 

beg he ‘ : 

es a | - — 

iN 
saa - Engineers with special problems... find the answer in... 1s | 3 ® 

pers Ca | rr en 

= FISHER GOVERNOR COMPANY CLL IAL 
Marshalltown, lowa/ Woodstock, Ontario 

Since 1880 
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Maico engineers and fabricates Recording Heads for home, 

: industry and the military. 

... Bringing musical pleasure to millions of homes. 

«+ Producing automation controls for business. 

akg «». Developing and testing automatic weapons for the armed forces. 

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THESE FIELDS ? 
Magnetic recording heads, systems, transports and special 

RM i NI i A T Uu R E military applications. Transistor, audio and UHF circuitry. Military, 

missile and aircraft electronic equipment design, automation, servo 
systems, video storage systems, pulse circuitry, transducers, 

| or electro-acoustics (microphones, earphones), magnetic amplifiers, 

miniature electronic devices. 

@ If you are interested, Maico is interested in you. Write to 

L. A. Watson, president of the Maico Company, Inc., 

ren qi ae ae | ve for a personal appointment to discuss your future. 

There's a real opportunity for you right near your home with Maico! 
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During mock maneuvers an army Clerk: “Well, there was a man A man named Joe Hogsbristle ap- : 
commander ordered a notice to be __ living next door who took this liver _ peared in court to have his name 
displayed on a bridge stating: “This | medicine three years.” legally changed. The judge nodded, 
bridge has been destroyed by air Customer: “Well, did it help ‘What name do you want to take? 
attack.” But to his chagrin, he no- jin” Frank Hogsbristle. I'm sick and 
ticed through his field glasses that « . 5 tired of hearing people say, “Hi Joe, 
a foot regiment was crossing the Clerk: “He died last week. whattya know’.” 
bridge despite his orders. He sent Customer: “Oh?” ‘ew 
his adjutant to the officer in charge Clerk: “ ; : . 
post-haste to find out how he dared 4, o Mes oe _ y a His The efficiency expert died after 
to defy his orders. An hour later the befor Mth zs id b OF hi ree Gays many years of faithful service and 
adjutant was back. “It’s all right, SHOES EASY COUR, BURY caine his company had arranged an 
sir,” he reported. “The troops are cae elaborate funeral. The pallbearers 

wearing signs saying “We are were carrying the casket out of the 
swimming’.” Salesman: Is your mother home, church, when suddenly the coffin 

aw 8 Sonny? lid popped open and the expert sat 
Three year old: No, but my sister UP and said, “If you put this thing 

The elephant looked down ata 5. x ° y on rollers, you can lay off four 
mouse and exclaimed, “Youre just — men.” 
about the puniest, most insignifi- Ries eee en ote eee 
5; 5 5 i » ease send her to the door. e 
= obieti) eyes bab eyes a saleanmed waited impatiently, then They told him it couldn’t be done 

Tm not always this little,” the ares With a smile he went right to it. ‘ly. “I've b after a long delay, the voice of the Ss! 2 
mouse squeaked angrily. “P've been small child was heard, “I can’t lift He tackled the thing that couldn’t 

sick: em ® her out of the play pen.” be done. . 
And found that he couldn’t do it. 

I eat my peas with honey—I’ve eae ee 

Jone it all my life. It does make the 
‘ one a . tients ee thon, Three men were sitting on a park Young man transferring from En- 
peas taste funny—but it keeps them : : . : : 
éaemy knite bench. The man in the middle was _ gineering to B.A. would like to 

y eb. & sitting quietly as though asleep. trade one good study lamp for com- 
But the two men on either side _ fortable bed. 

A musician was practicing on his —_ were going through the motions of ee 
saxophone late at night when the fishing. With deadly seriousness Newton’s sixty-ninth law: The 

landlord came in: “Do you know they would cast, jerk the lines gimmer the porch light the greater 
there’s a little old lady sick up- gently, then swiftly wind their the scandal power. 

stairs?” asked the landlord. imaginary reels. This had gone on 
“No,” replied the musician, “hum — for some time when a policeman ee 

a little of it.” sauntered over, shook the man in The guy was walking down the 
eae the middle and demanded, “Are street dressed only in a barrel when 

Clerk: “Yes sir, that medicine is these two nuts friends of yours?” a cop stopped him. 
sure powerful. Best stuff we have “Yes, officer,” replied the man. “Are you a poker player?” asked 

for the liver: Makes you peppy.” * “Well, get them out of here _ the law. 
Customer: “Can you give me any then.” “Not me,” replied the character, 

references of people who have “Right away, officer,” said the “but I just left a couple of guys 
taken it with good results?” man as he began to row vigorously. who are.” 
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Inco mine engineers construct a 3-dimensional “picture” that shows where new, untapped ore bodies lie, 

e 

This 3-D model of an ore body shows where 
e@ e e e 

future supplies of Inco Nickel will be mined 

How do Inco engineers keep a mine how large it is, and of what grade. ever before — although some of this 
“alive”? For one thing, they try to They know, as well, how to get that ore lies a mile or deeper under- 

| learn as much as possible about the ore out of the ground in the safest, ground. Andthe Company also reports 

location of ore for the future. most sensible, most economical way another fact: its multi-million dollar 

z possible—know what shafts may have ‘“‘mine-more” program makes possible 

New levels—new exploring to be sunk, what tunnels and drifts to today’s high output of Inco Nickel. 
2 . . ao 

As soon as they open up new levels, drive. Know, in a word, how to reach And looking to the future—in 1961, 

the engineers start up exploratory and mine every possible ton of usable Inco Canada’s Nickel output should 

drilling, to probe and “feel” in many ore. And, having mined it, how to be 385 million pounds a year. A hun- 
directions. extract every possible pound of use- dred million more than in 1956! 

Their hollow-shafted drills bring ful metal. “Mining for Nickel,” color film, is loaned 
out specimen cores that show where high to technical societies, universities, in- 
there is worthwhile ore and where Reserves—at new highs dustry. The International Nickel Com- 
only worthless rock. Today Inco has larger reserves than pany, Inc., Dept. 143f, New York 5, N. Y. 

©1957, 7.1.N.Co., Ino. 
Hundreds and hundreds of 
ore samples A, 

NCO. i i 
These ore samples enable Interna- c= International Nickel 
tional Nickel engineers to build small rhe International Nickel Company, Inc., is the U. S. affiliate of The International Nickel 
models of their mines’ ore bodies. So Company of Canada, Limited (Inco-Canada)—producer of Inco Nickel, Copper, Cobalt, 
they know where each ore body lies, Tron Ore, Tellurium, Selenium and Platinum, Palladium and Other Precious Metals 
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i L- = 7 move into a lead job as a group 
; P| = ee 2 , supervisor in charge of the design of 

tF- | 4 the electrical system of the complete 

7: os. | QUESTION: Could you give an 
-_- _ i. * estimate of the time involved in the 

’ > < : : various steps? 

i f A wt Bauscu: That’s impossible. We have 
: a : no hard and fast schedule. In general, 
yt we have found that it takes a man 
. about a year to get his feet on the 

ground and become a real producer. 
 — From that point on, it’s up to him. 

oo ee Question: In other words, he can 
4 ee ae ® advance in keeping with his indivi- 

=a j dual ability? 

Bauscu: That’s right. Of course, 
Kart Bauscu, Chief Electrical Engineer, there are many other factors in- 
Power Division of the Bechtel Corporation. volved, including the vitally impor- 

* tant one of the great advancements 
being made in every phase of the 

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING electrical industry. These create new 
jobs and new types of jobs involving 

One of a series of interviews in which new skills. And for every opportunity 
existing today, it is safe to predict 

Bechtel Corporation executives discuss there will be at least two tomorrow. 

I a Sor college mens Bechtel Corporation (and its Bechtel 
foreign subsidiaries) designs, engineers 

QuesTIoN: Mr. Bausch, in con- ferent activities. In that way he gets and constructs petroleum refineries, 
sidering a position with Bechtel, or needed experience and familiarity petrochemical and chemical plants; 
any other firm, isn’t it true that what that help him decide the work for ‘ermal, hy re a oo electric 
most college men want to know first which he feels best qualified. It also ae ee ee ie - ae 

of all is “What will I be doing?” gives us the opportunity to evaluate aivehiihied engineering argantaton 

Bauscu: That’s true, and it isn’t an his potential. offers opportunities for careers in many é S h de- . . branches and specialties of engineering 
easy question to answer, so/muc! QUESTION: Assuming a man shows —Mechanical...Electrical...Structural 
pends on individual preferences and the necessary ability and begins to... Chemical... Hydraulic. 
abilities and the way a man develops. produce, how does he branch out? . . 
On joining us, he would be asked if Write for new brochures showing the 
he’d like to work on the drafting Bauscu: Generally, in either of two wide variety of projects Bechtel builds 
board doing layout work. As an ways. He may work on the electrical throughout the world. 
alternate, he might prefer a starting portion of power plants, designing _ Address: John F. O’Connell, 

assignment involving helping out on _ circuits, control and relaying systems, cape President, Industrial Relations) 
. ow : . + . ‘ush Street, San Francisco 4, Calif. calculations, requisitioning materials, unit protection, etc. The other way is 

writing specifications, etc. on the physical layout of power plants Fm 
—that is, location of equipment, con- ont 

QuEsTION: In other words you try to duit and raceway systems, etc. In ect 
give the new man some freedom of __ either case he would be put in charge Bea 
choice? of one section of the project. 

Bauscu: As far as possible. We — Quzstion: And his next advance ROE OR 
know that the beginning period is a would be...? 
difficult one. It takes some time for SAN FRANCISCO 
him to get his feet on the ground and = Bauscu: Assuming he progresses Los Angeles + New York + Houston 

we try to “expose” him to many dif- _ satisfactorily, he would ultimately 
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Radar eves Sa aaa [= 
a One of America’s offshore radar warning towers—Texas Tower I1I—built 

by Walsh Holyoke Division, Continental Copper and Steel Industries, Inc. 

with every seam proved sound on X-ray film 

In record time, Continental Copper 

and Steel Industries, Inc. built and launched 
iy Lie ON “Texas Tower III” and every 

ie y . me \ \\ weld was checked by radiography. 

lee \ 
ae AN Here is a steel island 110 miles | Everyday radiography is work- 

yp Ceo. / a Oe at sea—2700 tons of 2-deck plat- ing like this for welders, large 
\ i \ @ form setting on staunch and stal- and _small—for foundries inter- 
yi : | wart caisson legs 272 feet long. It ested in making sound castings 

| e _s is destined to stand against the —for any manufacturer who must 

: hammering of giant seas and howl- — know internal conditions of a 

ing hurricane gales. product without destroying it. It 
| No place here for the tiniest is one example of the many ways 

| CAREERS WITH: KODAK flaw in a single weld! Sothe magic —_ photographic processes work 

| With photography and photographic of radiography was called on to _ for business and industry — 
PROCESS berate sae ai cob make sure. Two and a half miles _ how it helps make better 
Se aeaar slice ae new ul dele of x-ray film hold positive proof products and improve 
ing opportunities at Kodak in research, that every seam has showed itself — manufacturing 
engineering, electronics, design and pro- flaw-free and secure. procedures. 
duction. If you are looking for such an 
interesting opportunity, write for infor- 4a 
mation about careers with Kodak. Ad- EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY Ca 
dress: Business and Technical Personnel Aa 
Department, Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N. Y. K d k 
Rochester 4, N. Y. oda
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ee ee | / Interview with General Electric’s 

mee a Ee Frank T. Lewis 

\ i Mgr., Manufacturing Personnel Development 

fo Nt e ext rour rears: 
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y he 

ae Your Most Important 
at ae P 

The United States is now doubling its use Q. What types of study courses are in- gained and changes in salary struct- 
of electrical energy every eight years. cluded in the training programs and ure made in your absence. In addi- 
In order to maintain its position as the | When are the courses taken? tion, you accrue pension and paid- 

leading manufacturer in this fast-growing vacation rights. A. Each of our programs has 
eleciricat industry, General Electric is graduate-level courses conducted by Q. Do you advise getting a professional 

vitally interested in the development of experienced G-E engineers. These engineer's license? What’s itworth to me? 

young engineers. Here,Mr.Lewisanswers courses supplement your college 

some questions concerning your personal training and tie it in with required A ‘Thereare only a few cases where 

development. industrial techniques. Some are 4 Jicense is required at G.E., but 
taken on Company time, some on we certainly encourage all engineers 

Q. Mr. Lewis, do you think, on entering YOUT own. to strive for one. At present, nearly 
industry, it’s best to specialize immedi- = a quarter of our engineers are li- 
ately, or get broad experience first? oa Ses help i Y le censed and the percentage is con- 

. Ployess th Sening Sracvate schooling: stantly increasing. What’s it worth? 

A. Let me give you somewhat of a a. G.E.’s two principal programs A license gives you professional 
double-barreled Answer. We at Gen- of graduate study aid arethe Honors status and the recognition and pres- 
eral Electric think it’s best to get Program and the Tuition Refund  tige that go with it. You may find, 
broad experience in a specialized Program. If accepted on the Honors in years to come, that a license will 
field. By that, I mean our training Program you can obtain a mas- be required in more and more in- 
programs allow you to select the  ter’s degree, tuition free, in18months stances. Now, while your studies are 
special kind of work which meets while earning up to 75% of full-time fresh in your mind, is the best time 
your interests—manufacturing, en- salary. The Tuition Refund Program to undertake the requirements. 
gineering, or technical marketing— offers you up to 100% refund of ; 

and then rotate assignments to give tuition and related fees when you Your next four years are mest Impor: 
you broad experience within that complete graduate courses approved tant. During that period you'll undoubt- 
area. by your department manager. These edly make your important career de- 

courses are taken outside normal ‘sions, select and complete training 

Q. Are training assignments of a pre- working hours and must be related Programs to supplement your academic 
determined length and type or does the to your field of work. training, and pursue graduate schooling, 

individual have some influence in deter- if you choose. These are the years for 
mining them? Q. What are the benefits of joining a personal development — for shaping 

company first, then going into military yourself to the needs of the future. If 

A. Training programs, by virtue of service if necessary. you have questions still unanswered, 
being programs, have outlined as- . write to me at Section 959-6, General 
signments but still provide real op- A. We work it this way. Ifyou are Electric Co., Schenectady 5, N. Y. 
portunities for self-development. We _ hired and are only with the Company 
try our best to tailor assignments to a week before reporting to military 
the individual’s desires and demon-_ service, you are considered to be 
strated abilities. performing continuous service while LOOK FOR other interviews dis- 

you are away and you will have your cussing: @ Salary © Advancement 

Q. Do you mean, then, that I could just job when you return. In determining in Large Companies @ Qualities We 

stay on a job if I like it? your starting salary again, due con- Look for in Young Engineers. 
sideration is given experience you’ve 

A. That’s right. Our programs are 
both to train you and help you find 
your place. If you find it somewhere 
along the way, to your satisfaction G E N | R A L [ L E C T R | C 
and ours, fine. 
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